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Preface

Pearl Harbor aside, 1993 was the year of the first enemy offensive on mainland American soil 
since, in concession to defeat, the Red Coats were driven out in 1776 (or, at least it was 
officially declared, and documented, that they no longer controlled the colonies!).  9/11/2001 was 
a reminder and proof positive that it was far from the last (note:  it has been brought to my 
attention that, by consequence of the War of 1812, the British were drawn back onto American 
shores briefly, in which case, Washington D. C. was destroyed before they left for good.).  
Military analysts and forecasters fully anticipate and warn that—whether by Al Qaida, Hamas, 
or, whomever—the U.S. could be hit again, hard, sometime within the next few years; as always, 
some think as early as 9/11…2013.

Meanwhile, the Bible predicts the fall of a powerful, globally recognized end-times commercial 
and political entity that will be catastrophically cut down while still standing tall, at the height of 
her glory.  Who could that be?

Contrary to Harold Camping, and, the Mayans and their calendar, the Bible purported without 
equivocation that there would be life after 2012—and, so it is!  The world did not end, but many 
wondered:  could this be the year of the beginning of the end for the world’s most powerful 
nation, ever?  Is America mentioned here or anywhere else in Bible prophecy?  Like Babylon the 
Great of the Apocalypse, none has ever enjoyed such privilege and prestige as she.  The Melting 
Pot shares a profile with antiquity that is exactly identical, in virtually every way.  Could it be 
therefore that God actually harbors a deep-seated loathing, and a seething longing that could see 
her calamitously emptied of all that she holds near and dear, thrown back in time 200 years in 
horrific short-order, in the not too distant future?  Modern technology is marvelous indeed, but, 
has it contributed sufficiently to any nation’s killing machine so as to allow for the downing of 
so strong, and dispersed a nation, so formidable a force, in only sixty minutes?  Is that rational?  
The facts are startling!

By careful and thorough analysis and discussion of chapter 18 of the Book of the Revelation—
in light of history, current events and modern technological killing mechanisms—this book 
promises to lay out and to establish in chilling detail that the Babylon the Great portrayed here is 
not an ancient entity.  Nor is she a future pet project of the beast (the anti-Christ) by whom 
ancient Babylon is rebuilt—contrary to evangelical fundamentalist dogma (a metaphor and pet 
name, to the Almighty, for an economic, commercial entity, bred for destruction, she is not a city 
at all.).  Rather, this author will show in no uncertain terms that Babylon the Great prances today, 
across the world scene, unwittingly, in a virtual dance of death.  Like an arrogant fool, blinded 
by excess, misled by her churches, she struts now, at this hour, as one fattened for slaughter; 
overly satiated, she basks, in the heat of an inconspicuous glare from Eyes that stare, 
continuously, “…from…a distance”.  They await the revelry as she is set ablaze and leveled to 
the ground—pummeled without mercy by rains that drop, as if from steaming, hot clouds, shot 
straight up, from the depths of hell.  The technology of modern war and end-times killing 
machinery makes it so—products and toys, compliments of the unlocking of Pandora’s BoxW
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Babylon the Great must be and she will humbled, by Divine decree.  She will be eternally 
humiliated before the Apocalypse can commence.  In the space of sixty minutes, she will absorb 
an eternity of flames, on her way to the Lake, by way of a millennial hell—so great is His hatred; 
so deep is His revulsion for her (no nation is, has been or ever will be more hated than she…is!).  
The die having been cast, the type now set, God issues a stern, searching and sweeping warning 
to a symbolic “7000” in her midst (I Kings 19:13-14,19)—as if to a pt. Ryan who weighs 
heavily on His heart—“distinguish yourselves, or, you will share in the gluttony of her ravenous, 
complete decimation” (Rev. 18:
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Prologue

Every waking moment, 
300 million citizens of privilege face unknowingly

 the grime prospect of an arrogant homeland 
Who, at the height of her folly, 

in nonchalant frolic,
is subject to an everlasting oblivion, 

through a virtually instant vaporization.

She is as much known for her power, as for her prosperity; for her prestige, as for her privilege.  There is none like 
her now.  There has been none like her in -the past.  There will never be another like her in the future.  From her 
conception in antiquity, she was as real as life itself, known and confined to the mind of her Creator.  Since her 
revelation, in the Unveiling, she has been to men, a mere specter of her current reality…for two virtual millennia.    
Relished from afar with only the most grievous loathing, her being is confined to these last-days.  Across the annals 
of time, throughout all the history of mankind, only two entities gracing the minds of modern men can claim her 
profile—one on paper, the other in flesh.  The amount of attention and detail given to her much-desired downfall far 
surpasses that of any other single theme in the Apocalypse, written by John.  That makes her the leadoff witness in 
this Revelation of God’s determination for the close of the “latter-days”.  For almost 2000 years, she has been 
catalogued under the pseudonym “Babylon the Great”.  Who is she, in today’s terms?  

She is envied and hated by most, loved by some, needed by all.  Any of her citizens making two 
thousand US dollars in one month, make more than 75% of the world’s 7 billion souls will earn 
in one year!  This makes Babylon the Great unmatched in every way among global entities, in 
these end-times.  Nonetheless, examined from a Higher Point of view, rated on a higher scale, 
none is more insufferable than she.

She is cosmopolitan, a free trader; greatest military power of all time.  No nation has ever been 
more blessed in virtually every sense of the word than Babylon the Great—not even the Apple 
of God’s Eye.  Yet, from above, as she is scrutinized daily, sifted and weighed in the balances 
moment by moment (having defied even God and His will, in favor of her will!), one sole 
determination for this end-times giant and envy of the other nations, has been hand-written upon 
the walls of her waning hours:  for impact, for a dramatic and dynamic show of force—as she 
struts, as she rattles her saber, as she flexes power-packed muscle of a military might most 
uncanny, and, as she gloats in “Goliath” overtones before the world around the globe, wielding 
teeth in testament to that strength—by Divine decree, she must and she will be obliterated in 
under one hour.  

The industrialized world will not be able to continue as is without her.  Her impact and influence 
upon the nations of the earth will have been unparalleled.  Her loss and downfall will spell 
financial ruin and economic chaos the world over.  To date, one and only one foot fits her 
profile.  By God’s design, none can ever fill the void she will leave.

This book, America In Bible Prophecy:  Revelation 18 discusses thoroughly the 18th chapter of 
the Book of the Revelation.  The section Babylon The Great discusses and establishes the 
“who” behind the mask of Babylon the Great.  In addition to showing as well that the profiles of 
chapter 17 and chapter 18 point to two entirely different entities, whatever the similarities in 
names, Babylon The Great
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widely held scripture textural perversions by the white American protestant churches’ 
evangelicals and fundamentalists that all coalesce so as to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that 
Babylon the Great is not Babylon, Iraq—as rather, it is these United States of America. The 
Achilles Heel recognizes that in order to affect so horrendous a collapse, some of the most 
advanced and technologically superior early warning systems on earth must be compromised.  
Trojan Horse/Fifth Column illustrates how 9/11 demonstrated in broad daylight just how such 
a breech could and doubtless will be carried out, imperiling the lives of over three hundred 
million unsuspecting souls.  Notwithstanding her placement in the apocalyptic narrative, her fall 
is mandated, so as to open the gateway to the Apocalypse, foreseen by John, feared now by 
leaders around the world.  

With the U. S. occupation and engagement in Afghanistan drawing to a close (as of 09/04/2013), 
and with the administration of current President Obama fishing for excuses to stay in the 
Middle East, based upon Syrian dictator Bashare al-Assad’s alleged gassing of his civilian 
population, America’s God-ordained doom could be much nearer than we might ever wish to 
imagine.  The tension in that region raises the specter of that impending doom that much 
higher, thanks to Assad’s counter-threat to Israel, and, by the Russia/China threat to intervene on 
behalf of Assad, should the U. S. go ahead with plans to fire missiles into Syria.  But for God’s 
determination, no one wants nor can any side afford a protracted war with the U. S.  The chief 
beneficiary—quite in keeping with her motto, “war is good for the economy”—would be the 
Melting Pot.  Thus (realizing that she wants war, and, she needs war, like a green-eyed monster 
who thirsts for blood!), should a shoot-out start, once it starts, whatever is to be done to her, by 
her enemies, must be done quickly.  Babylon the Great (the United States of America) must be 
dispatched in short order; and that, posthaste!  

This being the case, before either the events spelled out in the Revelation or those of the visions 
of the prophet Ezekiel can transpire, Babylon the Great must and will fall, well within the space 
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Chapter 18

Babylon The Great #II
Burn Her With Fire

Death of the World’s Biggest Looser

“I will be merciful, to whom I will be merciful…” (God).

“In My Father’s House, there are many dwelling places” (John 14).  Oddly, the language of this segment of the 
Revelation suggests strongly that there will be practically none preserved among the inhabitants of Babylon the 
Great (some, yes!   For those who obey the call to “distance, and, to distinguish themselves” from her and her 
brand of Christianity, but, not many.).  She is discarded, like a dirty, filthy, nasty white rag; a worthless, useless 
thing of no further value.  She is proof positive that not everyone who calls Jesus “Lord”, will be saved (Matt. 7).  
Contrary to popular evangelical or fundamentalist thought, there is no dwelling place for her ‘religious’ remnants, in 
the Father’s House!

“Like squeezing a camel through the eye of a needle, so is the difficulty in getting the wealthy, the intellectual, into 
the Kingdom of God”, Jesus said.

Solomon was the legitimate son born to King David and Bathsheba, in an otherwise illegitimate, blood-soaked 
marriage, rooted in the shame, the sham and the sin of adultery (the illegitimate son was received into glory by God, 
at his birth—i.e., per the will of God, he died while still a newborn).  The well-favored son of the King-after-God’s-
own-heart, God’s love for this legitimate son of the illegitimate union was supreme.  God showered this love freely 
and royally, giving the New King, not only his humble request for wisdom so that he might rule over the people of 
God wisely, but, God gave him great wealth as well.  In spite of its otherwise happy outlook, however, there is, and 
was from the start, a dark-side to this saga of Solomon.

Not surprisingly of course, God ultimately knew Solomon, better than Solomon knew himself.  The problem for 
Solomon lay not at all in that, God, knowing the downside, failed to inform Solomon.  Rather, this incident served to 
dramatize and play up the fact that this, the wisest man who ever lived, was yet utterly unperceptive and lacking in 
understanding.  With the perceptivity and immense wisdom God imparted to him, Solomon appears to have sought 
diligently and found out profound statements of information on every subject under the sun.  The one thing he did 
not know, however, was himself.

Speaking of the building of the Temple proposed and provided for by King David, Solomon, like his father, never got 
the point.  The temple of their (short-term, understandably short-sighted) dreams, of which they spoke, and for 
which they prepared (materially), placed in juxtaposition to the One God had in mind (the One at the center of the 
long-term promise made to David) were two entirely different entities.  With regard to the Ultimate of the two 
Temples, Solomon was told in no uncertain terms that he was not going to participate; he was rejected, even while 
he was yet the most favored and most blessed of all of Judah’s kings.  He lived large; high on the hog, all per the 
Hand of the Lord his God.  Nonetheless, all the while this giant among kings, with all of his wealth and material 
possessions, was being blown off by His God as a looser.  Intellectually, he soared on eagle’s wings.  He towered 
over all the kings of the earth.  Yet, the message was, he would have no part in the coming of Israel’s Messiah.  It 
was a very subtle forecast that over shadowed the even more grim fact that this one, most highly esteemed of 
Almighty God, would in the end be lost forever.  Among the most successful men of any generation, Solomon is 
therefore the world’s biggest looser

one he knew would, not only ultimately fail miserably, but, do so without ever looking or turning back. 

.  The closest he will ever get to walking on streets of gold is the Great White 
Throne, before which he will stand, at the last judgment.  Thus, God’s communication to him might be termed, in 
essence, a sublime implementation of the height of reverse psychology.  God chose to lavish love and affection upon W
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Similarly, in a manner mindful of the plight of King Solomon, Babylon the Great has been served notice of her status 
in God’s eyes—she is rejected.  Although without controversy, she is the brainchild of Almighty God (He takes full 
responsibility for her being), all her wealth, all of her good deeds, her appearance and the image she portrays upon 
the global stage will avail her nothing in terms of deliverance, in light of the awesomely awful plan of God for her.
Stuffed to the brim with wealth, overflowing with prosperity untold, strutting in the stupidity of her arrogance, even 
as she revels in grand illusions of superiority, she is to Him like a fatted calf, built and set up only to be struck 
through, knocked down in eternal humiliation, and damnation.  In keeping with the “Divine formula” to “…extend 
mercy…” where He sees fit while, by implication, withholding it as He chooses, all mercy is to, and, will be 
withheld from this version of Babylon the Great.

New World Order:  Phase I

The New World Order!  It is a concept rarely heard in the America media and public arena.  Nevertheless, it is one 
very real, and very much anticipated, behind the scenes—much more so in foreign countries, it seems, than here in 
the U.S.  On August 14, 2008, NPR Radio featured a news clip from an interview it conducted with a woman from 
the breakaway region of Ossetia.  The focus of that interview was the Russian invasion of Georgia—following 
Georgia’s attempt to rein in the rebel state, which sought its independence (allegedly instigated by the Russians.).
The woman stated dogmatically something to the effect that the Georgian president Mikheil Saakashvili’s attempt to 
maintain control of those states which want to separate from Georgia while allying itself with the West via NATO
was all part of the “New World Order”.  Not long after that, someone else in the news was careful to make mention 
of this coming, global state of affairs.  Former President George Bush, Sr. was shown in online video footage 
speaking affectionately, in glowing terms about the “New World Order” 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o).  Except from the lips of media ministers and Bible prophecy 
sensationalists, it remains an idea heretofore generally unheard of in America, otherwise.

Side Note

The New World Order

Actually, as of today, 03/17/09, a number of months after the initial pinning of this section, new information spurred 
by Jack and Roxella Van Impe, on their Jack Van Impe Presents TV program shows that this idea of a New 
World Order is anything but dead in America’s upper echelon political circles (don’t typically put a lot of faith in 
their ministry now-a-days, but, like all charlatans, they do manage to get some things right, once in a while; consider 
also a Hal Lindsey report aired later in April of 2009.  Lindsey’s report affirms the existence and determination 
among the world’s richest—including Rockefeller, Bill Gates and Oprah Winfrey—to play God in the 
establishment of population control measures designed to facilitate a New World Order.  By implementation of said 
“control measures”, these people would effectively decide who lives, and, who must die; in short, they would 
instigate, authorize and supervise the systematic, otherwise, indiscriminate killing of a substantial portion of the 
global population, no doubt by the various means sited in chapter 6 of this Revelation.  This killing would make 
room for those deemed worthy of living—i.e., a kind of “survival of the fittest”, via systemic and methodical, how 
ever diabolical, slaughter of those less fortunate!).  Other online articles and ‘credible’ documentation affirm this to 
be so.  

In the online version of their show, the Van Impes refer to a 2008 PBS broadcast hosted by Charlie Rose in which 
Henry Kissinger, is quoted stating that there is a need for a new world order (Mr. Kissinger was a highly visible 
politician, active as Secretary of State during the Nixon and Ford administrations).  They went on to cite a quotation 
in which he (Kissinger) asserts that President Barak Obama is primed to create this new world order (that is, 
President Obama knows and is apparently at peace with the notion that he has been “…chosen, for such a time as 
this…”!).  Roxella and Mr. Van Impe went on to highlight quotations from Barak Obama’s speech delivered in 
Germany, which seem to suggest his vision of this new world order, and, his complicity with the idea of political, as 
well as economic globalization (even if it undermines American individuality and sovereignty):

 “I am a fellow citizen of the world.”
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 “in this new world, we’ll have a global citizenship.”
 “we need a globalized world.”

  “we must come together to save the planet”

Video footage of an interview with Mr. Kissenger confirms the Van Impe claims.  At Truveo.com, a video clip 
records the former secretary of state saying that “…his task (President Obama’s) will be to develop an overall 
strategy for America in this period when really a new world can be created.  It’s a great opportunity…”, he 
concluded.   $64 thousand dollar question:  Why America?  Why not chart a new course for the rest of the world, 
since they, corporately or individually, cannot seem to get their act together, so as to bring themselves up socially, 
economically or politically, to a level commensurate with that of America?  Just what precisely does Mr. Kissinger 
have in mind here?  How does President Obama interpret his language?

Mr. Kissinger’s “new world” is not one to be crafted around ideals and principles that contribute to or that allow for 
the creation of an “America”-like world.  Rather, Barak Obama, in Kissenger’s ideology is tasked with the 
responsibility of overseeing development of “…an overall strategy for America…” that eliminates her from the new 
world equation altogether—as, no one in his right mind is likely to believe that a democratic, free-wheeling, free-
thinking people, the most powerful ever, in the history of all of civilization, numbering presently only 5% of a 
global population of 7 billion is likely to roll over and simply die to its independence, or, stay down willingly, 
should she somehow succumb to the Obama/Kissinger vision and interpretation of “globalization”.  Remember, 
95% of the world currently, and, 100% of the world before the Declaration of Independence, has never known a true 
“democracy”, American-style!  That is, or, at least that appears to be the world into which our President, per, former 
Sec. of State Kissinger, is to “lead” the way—a totalitarian global society swept clean and free of the germ of 
democratic, free-thinkers, on an individual or state level.

On an even less positive note, which could help to explain the future and fate of the United States of America, 
(journalist?) Eric Walberg quotes “The Independent” (01/2009), which cites Mr. Kissinger gloating over what he 
sees as a “unique opportunity for creative diplomacy” (the Walberg article was titled “Henry Kissinger's Choice 
To The World: New World Order or ‘chaos’”).  Such reasoning Mr. Kissinger admits, will strike “a major blow 
to the standing of the United States ”, as each nation is encouraged to “seek to make itself independent, to the 
greatest possible degree, of the conditions that produced the collapse” (the collapse of course being this present 
housing and banking mess, on account of which all fingers point accusatorily at the United States).  The Kissinger 
solution, Mr. Walberg continues, is actually a call for “a common action” amongst the nations, resulting in a 
“political” “new world order” that would be similar to the present “…international economic one…” in spirit and in 
co-operation.  “The extraordinary impact of President-elect Obama on the imagination of humanity is an important 
element…” in the shaping of this new world order, Mr. Kissinger is said to have enthused.  Failure to so indulge is 
to invite “chaos”.  Mr. Walberg cites as the Kissinger definition for “chaos”, “the democratic awakening of the 
people”—i.e., the cultivation of a yearning among the people of the world to think and to govern themselves, 
American-style.  He further concedes that free-spiriting nations, who meet in global organizations such as the WEF 
and the G20, are seriously frowned upon.  It seems then, based on the foregoing, no one wants to see another 
“republic”, after the order of the United States.

Thus, we conclude that the collapse and destruction of Babylon the Great will be the inroad to this New World 
Order (see chap. 6).  Babylon the Great must fall before the Apocalypse can transpire.

Heretofore, Babylon the Great has received a fair amount of press in the revelation narrative.  
Moreover, her eventual drubbing and clubbing, on all fronts, holds an specially ‘dear’ place in 
the heart, in the mind and in the eschatological plans of God.

By way of review, in chapter 17, the identity of the woman on the scarlet red beast

 On the one hand, in the first place, the 

 and her 
two extreme polarities were established.  Being bipolar, each of her split personalities was 
shown to be firmly, solidly rooted in Rome; the Eastern emperor or the Byzantine emperor, 
enthroned in Constantinople, stood for several centuries longer than the Western Kingdom (he 
had no meaningful impact on what occurred in the West).W
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bipolar woman was political.  She represented ancient Rome as the capital of the Roman Empire, 
symbolized by the scarlet red beast on which she rode.  Her commanding view from atop the 
seven heads of the beast, as opposed to its back, was emblematic of the totality of her absolute 
authority.  The heads were the emperors, although they also represented hills or mountains upon 
which the woman was physically located, which further helps to establish her identity.  

It should be noted that when this political persona of the woman fell in 476 AD, there was no 
international shedding of tears; there were no expressions of grief.  No one missed her, as they 
were in the end, more benefited than they were hurt.  The then-known-world was delighted when 
the woman’s political aspect was gone.  So it was for any such kingdom which had forced itself 
upon another.

On the other hand, that woman in chapter 17 was to become, and she remains today—in her 
alter-ego—the “great hooker”, highly religious Babylon the Great.  She represented initially a 
Rome in shambles, led by the popes at the head of the totally apostate church at Rome (Paul’s 
church of the “Romans”, following the collapse of the Roman Empire).  Each aspect of the 
woman’s persona was, in God’s economy, separate and distinct; they could never have co-
existed, peacefully—the Caesars of Rome would not have tolerated the competitive reach of the 
western popes.  When the Western arm of the Empire fell, the eastern emperors at 
Constantinople were not able to subdue and maintain control over the ancient city.  Strangely, 
perhaps, it might be argued that they could scarcely have succeeded without this great whore, 
and, her “Crusaders”.  Furthermore, it was established that the demise of religious Babylon, 
Babylon the Great, which exists to this very day, at this very hour, will be at the hands of the
end-times beast, the eighth and final of only seven rulers, aided by his consortium of ten other 
nations, inspired by God Almighty (This will occur early in his short, 3.5 year global reign.  It is 
more the destruction of a chiefly religious institution, which doubles now as a globally 
recognized political entity.  Since their 1929 settlement to get the pope’s corrupting influence out 
of Italian politics, Vatican City has been a nation—making the pope a political head of state as 
well.).

Nevertheless, for all that has happened or that has been determined will happen around the theme 
of Babylon the Great, the subject is far from done!

Jubilate!

Babylon the Great 

Is Destroyed!
Here, in chapter 18, we are greeted with a proclamation; an open invitation, ringing throughout 
all the heavens:  jubilate!  Not surprisingly, that jubilation centers in Heaven’s ecstasy and joy 
over the desecrated sight of Babylon the Great.  But, at the ends of chapters 16 & 17, the slate 
has been wiped clean of both Babylons (that is both Rome, Italy and Vatican City, world 
headquarters of the Great Whore, the Roman Catholic Church.). To whom then, does this 
Babylon the Great refer

sgust and disdain?
, and why such jubilation and the ensuing expressions of vitriol, laced 

throughout with Supreme di
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For starters, one might do well to note that, notwithstanding the name chosen to represent her, 
and, in spite of the reference by the end-times merchants and politicians of the nations to her as 
“that great city”, the fact is Babylon the Great here is not a city, at all. She is not ancient 
Babylon re-built (see the Side Bar, page 11 and the Conclusion).  Interestingly, she displays none 
of the psychosis common to Babylon the Great of chapter 17.  There is no evident personality 
disorder or conflicts.  Her profile, and, her apparent standing and reception amongst the nations 
is markedly, if not remarkably, different than the known, historical relationship managed and 
maintained by the woman in either her ancient, purely secular role, or, in her religious role as it 
spans the gap between those ancient years of her beginning and the present.

Although the prophecy was written in the days when many lands and their peoples were known 
primarily by their chief city, and thus the people tended to think in those terms, Babylon the 
Great here is a strictly end-times entity, having no roots in antiquity (quite unlike her name sake 
in the “end-times” great whore; whose roots stretch from the ancient days of the Roman Empire, 
to the final days of history.). This “city”, like the concept(s) of the Book itself throughout, in the 
Mind of its Creator, was something totally foreign to the minds of the likes of John

Napoleon’s objective, or that of Hitler and the Japanese)

, in that day.
They did not know her kind in their times.  There had never been anything like her.  There have 
not been for centuries, there are not now and there will be no such city-states when she is finally 
knocked down in these last days; leveled to the ground, never to rise again.  So, knowing then 
that she is not Babylon, Iraq rebuilt (as will be discussed briefly, shortly), and, if she is not the 
obvious in terms of the only known shoe that either can or could ever have fit the imprint 
perfectly, to a tee, who then, is she?

The description of Babylon the Great is quite graphic and revealing. What do the particulars and 
themes surrounding that description reveal for us about her, and, how do they square with the 
particulars and themes surrounding the two Babylons discussed previously?

A specific set of qualifiers are given, which set this Babylon the Great apart:

Profile 
1) she is cosmopolitan:  figures prominently in the global political arena, and, in 

international affairs, for the most part, without the usual pressure of military occupation 
and domination

2) she has and maintains a (God-less) charisma that is manifestly Babylonian in nature 
and in spirit

3) she has a peaceful impact (relatively) on global economics, and is heavily involved in 
international trade

4) being highly religious, she leads the world into fornication (service to false gods, in the 
name of the Living God—i.e., she spreads a ‘false’ Christianity); she deceives the nations 
with sorcery (heavy drug or narcotics trafficking, :23)

5) she is enormously wealthy through free trade with the nations, as opposed to forceful 
occupation and exploitation of multiples of other nations; the kind known to and dreaded 
throughout the ancient world (in contrast to ancient Rome, the British Empire, W
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6) the nations are enormously wealthy by trading freely with her, the envy of other 
nations

7) she is haughty, extremely arrogant, cocky and self-reliant, overly self-satisfied
8) her swift, thorough and complete destruction—from which she will never recover—will 

spark an irreversible, crushing, world-spanning recession, a fiscal death-toll, that will 
plunge all the nations into an economic spiral of unparalleled proportions

9) her existence is primarily eschatological; that is, she exists only in the last days, with no 
other manifest ties to antiquity

Up to this point, life on earth will have gone on, ‘business as usual’, per Luke 17.  “Men will eat 
and drink like always; they will be marrying and giving in marriage”, as usual.  Then, Paul says, 
all hell will break loose (II Thes. 5).  The moment the nations shall say peace and safety, or, 
think that they have at long last eliminated any possibility of further conflict amongst the nations, 
at that moment sudden destruction will overtake them, like a woman overcome of her labor 
pains.  Knowing what we know today, in terms of how life progresses and proceeds from one 
trying-time to the next, interspersed with bouts or spans of peace as it were, only to be replaced 
eventually by yet another (be it political, social, economic or military), followed by a few more 
valleys and smooth rides, up to the moment of the assertion “peace and safety”, mankind will 
honestly think that they have arrived.  They have achieved a genuine, lasting solution to all of the 
troubles that plague mankind.  God would have us know however, they will be wrong.

At some point in the near future, all of humanity’s hopes and dreams will be traumatically up-
ended and shattered, as the world around them is ripped apart by a new out break of strife, 
followed by global wars, accompanied by a high death toll well in excess of one billion 
(whatever the physical roles played by groups like the Taliban, God wants all men to understand 
that His will be the Hand that drives them on.).  As with humpty dumpty, having had a great fall, 
after he sat on that wall—“all the king’s men, and all the king’s horses couldn’t put humpty 
dumpty back together again”—so likewise, they will not recover.  This is the beginning of the 
Day of the Lord.  It is, albeit, not the Second coming of Jesus Christ at Armageddon.  This day 
will come unannounced, without warning or, fanfare—like a thief who comes in the night (His 
appearance at Armageddon, will be a spectacular, highly visible affair.).

Side Bar

As of 01/22/2008, and since "Katrina" and the Gulf Coast devastation, not one day goes by without dropping hints 
relative to just how vulnerable global markets and international economies are; how susceptible they are to any 
negative activity, being joined together at the hip, as it were, to the most prominent of them all.  Someone has said 
that the search for cheap labor, cheap sex, and cheap crude has created a class of deep pockets throughout Asia, etc., 
all of whom are being courted by international banking concerns (especially American), trying to reposition 
themselves and shore up huge losses they have sustained, self-inflicted through bad investments, having been left 
troubled and reeling due to the sudden down turn in the American construction industry (which is said to have been 
heavily invested in by foreign governments, including China and Russia).  As of today (03/18/08), while some have 
collapsed and/or have been forced to sell ridiculously cheap, others dangerously close to the brink of collapse.

known was sure to come, jumping to their deaths, only moments before the second tower collapsed about 19 min.s 

International Ties:  Strong and Lucrative—Un-coerced
“Oh, my God…Oh, my God…oh, my God, what’s happening?”, the woman cried in horror and disbelief as she 
witnessed the collapse of the first of two of the towers hit on 9/11/2001.  She had been filming for roughly 12 min.s.  
As she continued to roll her film, she caught the horror of people desperate to escape the suffering they must have W
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into her film.  “Oh, my God…all these people…”, she exclaimed again—terrified by the sight of the second tower
speeding downward.  “Awwww, the people are running away, they’re running away; what’re they  gonna do…Oh, 
my God, there’s no more World Trade Center”, was her bewildered outcry, looking across, safe and secure (this 
time) from her apartment high above the ground, on a level comparable to about where the two planes struck the 
two towers!

The terrified reaction of these witnesses and others to the tragedy of 9/11 prefigures the cries of agony and disbelief 
God has in store for men and women the world over, as He pulls Babylon the Great down (from her lofty perch) to 
her death bed; leveling her to the ground.  There will be nowhere to run; nowhere to hide.

(:1) Having witnessed God’s unraveling of the riddle of the mystery concerning Babylon the 
Great, the mother of harlots, the identity of the beast relative to nationality and his origin, and the 
demise of the harlot, John’s attention is here drawn to the person of another high-ranking, 
powerful angel as he comes down out of Heaven.  This angel shone with such brightness that the 
whole earth was illuminated by his presence.  His mission is to deliver a proclamation:
(:2) “Babylon the great has fallen, has fallen”, the angel spoke loudly, with great strength, “and 
has become a place inhabitable only by demons, a prison to house unclean spirits, and a cage 
for all unclean and despised birds”.
(:3) “Having been a city which herself has been unfaithful, she has been instrumental in leading 
other nations and their 
leadership down that same 
path (away from God), 
down a road that can only 
lead to confrontation with 
the Almighty.  In fact, the 
kings of the earth have 
preferred and sought an 
illicit relationship with her 
over God. On account of 
her great wealth, and 
exceptional, exceeding 
abundance, the merchants 
of the earth, have been 
made wealthy and rich.”
As she prospered, so the 
world around her 
prospered.

In today’s terms and lingo, 
the angelic summons to 
“rejoice” might be rendered 
to read like an invitation to 
witness the aftermath of an 
illustrious, elaborate three-
ringed circus gone sour (or, 
a freak-show, in God’s eyes, finally destroyed).  “Hurry, hurry! Step right up, folks!  You’ll 
never see another show quite like this!  A self-proclaimed godly circus of folk, self-righteous in 
their own eyes, wealthy, arrogant, lost and damned, to be banished to the eternal flames of the 

Fault Lines of Collapse
Witness again the antics of the CEOs of failed, top corporations, who sought 
and got welfare checks at taxpayer expense, then paid themselves, 
shamelessly and without flinching, $18 billion in bonuses, sought to buy 50 
million dollar corporate jets and otherwise maintain the high, lavish, life style 
to which they have grown accustom, while investors and taxpayers languish 
in uncertainty!  Consider the foolish government officials who took part in 
the behind the scenes regulations that allowed for the rise of these robber 
barons, gave them taxpayer money, then failed to anticipate that some sort of 
clearly defined oversight might be necessary to insure how they spent it!  The 
fools are spending it on themselves and word is, there is no way the 
government can get it back!  As of 01/31/09, apparently, not one job has been 
created, out of all the money they have been given!  With this kind of 
oversight and fiscal mismanagement at every level of government and 
industry, the fault lines are firmly lain, the collapse of Babylon the Great is 
imminent, along precisely those lines, as they have been foretold in this the 
Apocalypse of John the Revelator.  At some point, America is bound to find 
that it can no longer support, nor defend itself.  That, doubtlessly, will allow 
foreign powers so inclined to levy a much desired humbling humiliation 
(under the cover of a wave of coordinated terror attacks by a network of 
suicide bombers from sleeper cells already in place, within U. S. borders, 
supplemented and re-enforced by a HEMP lay-down, finalized by an all-out 
nuclear attack.).  The pain and suffering she experiences on her way down 
will be equal to the extent of her high lifestyle, heretofore in full accord with 
the biblical mandate.  As 9/11 so wonderfully demonstrated, for all the world 
to see, superior defense systems and all the fancy equipment and fighter 
aircraft in the world need not be a deterrent, when an enemy otherwise 
external, yet, rides a high level Trojan Horse, as it were, well within our 
camp carrying a fully concealed Fifth Column, behind otherwise tightly 
guarded gates (see, Trojan Horse: The Enemy who mans our Gates!)!  W
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Lake, without mercy!  No sir-reeee!  There has never been, nor will there ever beeee, another 
like her!”

No matter what the endeavor, no matter the level of success and achievement, all good things 
have this unique way of ending; winning streaks grind to a halt—leaving in their wake 
consequences that devastate; wreathes of victory having faded to crowns of catastrophe, 
pinnacles and pedestals trade like dirt mounds comprised of only the dust of jaded glory (GM 
and other such investment portfolios—once worth as much as $70 thousand, or, maybe hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in other cases, now worth only a mere hundred dollars, or so—in the 
early days of the U. S. Housing and banking collapses!  Worthy of note:  GM and other large 
institutions that were fortunate enough to cash in on President Barak Obama’s taxpayer-funded, 
well-fare bailout, are now said to have returned to profitability, as of this day, 08/06/2013).
Remember and witness the O. J. Simpsons, the James Watsons, Enron, MCI World-com or the 
big three auto-makers, Leahman Brothers and the recent banking/US housing bubble burst and 
its far-reaching, globe-spanning messes of financial ramifications, etc., etc—the brightest, most 
distinguished and celebrated of men flash winsome and winning smiles of victory one day that 
fizzle so as to leave behind skeletons of only the damnedest of fools.

No great nation has ever maintained its spotlight on power forever.  So likewise, similarly, 
Babylon the Great is guaranteed its place amid the ruins of dust and ashes.  The foundational 
groundwork for this monumental event has been and is being laid “…even as we speak”.

All of heaven and the Almighty will be thrilled at the annihilation and fall of this Babylon the 
Great.  Her fall, like that of ancient Babylon, will be final.  She will never rise from the ashes of 
her calamity, nor will she ever be inhabited again (before the Millennial Reign).  On this basis 
then, if on no other, we may safely conclude that to the degree that ancient Babylon is located 
within the confines of a region controlled by modern day, troubled and war-torn Islamic/Shia 
dominated Iraq, to the same degree it is highly unlikely that Babylon the Great could ever be 
linked thereto.  No coalition of cash-strapped European nations could ever unite to pull off 
reconstruction of an entity more powerful than they, having an independence, a stability and 
prosperity far greater than any they have ever known individually.  Their existence even now 
under the EU banner is burdened and strained by near constant, virtually insurmountable 
differences.  One could argue that it is questionable whether the Muslims of Iraq and Persia 
combined have the incentive, ingenuity, or the initiative to do so, left to their own devices.
Moreover, given that the “fig tree” (Matt. 24) is in full bloom, signaling the imminent return of 
Jesus Christ for His church, there is simply not enough time for such a risky venture to blossom 
to the level of stability, prosperity and influence needful to fill the extra-oversized shoes of 
Babylon the Great.  Remember, this Babylon is justifiably proud and haughty to the bone due to 
her ability to subsist completely independent of anyone else, on a par unmatched by any other 
nation—past or present.

Side Bar

Great Babylon

…“Is this not Great Babylon, that I have built, to be the seat or the Capital of my kingdom, by the might of my 
power, for the honor of my majesty (or, as a testament to and an exhibition of just how majestic I am)” (Dan. 4:30)?W
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As with Pharaoh, God gave Himself full credit for the existence and ascension of the pagan King of Babylonia.   He 
even took gentle pains to introduce Himself on several occasions by interposing Himself into the king’s dreams.  
There, having gotten inside Nebuchadnezzar’s head, quite literally, where He could not through the life, the ministry 
or the example set by the apple of His Eye (sound like today’s church?), God portrayed Himself as the One having 
ultimate authority, and, a power far superior to his—or, to that of any other monarch, whatever his level of genius 
and ingenuity.  Where the blindness of arrogance, a haughty spirit, and a stubborn predisposition to self-exultation 
persisted, the Lord humbled the great king, stripping him of his most cherished aspect, thereby, publicly humiliating 
him through 7 years of psychosis.  That is, i.e., the king’s insistence upon elevating himself to a status to which he 
did not belong was treated as if it were an attack upon the Sovereignty of God (which it was, given the history of 
that region and of Babylon, and, no doubt Nebuchadnezzar’s full knowledge of it).  To his astonishment, he was met 
by the True and Living God on the offensive, who counterattacked by reducing a king’s overrated mind to the level 
of an animal, locking his psyche in a prison of insanity from which he could not release himself, except by turning 
the key of acknowledgement—professing publicly that God was ultimately responsible for his greatness (Dan. 4:34, 
37; 5:18, 21).   

Great Babylon:  Her Achilles Heel

“And Babylon, the glory of the kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees’ excellency, shall be as when God overthrew 
Sodom and Gomorrah.  It shall never be inhabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation…” 
(Isa. 13:19-20; Jer. 50:39; 51:24-26).

Long before Nebuchadnezzar (II) ascended the throne of his kingdom (605 B. C.—561=44 years), well in advance 
of the day he brought her to the height of her glory—a day perhaps no one saw coming, when Babylon was just 
another lovely city rebuilt from ancient ruins by a priestly class known as the Chaldeans—God articulated the day of 
her doom, by Isaiah the prophet (Nabopolassar was Nebuchadnezzar’s father, and the king who lead in the 
overthrow of Assyrian rule in 626 B. C.).  Years went by and nothing happened (100 or so).  Then God summoned 
Jeremiah to take up the call.  Years went by again, and nothing happened until just before the collapse and final 
deportation into the Babylonian Captivity in 587 B. C.  It appears Daniel and company had been there since before 
the second year of Nebuchadnezzar’s rule, which would have been about 603 B. C. (about 18 years).

Per divine decree, pursuant to an ego that refused to see “God” beyond he crest of his own nose, the magnificent 
dream of the mighty Nebuchadnezzar—encompassing 196 squares miles of well thought out citadel; with all of that 
splendor, with all of that enchantment and, in the bright light of all of its power—fell before the God appointed 
might of the Medes and Persians. That fateful blow was delivered in 539 B. C. during the early years of the reign of 
his grandson, Belshazar (his father, Nabonidus).  

Irreparably crippled, the city that had stood tall and proud, seemingly invincible for roughly 70 years, hobbled 
almost unrecognized for centuries (almost 1000 years), until, according to Divine agenda, (it was finished off) its 
walls toppled, in the 4th century AD by Julian the Apostate.  Like Jericho, some of the most exquisitely managed 
prime real estate ever was never to be revived.  Like the Titanic, 56 miles (some say 14) of impregnable wall(s; there 
appears to have been several), covering an area 187 feet wide, 200’ tall extended by towers that stood an additional 
100’ above the ground, crumbled completely and hit rock bottom.  Its “Achilles Heel” having been breached and 
exploited, Cyrus the Persian general brought Great Babylon to her knees, to rise no more (Isa. 14; Jer. 50 & 51).

In Defiance of God

The message sent to rulers and governments of the world by way of God’s dealings with the Pharaoh and with 
Nebuchadnezzar is quite simple and straight forward:  flouting the will of God is dangerous business that could be 
injurious to one’s well-being, or, even fatal.  So far as anyone seems to know, one of the only historical figures 
who has shown any real ambition and potential for the resurrection and restoration of ancient Babylon is Alexander 
the Great.  He died relatively young, in Babylon, before his vision could materialize.   The late Saddam Hussein of 
our generation went a step further, in that he was allowed to actually put shoe-leather to his initiative.  He too died 
under the load of his work-in-progress.  Thus, we might conclude that their “defiance”, like that of Nebuchadnezzar, 
was requited early.  As with Nimrod, whose name is said to imply that he was a rebel against the idea of submission 
to the will of Almighty God, their kingdoms fell into disrepute, following their deaths.W
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It should be noted, perhaps, that Nimrod (the great grandson of Noah, grandson of Ham, son of Cush—said to be the 
father of all the world’s black races, thus himself a “black man”) was the defiant instigator who led the rebellion at 
Babel (Gen. 10:8-10; 11:1-9), which defied God’s decree to scatter and to repopulate the earth.  Being a “mighty 
hunter before God”, it is said that he was not a hunter of wild game, so much as he was a warrior and a conqueror 
who tracked down men, to bring humanity back together, under his authority, and to keep them away from God by 
means of a system of religion that forms the basis of many others even today (including Roman Catholicism and its 
offshoots in the Anglican and in the Orthodox Churches.).  He is the actual founder of Babylon, which was 
destroyed and rebuilt several times before Nebuchadnezzar’s day.   Thus, Babylon is a city that is, from its very 
foundation, by its being, nature and ideological fabric, symbolic of and synonymous with defiance of and rebellion 
in the face of Almighty God.  Moreover, it is therefore not coincidental that God chose this designation to identify 
the two most prominent characters (shall we say) featured in the Book of the Revelation. 

So then, two chief opponents to the will of God are dead and the city is in complete ruins, as prophesied, to the 
supreme satisfaction of God, and yet, the spirit of defiance has not died—in fact, far from it.  

U. S. State Department & The Future of Babylon Project

One might be inclined to think it highly unlikely that the EU would ever consider uniting with the U. S. in a joint 
venture to rebuild ancient Babylon.  Their governments are financially burdened to the limits and their banks are in 
as much turmoil as are those of the U.S.  After all, they unionized in the first place so as to compete with the 
Americans for a slice of the global pie of position, power and prestige.  This they did out of envy.  Moreover, out of 
all the investment initiatives afloat, no one seems to be interested in any prospect that ancient Babylon might hold—
at least, not on the surface, as far as the average eye can see.  When the building craze of recent years gobbled up 
investment dollars from all around the world (much if not most of it planted in U. S. markets), not even scant 
thought appears to have been levied toward Babylon—for obvious reasons, regional instability being perhaps 
paramount (Also, consider the Side Note above.).  

And yet, contrary to personal premonition, “rumor has it” there is a movement afloat now, in our day, that dares 
once more to openly defy the plainly stated word and will of God.  Not inconceivably, that initiative appears to be—
if not rooted primarily in, certainly—heavily invested in by our own United States government, in league with the 
World Monuments Fund, based in New York, with ‘affiliates’ around the world  (together, they work with Iraq’s 
State Board of Antiquities and Heritage, and have contributed at least $700,000—all this per the 06/28/2009 
edition of the U. S. military publication, “Stars and Stripes”)!   Just as reports have it that the world’s biggest 
company, Exxon-Mobil, and other oil companies like it, are drooling at the mouth, salivating over the thought of 
Babylonian oil flows and are gearing up to go back into Iraq, so likewise, a renewal of that anti-God vision, as some 
are even now proposing, could see Babylon brought back to life as a major tourist destination—on a par with the 
Egyptian Pyramids; replete with all sorts of money-making amenities.  Some think that should all of this transpire, 
Iraq stands a good chance to become the richest country on the planet (this due in part to a drive to shore up relations 
by patching hurt feelings and mopping up bad blood owing to damages caused at the ruins by U. S. and coalition 
troops.  U. S. State Department involvement appears to be mainly focused on preservation, at this time, more so 
than on actual rebuilding of Babylon—although one need not rule out that possibility.).  

Saddam Hussein is dead, and, for the time being at least, so is his dream of a rebuilt Babylon. 

Double Jeopardy?

If the death of Alexander the Great and the death of Saddam Hussein say anything at all in terms of Bible Prophecy, 
Babylon is most definitely not going to be rebuilt.  God will see to that.  Thus, as this narrative will establish, 
ancient Babylon is definitely not Babylon the Great of this Book of the Revelation.  That being so, what does that 
say about the future of the United States, given her evident determination to get fiscally involved in a preservation 
initiative that she without doubt knows is sure to lead to an all out drive to revive the ancient city of wonder and 
splendor—a city built on foundations conceived primarily for the exaltation of man, in staunch opposition to the 
sovereignty of God?   Are we, here, faced with a clear case of “double jeopardy” for the only high profiled, 
international foot in history that has ever fit the profile laid out for us here by John the Revelator, in Rev. 18?  This 
we know:  The United States is a nation in great, great danger, on a scale “biblical in proportion”—per the mind and 
plan of God—do we therefore need to add this act of ‘defiance’ to our resume’?  Could this ‘act’ in fact be the 
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“tipping” point, the proverbial ‘straw that breaks the camel’s back’, leading to the prophesied downfall of the U. S. 
A?

(:3) The chief offensive pre-occupation of Babylon the Great lies in how she relates to the 
nations.  She has “fornicated” with them (in what by implication should have been a right 
relationship with God, insofar as, the term ‘fornication’ in this type of a biblical context always 
implies or signifies “spiritual infidelity”).  It is this Babylon whose downfall is celebrated in 
chp. 14:8 (the descriptive terminology is the same for each).  By all outward appearances; by 
most accounts and measures, from the point of view of the nations, particularly those who do a 
brisk business with her, she is an infallible “winner”, blessed and having favor with God.  In fact, 
as viewed by the nations, she herself virtually sits in the place of God. Thus, she represents a 
people of great influence, able to affect, impact and shape the thoughts, attitudes and opinions 
of all with whom she has or will have contact—in general, without the sword, or, seeking 
resolution in military force. As such, she by her great influence and the sway she holds over the 
hearts and minds of the political, industrial and business leaders of the nations, leads them away 
from the true and living God, rather than to Him.  She practically sits in the place of “God”, with 
the world virtually worshipping at her feet.  To a degree, they harbor a trust and confidence in 
her that only He is worthy of.  (Worthy of note:  At one point, it has been said, she was able to 
convince the world to base its currency on the US dollar, as opposed to the usual standard of 
gold and silver.)

The Dealer:  Opiate of the Masses
 (:23-24) A key ingredient in the grip by means of 
which Babylon the Great exerts herself and her 
influence, holding the nations spellbound, is her 
sorceries—from the Greek word pharmakeia, 
which means drug or medicine.  It is used in 
contradistinction to the Greek words mageuo (mag-
yoo’-o) and magos (mag’-os), verb and noun forms 
signifying respectively “to practice magic” and 
“the practitioner of magic”, or, a magician, 
sorcerer, wizard, professor of the arts of witchcraft; 
one who pretends to have magic powers.  In their 
professions dealing with divination, necromancy, 
casting of spells, etc., the magicians, sorcerers and 
wizards might make use of drugs and poisons 
(propounded by the pharmakoos), however, theirs 
is not the idea that is envisioned here.  Rather, the 
focus here is on application of drugs in the end-
times, for reasons other than forecasting the future, or, communication with the dead (although in 
fact there could conceivably be a great deal of this going on as well; men during these horrible 
last days will have done anything but become more righteous).

This term pharmakeia is a derivative of the Greek word pharmakoos, which was a general 
reference to that person who actually made drugs and/or poisons. From this Greek term is 
derived the English word “pharmacy”.  Thus Babylon the Great, at the government level, will be 
actively, heavily involved in the international growth, manufacture, trafficking and widespread 

Drug capital of the world;

That is how the US is labeled, as of 03/13/09, by 
the government of Mexico.  Drug war violence 
between Mexican drug cartels has not only 
escalated in recent years, but, the choice and 
lethality of their weapons now demands law 
enforcement by Mexico’s military.  It seems that 
the warring gangs to the south easily overwhelm 
local police in their border-towns’-battles for 
control of the drug routes that service the 
lucrative trade this side of the border.  Making 
matters worse, it seems our government, the 
Obama administration (in a well publicized, 
undeniable blunder), is hugely responsible for 
increasing the supply of deadly fire arms 
(inadvertently, perhaps) with which the cartels 
can make life miserable, now, even for the 
Mexican army.
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distribution, and sale of hallucinogenic drugs and narcotics.  A number of nations are known at 
this hour to so engage, however, some to a much, much greater degree and level of profitability 
than others, as we shall see.  A known leader and key player is, no less, the most powerful nation 
of all time, although she is not a grower, as will be shown.  The drug of choice is, has been, and 
no doubt will be opium, and its derivatives.

Other key players like the Golden Triangle, the Columbians, the Mexican Mud dealers, etc., 
having apparently been supplanted, if not shut down altogether, most of the worlds illegally 
traded opium is said to come now out of Afghanistan (opium is used in the manufacture of 
highly addictive pain-killer morphine, and heroin).  Afghan farmers in Helmand province are 
said to be the world’s largest growers of the poppy plants, from which opium comes.  India was 
once the world leader and key supplier to Britain who tried with measurable success to force it 
down the throats of the Chinese (this illegal smuggling was the basis for the so-called Opium 
Wars). India has in recent times been converted to a “clean” supplier for the world’s 
pharmaceutical industry. Opium production and trading today is hailed currently as the largest, 
most lucrative industry on earth. The biggest profiteers are said to be those who convert 
opium to morphine and heroin. To deaden their sensitivity to the pain and suffering God will 
force upon unregenerate men in those days, this is the stuff to which men will resort for relief, 
rather than yield in repentance.

This relationship between this Babylon the Great and the nations of the earth—while religious in 
its fervor, perhaps, and in its execution—will on the other hand not be one of religion, as rather it 
is largely commercial and political

suffer the loss of some equipment, lose a little 

.  In addition, one might say that this relationship is cordial 
and casual, more or less—based upon consensual free trade and economics.  This was a 
relationship totally unheard of two thousand years ago under Roman rule.  There, domination, 
subjugation and heavy taxation through brute force was the name of the game; it was preferable 
to free trade.  Even the recent UK, Napoleon, Hitler and the imperialist Japanese of WWII knew 
nothing of, and could have cared less for trade on other than these terms—the costliness and 
bloodshed of war being much more desirable.  Until the inevitable crash of Babylon the 
Great, industrialists, manufacturers, growers and producers all around the world, as well as 
government leaders and politicians, will all be made rich by this free exchange in goods and 
services with her (including drugs and narcotics).  And yet, with Helmand Province and its 
farmers prospering under the watchful eyes of Hamid Karzi and the US military, where it would 
not, had the Taliban been left in power, one cannot but wonder how much different America is 
than imperialist, warmongering kingdoms and powers of the past (war, is good for the economy, 
a certain of her political pundits intoned, enthusiastically, in the summer 2006!).  The 
foolishness of Islam is quite literally like slitting its own throat—easy to be exploited, is it not? 
It is an open invitation to this current kind of military engagement (as of 01/01/2010).  As such, 
does it not make a fine cover for intervention, or, beneficent intrusion, by a power harboring 
ulterior motives?  It provides a splendid pretext for war, where otherwise there may have been 
no justification for one (work behind the scenes under wraps and out of sight, to promote a state 
of ongoing instability and political upheaval, keeping them in a perpetual religious funk, and, 
you justify your reason for occupation, and, potentially lower the costs.  You don’t have to bear 
the burden of actually starting the war yourself, encouraging perhaps far greater opposition, as 
well as the risk of justifying that opposition, you just go in and set up camp, in the middle of the 
unrest—wherever it was ‘instigated’ by you —W
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blood, bury a few sons, some daughters, shed a few tears and otherwise reap the benefits, 
because now, you are in business!).  The question is, then, what percentage of the highly 
profitable Afghan drug pie winds up in Babylon’s coffers?  To what extent do she and her 
leadership profit, behind the scenes?  Does any body smell any form of Kissenger’s “creative 
diplomacy” here (see Side Bar, The New World Order, under Phase I…)?

While indeed, there was a church founded in Rome during the Bible days of the formation of the 
New Testament, and whereas the modern Roman Catholic church has roots deep in the apostate, 
spiritual perversion of that institution, secular Rome itself—unlike Jerusalem—has never had, 
nor has it ever been expected to have maintained any kind of a meaningful dialogue with God (in 
some cases, the Caesar was the self-proclaimed, self-appointed ‘god’, over his subjects).
Moreover, the RC church (The Vatican) is not known for maintainance of any sort of 
meaningful free trade ties with other nations, as it is generally a producer of nothing of any value 
or significance—certainly nothing on any scale equivalent to that alluded to here in this chapter 
of the Revelation.  Though in truth she does fair luxuriantly, to the disgust of the Almighty, she 
does so not through trade, as rather she prospers only at the expense of those under her religious 
sway, routed and governed by her Spirit-less, religious tentacles (as well as by corruption, 
including money laundering for fees of 5%, via the Vatican Bank).  Her philosophy of life and 
the acquisition of wealth from her inception was “always get everything you can, whatever way 
you can (by force, if need be), at the expense of whomever you can dominate through subjection 
to your will, while making certain that no one else has this freedom, except as you say so.
Tolerate no competition.”

Although Jerusalem is spoken of here in the Apocalypse metaphorically as being a spiritual 
representation of Sodom and Egypt—in which case Babylon could also be a type of her 
condition as well—the fact is, this is not Jerusalem, if for no other reason than that Jerusalem is 
not on God’s radar screen for this type of destruction.  Jerusalem does not in any way fit the 
mold here.  The fact is, if all of Israel fell at this moment, the impact on global economics and 
international politics would be absolutely minimal at best; but for rejoicing, especially among the 
worlds 1.2 billion (or so) Muslims, her loss would hardly be noticed.  Who cried or cared when 
she was sacked by the Romans in AD 70 and finally felled irretrievably in AD 135?  Who would 
bat an eye today, and, why?  That said then, in the graphic absence of any other city on this 
planet which could ever fit the description set forth here in chapter 18, on whom (once again), 
are we to pin this most unfortunate, most undesirable tail? Who is Babylon the Great?

Religion:  Saints Beware—She’s A Mocking Bird!
Whatever the appearance, Babylon, in all her might, is pitted against the Almighty in a battle of wills, that has in 
fact raged for over 400 years.  She has, and she knows full well that she has, gained full control of the high ground 
in virtually every area of our society—schools of every variation and denomination, media in every form, etc., etc.
She even squats jealously, haloed no less, like a giant, ugly wart hog upon what should be the golden egg of every 
community:  the local church!  She regards angrily with suspicion the encroachment of any apparent saint, for she 
knows well the steps, the mannerisms, the language and the voices of her own, and of those not in conformity with 
her mock ministry of religiosity.  Thus, God’s warning to His true saints.

“I will be merciful, to whomever I choose…”, a statement which when stripped of its evangelical/fundamentalist 
context, clearly implies most emphatically that God Almighty is in no way obligated to extend mercy, simply because 
He is in fact a merciful God.  Multitudes who envision and think that they should and will be afforded the mercy of 
God, are seriously disillusioned (consider Jesus’ handling of the lawyer who tested him, per Luke’s account, chap. 
10:25-37—he knew well the Law and the prophets.  He knew 
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practices and habits, yet, was not able or willing to make the connection.  Contrast that to Jesus’ dealings with the 
doubts of John the Baptist, Matt. 11:2-6, the rich young ruler—who asked the same basic question as did the 
lawyer, Luke 18:18—and Zaccheaus, the tax collector, who knowing what the lawyer knew, responded 
enthusiastically in faith, Luke 19:1-10.).  Babylon the Great is no exception. All roads do not lead to God!

In the eyes of the world, Babylon the Great has it all together.  She being blessed of God, 
therefore has favor with God.  Her future to them looks bright.  The command for the saints to 
come out of her for fear of being caught up in her punishment, however, actually implies that this
Babylon has an aura of the true religion about her.  She really does have the appearance and all 
the trappings of one serving God, in which case it would be easy for a true saint to get caught up 
in, and thus be side tracked by, her false theological ideology.  She is, as it were, a masterful, 
crafty, theological mocking bird, a fervent purveyor of the poison of comprise!  On the surface, 
she looks like the “real deal”.  In addition, therefore, it should not be surprising that this warning 
implies strongly that the true saints are among her ranks openly, practicing their faith largely 
unhindered, unmolested in anyway.  This too was something unknown and, that would not have 
been tolerated where Catholicism—Babylon the Great of chp. 17—had absolute sway (consider 
the Inquisitions, and to some degree, the Crusades.).

On the other hand, in the eyes of Him who sees not as a man sees, her future is not one of roses. 
He is looking not at her externals only, as He is studying, and weighing (continuously) the 
internal thoughts and intents of her heart, over the external appearance.  In strict accord with the 
wishes of the likes of the preacher who said he did not believe in Heaven or hell, life here on 
earth is as good as it gets; for her, with God, it can get no better.  There is no  (more) Heaven on 
her horizon.  Babylon has her reward; the pleasure of the encore will be the Lord’s.

(:4) As John observed and listened, he heard another voice out of Heaven, issuing a warning to 
Christians or Jews (or both?) to the effect that there is danger having eternal consequences in 
being too closely allied with Babylon the Great.  Her professed right standing with God is 
mockery and pure sham.  Her ability to influence and seduce even a child of God can have a 
damning outcome to the extent that the saint, having become ensnared, becomes entangled not 
only in her sins, but in the end winds up separated from His God, and so is forced to endure the 
same punishment and fate as she.

Moreover, the religion of Babylon the Great is just that, “religion”—a charade of true, biblical 
Christianity.  Her professed relationship with the God of all Glory, i.e., her “Christianity” is not a 
way of life.  As she does in no way aspire to adhere to the word of God or His demands, her 
profession of faith in God has no impact upon her life, and no capacity for producing or inducing 
the requisite change and transforming, renewal of minds that God seeks in the lives of all of His 
chosen.  Herein lies in part, the subtle danger to every saint.

In addition, it should be observed that the angelic being is delivering and issuing a command, not 
a suggestion.  In recognition of Babylon’s power to seduce and mislead His saints (Jews and 
Christians alike; thanks to her abundant wealth, education, things and services, and her apparent
right relationship to God), He enjoins them “come out, separate and distinguish yourselves from 
her, or you will suffer her fate”.  That is, when the hammer falls, it will fall on Babylon as well 
as those caught up in her brand of perverse theology (the reason for this is of course, by 
inference, quite simple:W
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he has a brain with which he could have read, and where need be he could have made the 
necessary adjustments and corrections so as to be doctrinally and theologically sound.  The Holy 
Spirit of God observing, taking notice of his action, stands ready to work with him, guiding and 
giving him assistance.).  Considering the present, ongoing plight of God’s people the Jews—
who, having endured much trauma for thousands of years, and will to the very end of this age—
and in light of the Jeremiahs, the Daniels and company, and the Ezekiels who were deported 
during the Babylonian captivity, he is among the damnest of fools who supposes for even a 
moment, that He means otherwise (they were not spared from the stigma and pain associated 
with the deportation into captivity, in spite of their faith or righteousness).  Recall that Noah was 
saved, along with his family, only because—having built the boat, as commanded—he and his 
family got into it.  They had worked in faith, for 120 years, before anything happened!  Lot and 
his two daughters were spared, while his wife and their mother—having been delivered from 
danger together with the rest of the family—was lost by virtue of her lingering and musing due 
to her attachment to and constant reflection upon all that she was leaving behind.  In addition, 
just as the Israelite before the Exodus was spared only by obedience to the command to remain 
behind closed doors and the blood above the doorposts of the entrances to his home, so likewise, 
the end-times saint is to take stock of himself and his position in Christ so as to insure that his 
relationship to the Father is in tack, per the Word of God, and not per the theology of any 
Babylon, in which he might find himself.  Again, as with the Jew and his brothers of old, he who 
is not in compliance with this simple mandate will be left to face, on his own, the same horrible 
fate as the rest of the sinful, unsaved inhabitants of the great city. No saint found outside of the 
blood of Christ will be spared, no matter how sincere his profession of faith.  The cancer of 
compromise—doing the right thing, while associating with and allowing a false religion to 
assert any degree of influence over the saint’s being—will not be tolerated

 He is not enamored, nor is He the least bit 

 (the problem here, 
among others, is the bad precedent it sets for new saints, who will never break free from the sins 
of their past.  They will never grow strong in their faith and walk as saints, thus, rendering the 
Body of Christ weak and feeble—eventually destroying it altogether.).  God demonstrated His 
displeasure with this type of association amongst His saints in the letters to the seven churches at 
Asia Minor—specifically, the churches of Pergamos, and Thyatira, as well as any others like 
them.  The Lord’s only criticism of them was the unholy alliances they had formed, which took 
them out from under the blood of the Father’s Lamb, recklessly endangering the spiritual well-
being of all newborn saints among them.  Because of this, they were in danger of eternal 
rejection, though otherwise, they did all things well.

One should also note that this command to “come out” means that she has been weighed in the 
balances.  She has been found wanting.  It is, therefore, on that basis that she is rejected.  There 
is no injunction here for the saints to be more proactive and diligent so as to return her to her 
“roots”.  Rather, saints are to conscientiously insure that they are clearly not intertwined with the 
many in her lost state.  They need to strive to ascertain that they are numbered with the few of 
the “7000” who have not and will not bow the knee to the “Baal” of her perfidious religion, or, 
her lying loyalty to the Lord she in fact does not serve (I Kings 19:13-14, 19).

(:5) Contrary to popular misperception, her evident prosperity and wealth (although blessings 
indeed, from the hands of Almighty God) do not by any means grant her immunity, nor is it 
evidence of any special right standing or favor with God (one might hasten to interject, that her 
standing is indeed special, albeit, not for good!).W
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enchanted by her prestige, her political clout, nor with her high standing in the eyes of the world 
(any more than He was with the Babylonians, or, with the Greeks).  While heretofore, there has 
been no response from heaven relative to her ‘misbehavior’, neither she nor her sins have 
escaped His notice.  He has been patiently waiting all these years (more than two millennia) for 
this moment to arrive.

Fate:  Kill The Mocking Bird!
When God created a situation that was something out of the ordinary involving a bigoted, stubborn messenger and 
rebel prophet named Jonah by means of which to get the attention of the pagan, God-less Assyrians, there was not 
only the longing and desire within His heart that they should repent and be delivered from certain destruction He 
would instigate, there was also equally the settled assurance and certain expectation that they would turn, so as to 
respond favorably, if duly warned and given ample opportunity.  In His grace and mercy, God knew that—like His 
people rescued from the idolatry of Egypt—they, in their pagan culture, had never been confronted before with the 
reality of the True and Living God.  They were, therefore, in His eyes, deserving of as much of a chance.  Unlike as 
was the case there, however, there is no such expectation, no such longing, no such determination in either the 
language, the message, or its tone for Babylon the Great.  Her chance has expired.  God’s patience does have an 
end.  There is only the warning issued with the saints, Christians and Jews, in mind.  “Come out, distinguish 
yourselves, or (by implication) suffer her fate!”  The same antipathy (hostility, dislike) was expressed by God for 
her sister in apostasy, in chap. 17.

(:6, 7) God is very much determined to see to it that this Babylon the Great is be duly rewarded 
for all that she has done.  “Tit for tat”; “an eye for an eye”; the implication here is that, via her 
mock relationship with the Almighty, she has effectively and in fact waged a campaign of 
mistreatment and/or misinformation against the saints, as well as against the nations of the earth.
As she has done to them, so she should and will be repaid.  Just as she has feasted sumptuously, 
pampering herself in a spirit of conceit, living high on the hog—thinking herself to be one high 
and lofty, above reproach, having many friends, secure, serene—so likewise now she should, as 
well she will, be served the brine of everlasting sorrow, pounded deep into wounds that preface 
her eternal devastation.

(:8) The downfall of Babylon is assured, certain to the point of being sorely longed for by none 
other than the Almighty Himself.  Whereas He has issued clear warning and a summons to His 
saints to “come out of her”, there is no call to Babylon the Great to repent.  Upon arrival of the 
moment of truth, He will not prolong the time.  She will be plagued, knocked off her pedestal of 
influence, plunged from the heights of her fame and fortune to the depths of despair and poverty, 
in one day—hounded every step of the way down by death, mourning and the pangs of a hunger 
she has yet to know (the collapse in the US of some of the wealthiest institutions on earth, 
including the world’s largest employer, serves as a constant reminder of just how real this 
possibility is, initiated, though it will be, by a military firestorm.).  As now she parades 
hypocritically before the world, self-righteous in her own eyes, God issues no plea for her to 
either turn, or to return to any supposed Christian roots.  Thus He, having no other plan, will 
expend no effort to redeem her.  Her own power will not be sufficient to save her.  Her fall will 
be as if she were stood up to be knocked down

nuclear 

 (a kind of “shock and awe”; this will strike terror 
and fear in the hearts of all who will have looked up to her; softening otherwise hard 
impenetrable minds, thereby creating a ripe base, for a full harvest of souls the stubborn, 
lethargic, useless churches in her midst cannot now reach).  To top off her demise, she will be 
burned with fire, “...for strong is the Lord who will bring it to pass”.  In today’s language, this 
burning with fire could easily, and should, be dismissed only as destruction by thermo-W
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conflagration.  Clearly, even the most powerful nations on the planet in our times can be 
destroyed well within the one hour set aside for the cataclysmic ruin of Babylon the Great.

 Suitors and Paramours:  Their Cries and Lamentations

(:9, 10) The time of Babylon’s trouble will be a time of great duress and distress for multitudes, 
around the world. Heads of state in numerous countries, all having followed her lead, will 
lament because to a large degree, the economic stability of their respective countries depends 
upon the stability and prosperity of a city (“country”?) that now no longer exists.  Unlike as was 
the case in the New Orleans/Gulf Coast area, following the wrath of Katrina, no one will be in 
any position to help.  Although none believed in the Bible or its prophecies, all saw clearly the 
biblical ramifications:  That is, many foreign countries offered assistance, to get that region 
back on track because they realized that in a measure, their own wellbeing today more than ever, 
depends on the financial health of this one country.  Everyone today realizes that now like never 
before one colossal financial center holds all the cards to their future, whereby it, inadvertently 
perhaps, as it teeter totters on the brink of disaster, threatens the economic stability of the entire 
world.  And, for this we say, “thank you, egotistical, doubting, scoffing man; for, once more you 
have led the pack of those who unwittingly have helped to establish and verify the credibility and 
viability of the word of the Living God”!

Side Bar

The Hand Writing on the Wall!

In addition, in point of fact, it is interesting that—contrary to their ‘70s blitz mentality wherein they sought to 
dominate the American market by dumping or flooding it with their better quality, smaller, more fuel efficient 
economy cars—Japanese automakers and others today, @ 12/19/08, are making no such power grabs.  All now 
realize that, the collapse of an economy comprised of only 5% of the world’s population, so intricately interwoven 
with theirs and consuming in the area of 40% (almost half) of everything the world produces, would definitely not 
be in their best interests.  I.e., tanking of the American economy would spell the doom and downfall of theirs.
So likewise, OPEC oil that, until following the housing/financial debacles, sold for well over $100.00 a barrel, was 
quoted recently at around $40.00/barrel, no doubt in realization of this same phenomenon. 8000 toy makers in 
China have been forced to close shop owing to the American economic downturn.  With the announcement 
recently that, giant home electronics store Circuit City is closing its doors for good (@ 01/30/09), cracks in the fault 
line along the foundation of Babylon the Great keep cropping up.  Even it she somehow manages to pull out of this 
recession—should God choose to allow it—clearly, the hand writing is and will remain on the walls:  Her future 
is overtly and precariously in the Hands of the Almighty.  The imprint for Babylon the Great is firmly etched upon 
the horizon, for the first time in 2000 years after the unveiling of her conception.  The possibility for her reality is 
no longer a thing that skeptic, scoffer or critic can justly deny.  One word from Him, one more moment of disgust 
on His part at the sight of her, and, it is all over.

all who became fabulously rich and wealthy through free trade with her, will join the chorus of

Like humpty dumpty, her fall will be complete, being God-ordained—accomplished, from start 
to finish, in only one hour.  Having witnessed the awesomeness, the fearsomeness, and the 
thoroughness of her destruction from afar, none will envision the possibility of any kind of a 
resurrection for her.  None will come near, or to her aid.

(:11-19) Importers and exporters to and from her bosom, ocean-going or maritime transportation 
experts—exchanging every kind of merchandise, including “…the bodies and souls of men…”—W
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their respective heads of state in dreadful lamentation (since this is an ‘end-times’ economic 
and political power, ‘souls of mean’ is meant to reflect God’s concern not only for the selling of 
people as slaves, but, the killing of the millions upon millions of unborn babies as well, annually, 
all killed for both pleasure and for profit; more than 50 million unborn US babies are said to 
have been slaughtered since the passage of Roe v. Wade, in 1973).  They will weep and they 
will wail; they will cry out, howling in fear and anguish of both mind and soul, “alas, alas, that, 
so great and so powerful a city should be destroyed in only one hour.  What else is there like her 
(or, who can replace her worth?  What shall we do now?)”?  At her downfall, Babylon the Great 
will have been a force in global trade and world politics that knew no equal.  “…for no man buys 
their goods and services anymore…”.  The sudden, completely devastating collapse will leave a 
huge void, a vacuum and a footprint that cannot be filled.  No other nation or people will have 
her purchasing power.  Efforts on the part of the European Union, notwithstanding, no group of 
nations or people groups will be able to match her industry and resolve before her downfall 

Side Bar

The twenty-five or so states of Europe which form the EU have a power and presence otherwise unattainable by any 
of them individually.  That power and presence, however, is short-circuited by verbal infighting and squabbling 
which effectively reduces the Union to the level mandated by the Bible:  They are like an adhesion of iron and 
clay—whatever strength is there is sapped by their insurmountable differences.  Thus, the EU, for all it is worth, will 
not be able to pick up Babylon’s slack.  Like an economic “humpty-dumpty”, her fall off the wall of global opulence 
into everlasting financial ruin will be thorough and irretrievable.  None will ever piece her back together; no one will 
be able to take her place.

As a rapacious consumer, Babylon will be known for her voracious appetite, and for her 
gluttony; for the fact that she consumes most of what the producers and merchants of the earth 
produce—40% of everything.  Without her, they have no place to deposit or dump their wares.
They will realize too late that (as if they do not already—the fact is, many do!), Babylon’s 
sudden demise (that is, the disappear of 5% of 7 billion people from the world’s market place!), 
spells their doom.  No one will have ever known, nor will they have just cause for anticipation of 
the coming of another like her.  No kingdom, no empire, whether the ancient Romans (the beast 
with seven heads), the most recent in the Ottoman Turks, the United Kingdom, the “Napoleanic” 
attempt, or, the would-have-been Third Reich, none could or will ever be more sorely missed 
than the hypocritical Babylon the Great.  Brute force and coercion was the common thread at the 
core of all their several foreign policy strategies, while the sword governed international 
commerce and trade relations—always, to their exclusive advantage.

To signal their grief and despair, these will all throw dust upon their heads, crying, weeping and 
wailing, “alas, alas (or ‘woe, woe’; exclamations of grief or affliction, deep anguish of soul

y 400 years).

) that 
great city (nation?), on account of which so many were made wealthy! For in one hour she has 
been irreparably trashed and reduced to rubble”.  To date there has been no foot that can better 
fill the shoes of Babylon the Great than the most prominent nation in the world today.  Given its 
long standing and general disenchantment with the idea of capitalism to begin with, no one is 
ever likely to want to see another, in light of the cost when things finally go wrong (no one ever 
thought that such an experiment as this would work, much less last for nearlW
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Conclusion

In light of the foregoing themes, which define Babylon the Great, one must bear in mind that 
Rome dominated those under its sway, often with heavy hand.  Trade was not free; taxes were 
steep; relationships were mired in the muck of subservience, backed by the sword; all of this was 
therefore obligatory, per terms and conditions established and instituted by Rome.  Of those 
forced to bow to her will, the Goths and the Saxons figured prominently.  None, regardless of 
nationality, would have cared, much less shed a tear, at her collapse and funeral.  While, as has 
been shown, Rome is indeed the headquarters of the Great Whore, who is indeed Babylon the 
Great in the Mind and plans of God (on the one hand), she does not to any degree fit the profile 
set forth here in chap. 18

As for the prospect that actual Babylon in Iraq might be rebuilt and brought to some future level 
of prominence to match that specified in this Book, that is highly, highly unlikely—if for no 
other reason than the Hand and plans of the Almighty God who initiated and who supervised her 
downfall under the bows, the blows and the swords of the Medes and the Persians (see the side 
bar “Babylon the Great”, in discussion for verse 3)!  Whatever Iraq’s potential, she lacks the 
essentials (shall we say) including the freedoms, among many other things perhaps, that allow 
for this type of globally recognizable aspect, reach and/or this kind of a relatively peaceful co-
existence with other nations.   Even if Iran takes over, as it most likely will at some point (most 
probably just before, or quite possibly following the fall of this Babylon the Great), so lofty a 
goal is at best hopelessly unattainable.  God will make certain of that.  Thus, with so much on the 
table that accurately makes this and every other Bible prophecy an absolute reality, today, time 
and circumstance all come together, working hand-in-hand to preclude any such prospect (that 
Babylon will be rebuilt).

Side Bar

Iran sits in the #2 slot for worldwide crude reserves.  However, left to its own devices, like most of the Eastern 
Arabic nations, Iran cannot build the infrastructure needed to support the kind of economy and industry necessary to 
meet and/or sustain the level in crude exports international and domestic consumption demands of her.  Therein (in 
exported barrels of crude oil) lies the basis of her wealth.  Even more bizarre, Iran is anxious and eager to subdue 
and rule the world for "allah", by force it need be—to bring them under some form of Shi’ite Islamic rule known as 
Sharia Law.  Toward that end, the nation works feverishly as it invests heavily, against international concerns and 
appeals to the contrary, in the refinement and production of weapons grade uranium with which some fear it will 
make a bomb, with which it intends to hit the US (big mistake, if it cannot amass a stockpile of around 2000 
warheads, in relatively short order!).  Those lofty and dangerous ambitions aside, Iran lacks the capacity to refine 
the petroleum it needs to fuel its own economy, much less the war-machine it will need to fight the mother of all 
wars.  Thus, the prospect of ever producing a shoe size large enough to accommodate the foot of the biblical 
mandate for a Babylon the Great is quite beyond the reach of either Iraq or Iran, or, the combined feather weights of 
both.

our day?  One that, given the circumstances, we need not look for, beyond this date?

So then, Rome/Vatican City and Babylon, Iraq having been weeded out, who is this Babylon the 
Great?  Who can she be if not the United States of America?  Given that there are, for sure, 
metaphorically, two Babylons (16:19; 17:1-7, 9, 16, 18), might there not also be a third—one 
known only to the Mind of Almighty God; one that did not and could never have existed prior to W
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By way of rehash, a number of things about this particular Babylon (18:1-19), stand out and are 
therefore worthy of repetition:

 1) this city and her people are an entirely “end-times” entity; that is, she does not exist 
until the last days, or, our time,

 2) given that this is an end-times institution, having no discernible, physical or historical 
ties to the distant past, it is highly unlikely as but that this “city” is to be interpreted 
metaphorically as a modern nation.  There is no one city anywhere, past or present, 
which could ever meet the qualifications listed here; a nation, only one, can (No other 
kingdom, nation or, city-state in the history of mankind has ever fit the mold propounded 
by John the Revelator here in this 18th chapter.  The ancients knew of nothing like her!), 

 3) in terms of profile, nothing in the text surrounding this Babylon suggests any definite 
association with the Great Whore, represented by the woman having multiple, split 
personalities, where she is distinctly religious on the one hand (Babylon the Great written 
on her forehead), and yet uniquely political on the other (That Great City), per chapters 
17 and 16:19; thus, Babylon here (chp. 18) is not a primarily religious institution—as is 
the Vatican—nor does modern day Rome have the standing on the world stage, in the 
eyes of the world, that she does; there is nothing here in this profile of Babylon the Great 
to link her to the Great Whore of chap. 17

 4) she will go down (indirectly per the will of God) at a time when global economies 
are still relatively strong (insofar as, close association with her is beneficial and 
profitable), which means that her devastation will not be connected to the that of the 
Apocalyptic period (she will be betrayed by the political factions of her partners in trade); 
her’s will be the first major devastating blow to the global economy (the second and third 
will come with WWIII and with the ensuing “Acts of God”, respectively)

 5) her utterly disastrous demise and ruin will spell the beginning of the end for all 
others, ushering in the Russian led invasion of Palestine and the next global stab at a 
Holocaust that backfires, leading to the rise of the Jews, followed by the Apocalypse 
itself (which contributes even more strongly to the notion that the fall of this

imarily to the void left by this Babylon (a most choice and 

 Babylon 
will have to occur before, not during the tribulation period); contrast this to the two 
apocalyptic Babylons, one of which will be destroyed by an “act of God” during the bowl 
judgments (the city of Rome; 16:9); the other the Great Whore (Vatican City; 17:16-17) 
destroyed completely by the beast and the 10 nations (per the will of God, goaded into 
that action by His hand), before the bowl judgments, ending a relatively protracted period 
of economic upheaval—created, instigated and left for them by God, as if to taunt them; 
they will exist harmoniously, and they (the beast and these nations) will preside jointly 
for only a short time, within the confines of probably not more than a few months to one 
year,

 6) her destruction will have catastrophic financial consequences all over the world, on 
all her allies and partners in trade, (this would suggest that while the “effects” in the seal 
judgments might have many man-made causes, the root cause may ultimately be 
traceable and  attributable prW
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tender line of reasoning, when one considers that even in these relatively good hard 
times, the nations, jointly or individually, can only barely keep their heads above water); 
that is, the Russo/Arab invasion, and the wars under the seals all commence by virtue of 
longstanding hostilities, as well as a mad-dash “power grab” to secure control of the 
middle east, by wresting control of the Holy Land from the Jew—as he is expelled while 
they seek to exterminate him); by contrast, both Rome and Vatican City (the woman 
religiously) will be left standing until the virtual bitter end before being destroyed, and, 
yet their presences, individually or corporately, will have no significant impact on the 
global economy throughout the Apocalypse (the global economies will long have been in 
shambles, with no relief, and, no potential for relief, by either of them, when each is 
finally destroyed; politically, it is without doubt, safe to say that the pope and his Vatican
will play a major role in events that ultimately lead to the coming of the beast.).

 7) with the world economy irreversibly upturned, since the seal and trumpet judgments, 
no one—from WWIII (Rev. 6) to the end at the Battle of Armageddon—not even the 
rich, will be able to afford her products and services, etc. (all of the judgments will be 
tailored in part to create a globe-spanning economic and political quagmire); there will be 
little time, occasion, or demand for the pleasures and frivolous pursuits she makes 
possible, by her presence, once the Apocalyptic narrative shifts into full swing; 
furthermore, by the time of 16:19 (the destruction of Italy and Rome, or political 
Babylon), there will be no nation (or, ‘city’) that can live up to and fit the particulars that 
pertain to her (Babylon the Great, the religious aspect of the woman on the beast with ten 
heads—the Vatican, seat of the Roman Catholic church—will have been destroyed by 
her political alter ego, earlier in the reign of the beast, by a coalition of the anti-Christ and 
his ten nation confederacy).

 8) Babylon the Great will have been a major player in the international trafficking of 
drugs, or, narcotics

Side Bar

By its involvement in Afghanistan, the U.S. controls the world’s chief and foremost supplier of illegally traded 
opium. Afghan farmers in Helmand Province maintain and manage the largest poppy farms in the world.  
Before the U.S. drove them out, the Taliban (some say) had shut down opium production, altogether—whatever 
their evils and atrocities, otherwise.

Since no economy will ever fully recover, if any recovers at all, from the seal and trumpet 
judgments, neither Rome nor the Vatican City will ever be able to undo what God has done 
(for the benefit of surviving men and women up to this point, and hence, with a view to saving 
souls, that seems to be the point of this “mess” that God plans to and will have implemented).
What this means then, is that the beast will inherit and he will preside over a global empire in 
shambles, in every way imaginable, but particularly politically and economically—like his 
predecessors, he’ll never be able to pull it back together. He will not be given time to build or 
rebuild much of anything of any real significance, much less rebuild Babylon of Iraq so as 
to bring it to that level of fruition and prominence depicted here in Rev. 18.  With only 3.5 
years left to the end of the world, he simply will not have the time.

It might be said of the language employed by God alysis of Great  in His description and anW
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Babylon, that it is both toxic and vitriolic, venomous even, as this is a people whom He has 
known from their beginning; a people who has never met with His favor, although it was 
expected that they should have or, might have had some form of relationship with Him.  Of this 
we may rest fully assured:  as was true of Pharaoh and later of the (real!) Babylonians, as was, or 
will be true of Gog and Magog (the Russians), and of the other two Babylons (Rome and Vatican 
City), so, in similar fashion it is true here that this is a people for whom the Almighty can 
think no good thought.  He harbors no emotion for them greater than a deep-seated loathing of 
their very being.  The message in His tone, and the sudden, catastrophic toppling of this great
“city” is, “I am sick of looking at you.  The sooner I can clear the deck of you, the merrier”.
Thus for them—having been weighed in the balances and found to be perpetually wanting—the 
handwriting is on the walls

please 

.  Nonetheless, for all this, no doubt the question persists in the 
minds of some:  who precisely are these people?

Interestingly, there is no expectation, not even a whimper of a demand for increased evangelistic 
activity on the part of the saints known to be among the Babylonians, not one expression of 
concern that some among the unsaved might be brought to a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus, 
by her effort (contrast this to the work of the 144,000, and their angelic assist, each of whom will 
preach and issue stern warnings all over the planet to a world of unbelievers, who live for a short 
while under the exclusive dominion of the spirit of anti-Christ, at their appointed time during the 
Apocalyptic Period).  There is no interest on high in seeing them ‘bring the nation back to any 
supposed Christian roots, or heritage’ (though it appears she will be recognized for having been 
highly religious, practicing her façade under a ‘Christian’ banner, in the name of God Almighty).  
The only concern is that the true saints should be wary, and diligent to distinguish themselves
according to the Word of God (so that she knows and is fully aware of their commitment), as 
opposed to her philosophy, her ideology, or, her religious bent, for fear they too will be caught 
up in her judgment and punishment.  That judgment will fall upon her, and her every adherent, 
unabated and without mercy.

So again, in closing, in light of every particular laid out thus far then, who among the 
cities/nations in these end-times days best fills the bill ascribed to Babylon the Great, than does 
the United States of America?  The answer of course is, no one!

America is not mentioned anywhere in the Bible, by name.  But, she is most definitely alluded to 
in terms most graphic based upon the quality of her international social, political, economic ties 
and on her spiritual climate, as she is known and valued in the eyes of God—blessed beyond 
measure, yet, the object of His sore disdain. The reason?  “Unto whom much is given, much is 
expected…”.  Like Nimrod, being a rebel at heart, she has known God from the beginning, but, 
like the churches of Ephesus, Sardis, and Laodicea, she has served Him only on her terms.  The 
image of Him, conveyed around the world by her churches, has been and is both defamatory and 
blasphemous.  Given the glare of her opulence, in light of her standing in international circles, 
the world cannot hear God’s voice over hers—expressed in sectarian/denominational doctrines, 
systematic theological studies, and so-called, “world-views”.  Thus, the ROI on His investment 
has always been—and, will remain until she is gone—sub par.  

For a fuller, more thorough consideration of this and related issues—including how so great, so 
powerful and so dispersed a people can be completely destroyed in only one hour—W
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consider carefully America in Bible Prophecy:  Babylon the Great and America in Bible 
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PREFACE

Bastions of Deception; Masters of Self-Delusion

Many may stand ready, eager to jump on the bandwagon that says “the United States of America” is not John the 
Revelator's “Babylon the Great”! Few, even among well educated, well rounded historians who profess to be 
Christians, can mate an understanding of their Bibles with their knowledge of American history and give an 
intelligent, thoughtful argument as to why—or, why not. And, yet, the issue of America’s place in the end-times 
plan of God is one that must be settled, and, God’s supreme expectation is that it is a topic that must be critically 
examined, thoroughly discussed and settled, thoughtfully and biblically—not religiously—by His churches (as His 
mind is not subject to how one ‘feels’ or to denominational/sectarian preferences or personal “worldviews”!).  With 
many white Americans bending over backwards to buy, to buy into and to sell the world embellished versions of 
their past, including the whitewashed “sins of the fathers”, it is difficult to get a clear, unobstructed, un-skewed, 
non-fumigated vision of the past of this great nation (from God’s perspective; not twisted or slanted to say what 
white Americans, Christians or not, want to hear)—making it that much more difficult to see why she might be 
‘Babylon the Great’; a “blessed” nation, yet, a country hated vehemently by the very soul of the Almighty God by 
whom she was conceived (we shall see why in the discussion to come).  Nonetheless, the truth has and does 
continue to come out, frequently borne by…a small number of white historians and a few in the white clergy—each 
concerned and dedicated to insuring that the truth (warts and all) relative to America’s past, be made known.
Let the best known, most popular of well educated, white evangelical/fundamentalist pastor/preachers tell it, and the 
world at large would be hard pressed to guess that the story of the most blessed and most prosperous nation ever to 
grace the sands of time is also the story of the most hated nation upon which Heaven has ever laid Holy eyes. By the 
grace of God, this treatise—the thesis and general premise for which rest in the fact that all evangelical and 
fundamentalist preacher/teachers and pastors who say that America the Beautiful has no mention, any where in the 
Bible are not just wrong, but, all too often, flagrant liars—promises to succeed, where all others have failed.  The 
United States of America is the Bible’s Babylon the Great, per John’s Revelation chapter 18 (not to be confused 
with Babylon the Great of Rev. 17; the two are not the same), and the Caucasian American to whom she has been 
entrusted represent the most hated people (in God’s eyes) to ever walk the face of the earth.  
In this study, author and apologist Alvin Mitchell peels away the wools of self-deception and self-delusion with 
which the evangelicals and fundamentalists, Pentecostals and others persistently and continuously deceive 
themselves and the world, exposing their lies and hypocrisy for all to see.  “The blessing of God does not mean a 
thing as far as a right relationship to God is concerned”, he contends forcefully. “One can be blessed of God 
mightily and yet be completely out of touch with Him, hopelessly lost.”

Divine Gauge to Spiritual Worth

Quoting the Bible?
Whereas the American white pastors lead their white congregations in making much today of the 
spiritual righteousness and Bible quoting of their ("white") founding fathers, the scriptures make 
it plain that even a demon believes in God, and (to the degree that his demonic existence is 
antithetical to the will of God, to the same degree) he—the demon—does that trembling
(hobbling to and fro, guided by terror-filled eyes, as it were, set in a head full of ‘spirit’ teeth that 
rattle in fear, on top of rickety legs given to a high-frequency wobble with knees that knock, at 
the mere mention of that Name!). They know scripture, as does their leader, the devil and they 
quote it profusely. Jesus Christ was adamant about the reality and the coming of Bible thumping 
and Bible quoting false prophets, wolves in sheep's clothing, who greedily use and abuse the 
Bible, the word of the Living God, to further their own ends and agendas, while Paul says that 
they frequently disguise themselves as angels (messengers) of light. They and their 
congregations are those that "draw near to God, coming into His presence, with their mouths 
wide open (whether in praise or in prayer)—honoring Him with "lip-service"—
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having hearts that are far removed from doing His will" (Matt. 15:8-9). In addition, Jesus 
angrily berated the Pharisees (scribes and lawyers), unapologetically venting His hatred for them 
(YES! The lowly, Jesus, meek and mild, "hated" them, and, He did not hesitate to show it!), their 
practices and their lifestyles, which included teaching the people what was right, according to the 
word of God, while at the same time exempting themselves (and the common people, when it 
was to their benefit) and overshadowing the will of God, with teachings heavily weighted in 
favor of the oral traditions and beliefs pasted down by their forefathers (i.e., the Traditions of 
the Elders; Matt. 23).

Jesus went on to assure us that His true servants are quite clearly distinguishable from the 
counterfeit by their lives—their actions and habits—not merely by their Bible quoting skills; no 
matter how profound or correct (Matthew's account of the gospel shows us the devil—during the 
wilderness temptation, inaugural to the "church age"—spiritually assaulting his Maker and 
Creator by quoting scripture…with measurable accuracy; whatever his want for proper 
application!  I.e., the devil, in effect, declared war on the Chief Administrator of the works of 
God, directly attacking the Master, with an open Bible in his hand!). Put another way, the 
Divinely sanctioned gauge by which you measure the worth and value of one's profession of 
faith in God and His Son, according to Jesus Christ, is his application of the scriptures to his 
own life, daily, and consequently, his action (including, but not limited to, relationships to 
other men, of other nationalities, relative to the express, therefore manifest, will of God, per 
the Old and New Testaments). In so many words, the maxim "action speaks louder than words" 
was as much true then as it is today. Mere "quotation" of the Bible, or, insertion of choice 
biblical truisms into select documents, that ultimately have no reach, or, impact, beyond the 
printed page is merely the surest sign of pure hypocrisy. Moreover, three of our most recent 
presidents, notably our current President Obama and former president (the late Ronald) 
Reagan, have referred to and quoted the "Holy Scriptures". When the dusts of time settle and 
their stories are told, however, not one of them can or could ever be considered in truth, God-
fearing or a dedicated follower of the Christ—how ever religious each may well have been; to 
any and whatever degree they may have been actively involved in one local church, or, the other. 
In addition, George Bush quoted scripture and called upon the name of God (during the 9/11 
attacks on the Twin Towers: "God bless America", he chanted earnestly, righteously, with what 
appeared to have been genuine innocence!). The fact is, however, Mr. Bush was and is (said to 
be) an avowed member of the Yale-based secret society known as Skull and Bones. Skull and 
Bones is a powerful, far-reaching, satanic, mystical organization of predominately white, upper 
crust American men, who knowingly worship the devil (Certain If not most secret societies are 
said to require that their members hold memberships in local religious organizations, including 

“…the Divinely sanctioned gauge by which you measure the worth and value of 
one's profession of faith in God and His Son, according to Jesus Christ, is his 
application of the scriptures to his own life, daily, and consequently, his action 
(including, but not limited to, relationships to other men of other nationalities, 
relative to the express, therefore manifest, will of God, per the Old and New 
Testaments)”
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the American churches, where they being intellectually acute often dominate and/or hold 
leadership positions—or, other positions of influence—that enable them to guide and/or 
contribute to the misguiding of those same churches.). 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Wilberforce? Or, Billy Graham?
Even the retired but well known evangelist Billy Graham—having publicly confessed to turning 
his back on key tenets of the faith he once taught throughout his ministry, all around the world—
has come out in opposition to the idea of 
the United States of America as a 
Christian country (knowing that there 
are others just like him, of his caliber 
and stature, makes one wonder, does it 
not: Who else? Who are they? How can 
you, or, why should you, trust them with 
the eternal destiny of your "soul"?  And 
yes, there are other white preachers and 
Bible teachers who voice the same 
observation, as does Mr. Graham.). 
Thus, to assert that the Caucasian 
founding fathers of America were 
God-ly and/or God-fearing men simply 
because they carried Bibles, from which 
they quoted and used scripture in many 
of their key activities, dealings and 
documents, when—in daily living—they 
intentionally and consistently made life a burdensome toil, an unbearable misery for Africans, 
and others, (or, contributed thereto by standing back and doing little if anything, or, nothing at 
all) for the better part of around 450 years, is the height of hypocrisy and the highest form of 
self-delusion. It is a lie, straight out of the pit. 

Unlike as might be true of the life of a "William Wilberforce" of England—said to have 
devoted a significant portion of his life in the battle to rid Great Britain of the shame of slavery 
and its injustices to Africans—the lives of America’s 'founding fathers', the vast majority of her 
white preacher/pastors and their congregations could never cut mustard, in light of the Divine 
Gauge. Wilberforce's 'conversion' and profession of faith in Jesus Christ was marked and 
matched (in the wake of whatever his prevailing shortcomings and failings) by a profound and 
enduring impact upon his thinking and, by consequence, upon his life—i.e., his sense of a 'life's 
calling', in the service of Almighty God. Moreover, by distinct contrast, the white pulpits and 
pews of America are and have always been glutted by the presences of religious men and 
women who quote scripture, while managing lives that do not amount to a hill of beans, where 
real faith in God is concerned ("…they come before Me, as My people, but, with hearts that are 
far off from the will of God…", Jesus quoted one of the prophets as preaching—accusatorily.). 
All too many are for the most part like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (thus, "Jekyll & Hyde saints"): 
They are warm-hearted and loving ('by day') when its convenient, in their favor and in their best 
interests (a very present "help" to their public image—the way they want to be seen and received, 
regardless of the facts; costing them little or nothing, in light of some anticipated 'ROI').  On the 

William Wilberforce

“In 1785, he underwent a conversion experience and became an 
evangelical Christian, which resulted in major changes to his 
lifestyle and a lifelong concern for reform. In 1787, he came 
into contact with Thomas Clarkson and a group of anti-slave-
trade activists, including Granville Sharp, Hannah More and 
Charles Middleton. They persuaded Wilberforce to take on the 
cause of abolition, and he soon became one of the leading 
English abolitionists. He headed the parliamentary campaign 
against the British slave trade for twenty-six years until the 
passage of the Slave Trade Act of 1807…”

“In later years, Wilberforce supported the campaign for the 
complete abolition of slavery, and continued his involvement 
after 1826, when he resigned from Parliament because of his 
failing health. That campaign led to the Slavery Abolition Act 
1833, which abolished slavery in most of the British Empire; 
Wilberforce died just three days after hearing that the passage 
of the Act through Parliament was assured. He was buried in 
Westminster Abbey, close to his friend William Pitt” 
(William Wilberforce; From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia).
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other hand, they are like General Joab and his murderous brother (near kinsmen and cousins to 
King David), just as easily cold-hearted and calculating ('by night', cloaked in the darkness of 
unquenchable greed), and thus, as cold-blooded as serpents and reptiles, when so dynamic a shift 
in the gears of thought suits their "needs" or serves them well.

Furthermore, the Bible clearly teaches by its prophets in and throughout the Old Testament, as 
well as in the New Testament, that no nation (whatever the other faults it might manifest, given 
that no nation is perfect), truly subject to the control, the leadership, the guidance and the 
direction of the Spirit of the Living God, can ever practice the kind of gross, sustained, woeful 
injustices; driving and thriving brutality toward, and, mistreatment of other human beings; 
prolonged, inhumane oppression, repression, suppression of another people, as have the 
Caucasians of the United States of American (notwithstanding the God-mandated and expected 
genocide of seven early nations, by the Israelites.). God's manifest concern for all such (not 
associate with the seven nations slated for utter extermination) was a recurring theme throughout 
the prophets. Further, in stark if not 'startling' contrast, the American white man (most notably, 
the southern Celts) and his churches wasted no effort insuring the presences of two-legged, man-
shaped "livestock" that could and would be easily, perpetually exploited and oppressed—even to 
the point of completely denying several whole generations of Africans access to the comfort of 
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and/or, the privilege of peace with their Maker! Thanks to America’s 
Caucasian peoples—guided by the instincts of an 'animalistic' "Hyde" persona—the soothing 
invitation "…come to Me all who labor, being heavily burdened, and, I will 'rest' you…" was off-
limits and therefore, expressly forbidden to any and all minds wrapped in skins of ebony! Much 
worse than Caucasian hands stained by the blood, the sweat and the tears of a "colored" people 
who might have heard only to reject the gospel message, the souls of white America as a whole 
is itself now forever tainted by eternal cries (presently ringing temporarily throughout the fires of 
hell) from the souls and throats of lost, African slaves—a black people denied that privilege of 
"rest" in Christ, by a clergy comprised of white submissives, totally subservient to and controlled 
by white, secular interests, solely for sake of service to a national 'greed' and a ceaseless lust for 
things temporal (as opposed to, things eternal; i.e., the saving of lost souls—whether Africans, 
American Indians, Mexicans, etc.!). 

“…..the American white man (most notably, the southern Celts) and his churches 

wasted no effort insuring the presences of two-legged, man-shaped "livestock" that 

could and would be easily, perpetually exploited and oppressed—even to the point 

of completely denying several whole generations of Africans access to the gospel, 

and/or, the privilege of peace with their Maker!” 
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This hellish Christian charade or Jekyll and Hyde travesty performed by white America is not 
something that a God who died for all men, who now commands that all men everywhere should 
repent and believe the gospel, would or will take lightly. Forgivable though such an unspeakable 
and unjustifiable an evil may well be, it is, in fact, no less an overt affront to the Authority and to 
the Sovereignty of Almighty God—an 
insufferable challenge to that authority and 
sovereignty made worse today by the fact that, 
over all, the attitudes of white America 
presently (Christians included), particularly in 
the white south, has not changed much since 
emancipation (1864), or (more recently), the 
end of Jim Crow (the presence, tolerance and/or 
acceptance of those who might be termed 
"token" blacks and other ‘tokens’ from other 
races in their midsts, notwithstanding). It is a 
glaring sin, damning to its core, glossed over 
and "white"-washed (played down or ignored, 
altogether!), from which the nation and it’s 
arrogant, self-serving white Christians have yet 
to fall down in humble confession and 
"repentance" before a just and Holy God—who 
demands no less. Instead, indeed, they all, like 
fools, led by damned fools (in true Jekyll and 
Hyde stride!), stand before the eyes of the entire world, ignoring the inhumane injustices—
hatched and perpetrated—for which they alone are responsible, seeking (by whatever means, 
how ever subtly) to reverse all of the gains that have been made and accorded to blacks to correct 
those injustices, since Martin Luther King, Jr.!  They, secular white society and their hopelessly 
racially segregated white churches (led by a new generation of young whites seeking to hide the 
shame of their past, in part, by denial of its present reality), hold on to their antiquated, bigoted, 
false notions of superiority, while effectively demanding that they be given a clean (social) bill 
of health, publicly, by those whom they have oppressed, and, still repress—even today!

In addition, (therefore, you might say!) those same early bigots have left a legacy of lies, in the 
lips of lying descendents (in the churches, of all places!), who persistently and consistently 
spread falsehoods about what they know to have been the true condition of the hearts of those 
hypocritical forefathers, across four centuries. Underscoring and highlighting this fact is the 
boldness and the work of the handful of white American abolitionists (and others in the years 
leading up to and during the Civil Rights years; whatever their own theological excess baggage 
and spiritual shortcomings; there most assuredly must have been some), which created the 
platform for the inevitable military intervention and overthrow of those systematic and nationally 
systemic evils that so blight the history of an otherwise incomparable, great nation (unlike 
Britain's Parliament, following the long, arduous years of debate, led by Wilberforce, they—the 
white "Christian" southern states, in particular—would never have submitted willingly to the 
wisdom of reason, or, to the guidance of the word of God—in spite of their lying hypocritical 
professions of “faith” in God!). 

This hellish Christian charade or 

Jekyll and Hyde travesty performed by 

white America is not something that a 

God who died for all men… would or 

will take lightly… It is a glaring sin, 

damning to its core… from which the 

nation and it’s arrogant, self-serving 

white Christians have yet to fall down 

in humble confession and "repentance"

before a just and Holy God—who 

demands no less.
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John teaches us here in Revelation 18 that this wondrously "blessed", highly religious Jekyll 
persona purposefully and permanently marred by a greedy, low-down avaricious Hyde persona 
represents an incurable blight that cannot—no matter how bleached and "white-washed"—be 
washed out. "To whom much is given, much is required", our Lord Jesus the Christ warned. 
Where the blessing of "blessings" runs highest, there the bar and the level of expectation is set 
higher. Unlike our Lord's call to the wayward church at Ephesus, there is no call for this end-
times people or it’s backwards, spiritually bankrupt churches to repent; no expression of any 
expectation as that she would or should return to some prior period of fidelity. Furthermore, 
unlike as was the case of either the Ephesians or King Solomon—who has been eternally 
rejected, having chosen the vaginas and gods of his pagan women over the True and Living 
God—there has been and there is no such prior period of fidelity for the United States of 
America. As Billy Graham and others have correctly observed, she is not now, nor has she ever 
been truly Christian.  She is therefore secular, and, it is the secular that dominates her thinking, 
both in and out of the churches.

Thus, following the examples set by Wilberforce and the America abolitionists, true Christians 
(of all races) in America are urged to "…come out from among them…". They should be diligent 
to distinguish themselves from the religiosity of incurably tarnished, deeply flawed and 
hopelessly corrupted Christianity that so fills and plagues the land of Babylon the Great or, risk 
suffering the same fate as the rest of the nation. Further, they should demonstrate this change of 
heart by actions (marked by changed lives that include leading the charge to make reparations 
for all past wrongs and acts of deprivation against all non-whites, and, by desegregated churches, 
among other things), not by lying lip service of empty words and fruitless Bible quoting.

Highways and Byways: In Search of Private Ryan 

Thus, we can justifiably conclude that if quoting the Bible doesn’t make a man "God", it 
certainly won't ever prove anyone is Christian! Moreover, then, we must also concur that most 
white preachers and Bible teachers, with and without undergraduate or post-graduate degrees, 
from even the nation's top so-called Christian schools, seminaries and universities (essentially, 
bastions of deceit)—like Biola, Moody, Baylor, Masters College, Wheaton, Dallas Theological, 
etc. (breeding grounds that foster only masters of deception)—are all (or, all too many are!) 
spineless liars who lie through their teeth each time they stand up publicly, show their ignorance 
and/or apathy for God and His Bible (cleverly mixing poisonous ounces of strategically placed 
half-truths and flavorful lies with pounds of truth, compounded for a ‘sophisticated’ American
white Christian audience that will not bulge, for the cause of the Christ they profess to serve.).  
When they broadcast to the nation and around the world about a Christian country, founded and 
led by God-ly Christian forefathers…who "quoted" the Bible; a nation to which God, they say, 
longs to see us "return", they speak of a Christian people that simply has never existed. Only 
Spirit-less idiots of no understanding and/or fools who despise the things and will of God, 
blinded and guided by the stupor of religion, would ever wish for a return to the racist, anti-God 
legacy she leaves (or, should be leaving) behind. Rather, a greater more noble objective would be 
to transcend the ignominy of that hellish past, aiming instead to steer the nation to an orbit where 
it can, for a change, for once, be all that God ever wanted this nation to be.  For, without 
question, He is the Author of her inception—exclusive, of course, of her selfishness, arrogance, W
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Further, for that reason, then, we can infer that practically every soul of every professing 
Christian that is or ever has darkened the door of an America church is now lost (black or white, 
insofar as, the harsh outlook taken in view of the white churches, can also be applied to African-
American and all other churches as well. However, the thrust of the theme of Rev. 18 is directed 
more toward that people group with whom the nation is more readily associated and by whom it 
is most readily identified, from the outside, by the watching world…namely, the white America, 
for obvious reasons.). Few (of any race in America) have any meaningful sensitivity for the 
things of God, beyond their "traditional", sectarian and/or personal beliefs. Those from the 
outside who choose to settle among them soon look and think like they do—or, they move on, 
sometimes subject to force. Those recruited (in foreign lands, for instance, more by white 
denominations than by any other) are frequently chosen on the basis of malleability and their 
willingness to bend to their will (these offer no fuss; they put up no challenges when confronted 
with what they know and, can see is wrong—they flow with the tide and roll, with the punches, 
as it were.). Someone (one believes it was John McArthur who) quoted a Billy Graham
remark to the effect that in all likelihood, not more than 5% of all the people who ever came 
forward to receive and make a profession of faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior were ever 
really saved, at all of his crusades—or, continues in the faith, to this day.

Thus, being rejects already, it is not the ‘fruitless’ man in the white pews whom God delights to 
save at this late hour, as rather, it is those on the outside, hidden in the hedges of unbelief; those 
who refuse to darken the doors of any 
local churches because they—resigning 
themselves to the highways and byways
of doubt and consternation—see and 
therefore know (on which grounds they 
reject) the unholy rot, marked by a 
spiritual stench, that consumes those 
churches. It is these unbelieving “private 
Ryans” of life (white, black, or, of 
whatever nationality)—more so than the 
bigoted, frequently egotistical, unrepentant 
white (or black, etc.) hypocrites of the 
locals churches—who are the true objects 
of God's affections, in America and around the world, in these last days. Having been mislead 
and/or denied access to the truth of the gospel message by the Jekyll/Hyde personas of 
"Christian" America, they are the “people, sitting in the darkness of sin and shame, longing for 
light” (perhaps, on the one hand; actually, actively spurning that Light, on the other!), to whom 
God wishes to show the Great Light—the Light of the World (Matt. 4:15-16)!

"It is these unbelieving "private Ryans" of life (white, black, or, of whatever 

nationality), more so than the bigoted, frequently egotistical, unrepentant white (or 

black, etc.) hypocrites of the local churches, who are the true objects of God's 

affections…"

Going to Hell, in a Hand Basket!

A Mormon, speaking out of the blue—alluding to the wrongs 
of the self-deceived white people of this great nation, 
perpetrated in the name of God, and, who probably represents 
the hearts and minds of far too many evangelical 
fundamentalists as well—readily admitted to a belief in God 
and of Hell, and, that he knows he is going there; meaning, 
apparently, that he is not only not sorry or remorseful (for the 
evils of his white past) but he has no intention of ‘repenting’
for the wrongs to which he is privy.  At this point in time, it 
might well be argued that the whole nation, self-deceived and 
deluded, on top of all of its many, many blessings, is headed 
straight for “Hell, in a hand-basket”!
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Blessed of God Never Infers Automatic Favor with God

Dangerous:  Blessed, but, not Right with God!
American's arrogant, self-righteous Caucasian Christians (the 'white people') habitually delude 
themselves and they consistently mislead the world with the notion that America is and she is 
blessed of God because of "righteousness", usually having to do with a fabled righteousness of 
her "founding fathers". Even though the founding of this nation is undeniably the work and 
brainchild of Almighty God, He Himself makes it plain that He is responsible for the formation 
and the coming of all powers that be (at whatever given point in time), including ancient Egypt, 
Israel, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, the Romans, the Mayans, the British Empire, even Hitler's failed 
"Third Reich", etc., etc., etc (Dan. 5). It matters not whether they acknowledged Him or submit 
to His will. Moreover, His dealings with them, i.e., His blessings upon them had nothing at all to 
do with righteousness—theirs, or anyone else’s. "Blessed of God", then does not imply (and so, 
should never be construed as) either a right standing, or, even a 'good' standing with God—or, 
in the eyes of God. Jesus says of the Father, "He makes His rain to fall on the just, and, on the 
unjust". The "Apple of God's Eye" (wholehearted, committed idol worshippers by the time of 
Moses) was promised the "blessing" of a homeland "flowing with milk and honey", but told in no 
uncertain terms, point blank, that they were anything but righteous (righteousness, then, was not 
a factor in either His selection, or in His determination to administer favor to Israel.). In the 
aftermath of one rebellion after the other (apostasy after apostasy; all of which He knew were 
coming), God repeatedly expressed a sore longing to "bless" that Apple, and, to lift it up like a 
beacon (‘spit’ shined and polished!), as a nation marvelously well-favored, before the eyes of the 
entire watching world—all to His glory and for His name's recognition. Even the powerful but 
wicked Ninevites of Assyria, blessed with relentless oversight and control over this blessed 
Apple (in it’s rebel years), were further blessed with advance warning of their impending God-
ordained doom by a God-commissioned bigot named Jonah, thus, illustrating His supreme 
concern for “name recognition” among the unrighteous thousands in Nineveh “…who do not 
know their right hand from their left…”—that is, being idol worshipers, they did not know the 
True and Living God, at all; made no advances toward Him, and yet, they were 
royally…magnificently, blessed by the God who lives. In addition, His dealings with Egypt’s 
Pharaoh (“I raised you up for this purpose…”), Babylon’s tyrant Nebuchadnezzar (“…that you 
may know, God rules in the affairs of men…”) and the Persians’ Cyrus ( “…My servant…”) 
shows that He randomly richly blesses the most unlikeliest of people (unrighteous, though they 
are), so as to use them, subsequently, for some special purpose in His Divine Plans (often, in a 
manner, inverse to and irreversibly adverse to the aforementioned blessing and ultimately, 
dangerously injurious to any attendant prosperity), although He knows they will never 

God's "…dealings with the Pharaoh and the kings of Babylon and of the 

Persians shows that He often richly blesses the most unlikeliest of people 

(unrighteous, though they are), so as to use them, subsequently, for some special 

purpose in His Divine Plans (often, in a manner adverse to the aforementioned 

blessing and ultimately, dangerously injurious to any attendant prosperity)…"
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reciprocate by giving Him the least bit of recognition (thus, strange as it may seem, it matters not 
whether they benefit from implementation of the plan God initially envisions—no matter how 
blessed they might have been otherwise!). 

Moreover, the ancient Israelis—handed picked and chosen by God to matrix His Messiah—were 
warned, solemnly, never to think, or to say of themselves, that they were selected on the basis of 
“…my righteousness…”, given that He was keenly aware of their stubbornness, driven by 
wicked, rebellious hearts. How much more then should American white people adopt this kind of 
a mindset! Clearly, His reason for setting up a religious United States bears no resemblance to 
His reason for rescuing pagans, preserved within a matrix of pharaoh-worshipping pagans  (who 
held them in the clutch of a crucible of suffering) to give birth to a “Christ”—who would die, to 
save a lost world.  Rather, just as was true of those once powerful ancients and with Israel, so 
with the United States of America:  Like a tender young calf, intentionally nourished and fatted 
for slaughter, she (the U.S. of A!) is a nation blessed…albeit, for destruction.  Hers will be a 
massacre that—rooted on the firm foundation of a kind of consummate betrayal of trust—will 
garner for Him, the undivided attention of the entire watching world (a feat that cannot now be 
achieved, with her, at this time, in the picture.).  Thus, in the overarching psychology of the 
grand scheme of things (one might say), the expected return on His initial investment in her 
comes, then, not from her current blessed standing on the global stage (sad to say!), but in her 
eventual, hellish downfall before awestruck, horrified eyes, watching and weeping in fear, all 
around the globe (that is when the pure, unadulterated gospel, free from the blight of her 
theological twist and taint, will be preached around the world; that is when multitudes of men 
will truly look to the God of all the universe, and be saved!).  

Furthermore, God takes full credit not only for the being of secular, unrighteous, non-God-
fearing but powerful cultures, He takes credit as well for all their greatness and for all the 
blessings they enjoyed—to wit, their material wealth, strength as military forces and, their 
prowess and successes on the battlefields. The scriptures clearly teach then, that none of these 
were ever chosen because of righteousness, nor did their selection in any way, to any degree ever 
make them or mark them as righteous people—Jew or Gentile—in God's eyes. Hence, their rise 
was not borne on wings of "righteousness". In view of this fact then, one should note as well that 
their lives and mannerism has done nothing to disappoint. 

Thus, when American white clergy, religious men in media or politics and other statesmen, stand 
up and talk about a righteous, Christian nation, blessed because of a righteous past, resting on the 
foundation of righteous forefathers and their "quoting" of the Bible—let the nations of the world 
and Christians everywhere BEWARE—they are lying hypocrites, utterly abhorred and loathed 
by God (as this treatise has shown and will further prove)—not unlike as were the old Pharisees, 
scribes and lawyers of Jesus' day (they were altogether abhorred, in the eyes of God). There has 
never been such a nation as they project, and, one may rest assured that, at this point, there likely 
never will be—prior to the return of Almighty God, in the form of the Son, who will come to 
rule in righteousness. 

Psychological Warfare:  Weapon of Choice in Church-based Antagonism
Having had occasion to visit a few white churches, sitting in on some of their Bible related W
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describe them), one has been privileged to watch and to listen as arrogant, sometimes cocky, 
otherwise intelligent but largely bigoted, self-righteous, often affluent, educated, high-minded 
white intellectuals made theological mish-mash of these times dubbed "Bible studies".  
Somehow, it seems, interestingly, even those intellectuals under a “teachers” mantle never seen 
to grow beyond these 'messes'!  For this reason, although being in a “Bible study” setting, they 
show no real interest beyond a contempt-leaning, "self-serving" desire to "know" God.  Thus, it 
becomes increasingly clear with each passing day that—by their lies and display of self-
righteous plumage, at home and abroad—the white evangelical fundamentalist antagonists to 
the will of God have done a masterful job (to the degree that God has allowed; from pulpits and 
lecterns all around the nation) of undermining the work of God, psychologically.  

Following the lead of their master, the fallen Lucifer (light-bearing, morning star) these 
antagonists shine like angels of light.  They actually do look righteous, sound righteous, and 
speak righteously, as long as your understanding of scripture does not surpass theirs. As such—
in a manner reminiscent of satan’s wilderness temptation of the Master—they assault any hunger 
and thirst for truth and righteousness delicately, with subtlety perhaps, but with cunning and 
passion, wherever it is found.  Like the accuser of all brethren, they employ the very tool needed 
to quench and satisfy that thirst and that hunger.  Under the banner of this strategic ruse, they 
invariably insure that God will never be able to foment the rise of an "Israel" or another "Luther" 
(white or black!), from within American shores, who is not subject to their domination, control 
and manipulation (this is the same kind of short-circuited, truncated theology that is being 
delivered daily to foreign shores, in the name of global Gospel evangelism—by fundamentalists, 
evangelicals and Pentecostals, as well as by African-American churches—for the same basic 
reason.  God cannot send a thing to her, that her wayward churches, schools and 
missionary societies have not prepared—and/or, funded

the most blessed nation of all 

!  Whatever God does manage to 
squeeze through her armor of deception is sorely frowned upon.).

Blessed of God, although she is indeed, America (and her churches) is, therefore, no less a 
nation in reality, quite literally, at war with Almighty God, by her own choosing (like Pharaoh 
and like Nebuchadnezzar).   Whereas God intentionally set her up, like a choice young calf, 
blessed to a fatness (managed by an ego, leaving her) fit only for slaughter, she was left, no 
less, with both a freewill, and, the sovereignty of a Sovereign-granted alternative.  Having fled 
the tyranny and the authority of both the Crown and the Roman papacy—ostensibly to serve God 
freely, on biblical terms; armed, therefore, with at least a working knowledge of Him (unlike 
Pharaoh and Nebuchadnezzar, who never knew God, during their rise to power and privilege)—
there was nothing to stop her from ordering her life, along actual Christian and social lines, 
entirely in accord with the will and the purposes of the Living God; nothing, that is, except 
herself, her greed-smitten heart and the tyranny she herself brutally affected toward others, to 
satisfy that throbbing, ravishing greed.  The Africans she enslaved, mercilessly mistreated, and 
miserably abused—during the colonial, antebellum and Jim Crow years—were/are the most 
notable victims of her well-documented dark side.  As with the self-proclaimed “prophetess”
Jezebel among the compromising but otherwise theologically-correct saints at Thyatira—by His 
dealing of a crushing, bloody blow to the heinous slave trade and the Bible-based bashing and 
crumbling of openly flaunted, institutionalized Jim Crow legislation—she has, by God, been 
given more than ample time to repent, and to make right the wrongs of her past.  Still, she 
persists, maintaining her racist stranglehold on “God’s country”—W
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time.). Similar to Jacob, perhaps, she is a nation locked in a unilateral tug of spiritual warfare, as 
she alone fights (to this day!), against His will—united in hellish purpose, divided on purpose, 
waging battles on two fronts (secular and religious)—in a war that God assures her through this 
message of Revelation 18 she cannot, and she will not, win.  Meanwhile, He (the Almighty) 
simply sits, watching in quiet savor; waiting, patiently anticipating the day and the joy of her 
absolute, horrific destruction, in one hour!  There is and there has never been any “righteous”
past to which she can ever return that would make her more acceptable to God, so as to escape, 
or, to prolong the coming of this dreadful day of horrendous judgment.  She can always move 
forward, but there is no rationale in looking backwards.

Blessed or not, whatever her status and purpose in His end-times plans, unlike the “grabber”—
and, contrary to the lies, the leading and the “world-views” of evangelical fundamentalists—the 
United States of America has (in fact and in truth) no power, with the ever-Living, omnipotent, 
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Babylon the Great!

America The Beautiful?

Introduction

No doubt, use of the term Babylon here is altogether metaphorical. Our God is a Master Who 
makes common use of metaphor throughout His Word. It's use here is not meant to envision 
actual Babylon, which—when originally destroyed—was clearly never to be built again 
(although, contrary to the express will and plan of the Almighty, some reconstruction has been 
begun, and it is said that Iraq's ex-dictator Saddam Hussein entertained hopes of the ancient 
city's eventual resurrection. It 
appears that the cogwheels of his 
dream were physically in motion, 
and, reconstruction well under 
way, at the time of his capture by 
U.S. forces, and his subsequent 
execution at the hands of Iraqi 
justice.). 

But, who is this Babylon, over 
whose demise the Heavens make 
so joyous a fuss? Great political, 
socio/economic institutions and 
military powers have fallen 
before, with little fanfare, beyond 
transient relief, so, why such 
delight here? Why the ecstasy? 
Why such euphoria? In the wake 
of our understanding of the 
previous chapter (Rev. 17), is this 
yet another metaphor for that 
“great city”? If Rome or even all of Italy, including the Vatican City, were to disappear from 
the face of the earth today, what would be the real (net realizable) impact on the global economy 
(for, without question, she--Vatican City--is the Babylon the Great of chap. 17)? Would she be 
missed to the degree inferred here, by John the Revelator? Is her presence and participation in 
international affairs (backed by the weight of Italy’s roughly fifty-eight million souls), 
significantly indispensable (would she not have to be for the ramifications of this prophecy to 
have meaningful implication on her behalf)? What does the scope of the influence of the 
Babylon the Great alluded to here indicate, or, suggest? Moreover, while being yet analogous of 
the Vatican City (if indeed it is at all!), could the God of all heaven and earth have conceived and 
patented this label so as to have, as well, a dual application (recall, if you will, that each of the 
images central to the unveiling of Babylon the Great in chapter 17—i.e., the woman, the beast 
and the seven heads—carried a dual application.)? 

Armageddon and Brazil Rising
Heady, greed-driven industrialists led chiefly by ravenous profiteers and gluttonous 
false prophets at the top of the investment-banking sector (aided and pampered by poor 
governmental judgment, and/or oversight that was none-existent), have landed us in 
some rough, uncharted waters, at a most dangerous time in the history of mankind, and, 
of these United States. If—as may not have been the case, so much, during the 
Enron/MCI-WorldCom era, the 80’s thrift debacles and bailouts, or, the engineered fuel 
crisis of the ‘70’s—if this leaves us near the throe of some reminder of the Great 
Depression, what might this signal as well in terms of our proximity to Armageddon? 
Consider the many and varied assortment of elements of our times that bear
simultaneously strange, remarkable and alarming similarities to those of the biblical 
prophets, most notably perhaps, the Book of the Revelation.
As of 08/22/08, many if not most observers and analysts are ready to concede that the 
great Melting Pot may well be on its last leg. Much speculation swirls as to where the 
next great center of power and finance might emerge. Britain has even been bantered 
about as a possible contender. Others see China on the pedestal, unlikely as that may be 
(or, maybe not!). Again, as of 08/22/08, NPR Radio sang eloquently in tones and 
overtures extolling exciting prospects regarding a “Brazil Rising”, while at the same 
time citing, with melancholy, Brazil’s counter melody of many counter-balancing 
woes—not the least of which is rampant, rabid corruption in government (Amid many 
other impressive pluses, CBS' 60 Minutes', led by host Steve Kroft, revealed in its 
12/12/2010 broadcast that Brazil has surpassed the U. S. as the leading supplier feeding 
China's ravenous appetite for growth. Other analyst/observers point out that "Brazil has 
every ambition to become a global superpower, in a very short period of time".). 
God, however, begs to differ. The collapse of Babylon the Great promises to create a 
void that none can ever fill. Thus, regurgitates the question: If not a current power, a 
potentially, emerging power, or, an old ancient power reborn, who then is this Babylon 
the Great? Without question, the world is well on the way to Armageddon, but, why 
can't we accurately identify, her; or, can't we?
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Incontestably, in our mechanized, industrialized, computerized age, having demonstrated great 
ability to adapt, adopt and change with the times, Rome even today is only a shadow of her 
ancient self, although she may still be a very present force in global politics and economics. She 
is in no sense, however, the domineering power she was in the centuries surrounding the birth of 
our Lord. In addition, one can say without wavering that there is positively no room for question 
as but that it is the burning desire, the longing, the Sovereign intent of the Almighty to see to it 
that this chief city of the Italians is duly rewarded for her part in the wrongs and atrocities 
perpetrated against His people (Jew and gentile, or Christian). She will be taken to task as well 
for the false, idolatrous image of Him portrayed daily for millennia before an unsuspecting 
world, ostensibly, in His Name (this image was propagated initially by force; the world was held 
in the darkness of spiritual blindness and kept ignorant of the Word of God at the point of the 
sword)! To meet the demand for her high profiled execution, she will be allowed to rise to world 
prominence once more (the last and only one who will ever be allowed to achieve total world 
domination), just so that He will have the pleasure of watching her leveled once and for all—
product of a Divinely orchestrated “double-cross”, in which the beast and his confederacy of ten 
nations will turn on her, although she will doubtless be hugely responsible for his initial rise to 
global recognition. Nonetheless, the question persists: Although on the one hand, without 
controversy, Babylon the Great metaphorically alludes to an entity of Italian centrality, must it 
therefore on the other hand, as well? That is, are the two utterly despised personas of Rev. 17 
and Rev. 18 the same? Or, put another way, based squarely upon the profile (yes!  Profile!  The 
information given in each case is a “profile”) containing the clearly distinguishable and distinct 
parameters and identifiers for each set forth in both those chapters, why must Babylon the Great 
be any, but, the United States of America? 

America The Beautiful?
According to Whom?

“There is a generation that…curses father and mother…pure in it's own eyes…oh! How their eyes are lifted up with 
pride & arrogance…having teeth like swords and jaw teeth like knives…!” (Proverbs 30:11-14)

“Do not think within your hearts…'It is for my righteousness that the Lord has blessed me, in giving to me this 
land'…It is in fact neither for your righteousness, nor for the uprightness of your heart, as rather it is for the 
wickedness of these nations that you have been given this land…you are in fact a rebellious and obstinate people.”
(Deuteronomy 9:4-29) 

“It is not for you, oh Israel…but, for my own Holy Name’s sake…” (Eze. 36:22-24, 32) The Jews are here cautioned 
against getting the “big-head” or, a bloated ego in light of God’s evident favor toward, and, His preservation of 
them in the midst of insurmountable odds, and danger. In the final analysis, they will not be as much the focus of His 
efforts, as they are now and will be then puns, to their advantage (in light of His eternal plan and promises to Adam; 
Abraham, Jacob and Isaac; Moses and King David) in His eternal scheme to increase His Name’s recognition 
among rebel men, so as to save as many as possible before Armageddon.

As is the difficulty in squeezing camels through the eyes of needles, so is likely to be the difficulty of getting 
American “Christians

Heaven! 

” saved, protestants, or, otherwise! In fact, things are sufficiently bad that in the US, 
Christians of other countries should be afraid, be very much afraid! One might rightly argue now, today, that, 
should you find yourself standing near an American Christian in the after life, you probably did not make it to W
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Neither the pages of time nor any journal of history has ever known a nation as great as that of 
these United States of America. None has 
ever enjoyed such privilege, material 
wealth, prosperity, global reach and 
recognition as she has. Not even the people 
of the Book, the apple of His Eye—the well-
spring (Hand-picked and personally 
selected) from whence sprang the flow of the 
Lamb’s Blood which washes away all our 
sin—no, not even they, as a discrete people 
group or nation, can claim this distinction. 
These United States of America did not just 
happen by accident, nor is she the product 
of her own strength or resolve. Though it 
could be argued—and that rightly so—that 
she is the brain-child of the Holy One of the 
Jews and the Ancient Israelis—her existence 
owes nothing to any supposed goodness or righteousness surpassing that of any other (as certain 
of her religious leaders are sometimes quick to infer). He who sits in the Heavens, watching and 
weighing hearts would not have His hand-picked people forget; certainly He will not have her 
forget that she is not the product of her own doing (i.e., those white evangelicals and 
fundamentalists who are quick to point to a fabled righteousness and 'godliness' of their 'white' 
forefathers as the basis and reason God chose to bless this nation are all liars!). This being the 
case, she is therefore, in some sense, an odd-ball amongst the nations, as, historically and 
presently, she does (having done so from the beginning) exhibit all the traits and characteristics 
which keep all the other nations, past and present, from experiencing the same level of 
prosperity—initially downplaying that which without doubt is key and bedrock to all her current 
successes (resources, education of the masses, freedom for all—God!). If not for the Hand of the 
Supreme Almighty One, Eternal and Self-existing, (bitten as that Holy Hand is by this current 
generation of Americans!), she as a nation would without doubt have long ago ceased to be. 
Absent the Hand of God, there is no rational reason why she should have arisen, late in the game 
of life, only to transcend nations stronger, and, of longer standing than she. But, should this 
prove true, and in light of the chap. 18 profile, what then specifically could possibly make her 
Babylon the Great, and why would or could God possibly wish for and rejoice over her 
demise? That…is, the sixty-four thousand dollar question. 

As stated several times already, each image of Babylon the Great studied thus far carries with it 
its own profile or set of parameters and identifiers, each set crafted and designed to carefully 
delineate between the two. Clearly, chapter 17 is reference to the world of the Romans, on 
multiple fronts, old and new; religious and political; ancient and modern (more specifically, 
Babylon the Great is the religious persona, of the woman, which is an ancient city, well-known, 
powerful, and domineering; while the beast refers first to the Roman Empire, controlled by the 
woman as a political entity, under the spell of her political persona; and to an individual, one of 
seven kings, who is yet to come--although he will come with well defined roots dating back to 
that now defunct empire.). On the other hand, Babylon the Great in chapter 18 carries a set of 
characteristics, which could only be applied to an entity in our times or beyond—one that is 

"A Nation with Teeth like Swords…"
What generation of any nation has done more to distance 
itself for the values (good or bad) of its parents, than have 
the young of our day? What generation of men has done, 
or, does more to trumpet their righteousness as a nation and 
that of their founding fathers, before God, as the basis for 
God's blessing upon them, than have the Americans—
specifically, the white, Anglo-Americans? 

What generation is more prone to remind itself, and, to 
profit more from the notion that "war, is good for the 
economy" than do the Americans?

Babylon is a warmonger, like no other. "War is good for 
the economy", she beams with assurance—hereby 
signaling her intent to stay actively involved in battle, 
somewhere, one way or the other, on one front or another, 
at whatever the cost.
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strictly last-days—if for no other reason than that there was none before Martin Luther (rebel 
roman catholic and German monk) whose foot could possibly ever have fit the print God has cast 
for her. By way of reiteration:

A specific profile is given, which sets this Babylon the Great apart (Rev. 18):

1. She is strictly end-times
2. she is cosmopolitan, and as such, she figures prominently in the global political arena, 

and, in international affairs, for the most part, without pressure
3. she has a definite bearing on global economics, and is heavily involved in international 

trade 
4. global economic well being is directly tied to and dependent upon her economic strength 

and stability
5. being highly religious, she leads the world into fornication (service to false gods, in the 

name of the Living God—in addition to her own brand of ‘Christianity’), deceiving the 
nations with sorcery (heavy drug or narcotics trafficking, :23)

6. she is enormously wealthy through free trade with the nations
7. the nations are enormously wealthy by trading freely with her
8. she is haughty, extremely arrogant, cocky and self-absorbed, ego-centric, materialist, 

overly self-satisfied
9. she thinks she is invincible; impervious to conquest and/or pain and suffering, in light of 

her industry and military might; able to “beat anybody on the battlefield”
10. her swift, thorough and complete destruction—from which she will never recover—will 

spark an irreversible, crushing, world-spanning recession, plunging all the nations into an 
economic spiral of unparalleled proportions

The eventual demolition of the Soviets has been forecast (it is a sure thing; a done deal in the 
eyes and mind of God); the destruction and subjugation of the Jews’ perpetually hostile Arabic 
Islamic neighbors and worst enemies is set in stone (and is therefore, certain), but, how are we to 
get to and though the final chapters of history according to God's formulation, as spelled out in 
the prophets and here in the Apocalypse, without one mention of perhaps the greatest nation of 
all time(!)? I say again, is that rational(!)? We know how He feels about Russia; we know His 
disposition toward the world of the Arab (and toward the world of men, in general); and, we 
know well His plan for the Italians, Vatican City and the Roman Catholic Church, equally as 
well as we know, understand, and wait expectantly in anticipation that He will soon fulfill and 
finish His designs for His ancient people, the Jew; but, what of America, and the Americans? If 
then Rome represents only the most dubious of possibilities—in terms of an identity for Babylon 
the Great—to whom else, then (most logically), might Babylon refer? Given no known 
qualifier(s) from the past, who at this late hour might better fit the description here, than does the 
US? 

Interestingly, except for the one problematic passage in Isaiah 18, there appears to be not one 
passage in all of scripture that gives clearly defined mention of this wondrous, end-times 
nation—the only remaining, fully functional super power—and yet, without doubt, it is highly 
unlikely that so potent and so present a force upon the face of the earth as is these United States 
could ever escape Heaven's notice. It sits and figures far too prominently upon the world stageW
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as a stabilizing force, of a sort, on the one hand—and is an essential ingredient in the survival of 
the Jew on the other. Without the US, whatever its problems and shortcomings—and there are 
many, as we have seen and will see—there would likely be no spreading of the gospel message 
to all the world (tainted, and twisted though that gospel is); all other things being such as they 
are. How then is one to account for this apparent gross 'oversight'? No words of commendation; 
no expressions of approval; no anticipation of its future existence, nor is there any expectation as 
to any good that it might do—for humanity in general, for the Jew in particular, or for the cause 
of Christ. Why? How can this be, given that it does in fact play so vital a roll in the preservation 
of the people of the Messiah? Could it be that (contrary to current and long standing trains of 
thought) so grand a 'slight' (shall we say?) is meant to imply or to signify that perhaps God might 
not be as impressed with this great industrial, technologically advanced and sophisticated giant 
of a world power, as we—and that, arrogantly—are with ourselves (it is a "Christian" nation 
though, is it not?)? If so, why might that be? Why then might He not think highly of a nation 
such as ours, who owes its very being and survival thus far, to His All-powerful Hand?

Side Bar

In reality, it was neither the greatness, nor the toughness of the American, during World War II, that got them 
through that time of global conflict. If the Japanese could ill-afford to follow through on their ambition to bring the 
US to its knees and under their emperor’s control, Hitler had every thing necessary—the world’s first and only jet-
powered airplane, twice as fast as any propeller-driven fighter (none could touch it or compete with it); the V1 (and 
prospective V9) missile, their take and upgrade to American Robert Goddard’s invention and proposal, officially 
poo pooed and flatly rejected by the US military; a long range bomber, having a hang time of 36 hours, flown for 32 
hours to within 12 miles of NYC, then back to Germany, undetected by the US military. Thus, he had as well, the 
element of surprise. Perhaps however, the biggest feather in his cap—particularly after driving the British out of 
Finland, giving him free access to the heavy water he so craved—was Einstein, the Jew (it was his mind, more than 
that of any other physicist, which served as the key that unlocked the door to thermonuclear energy; albeit, God be 
thanked, on American shores—as opposed to those of his German homeland.). Not realizing his value and future, 
Hitler put a five thousand dollar price tag on his head, payable to anyone bringing him in dead. With all these perks 
and benefits fully developed and at his disposal, nothing could have stopped him from taking the world he 
envisioned would one day bow to his ‘master race’. But for their combined bungling and Hitler's inability to predict 
the future, or to foresee his own destiny, as well as his inability to accurately gauge the usefulness of new ideas and 
machines at his disposal, America, together with the world at large would be totally a different place, at this hour, 
subject once again to the will of foreign powers. The might of the US notwithstanding, she virtually aided the enemy 
through her own propensity for bungling and gross miscalculations and mishandling of intelligence (or information) 
on a scale as great as that of her mortal enemies (whom obviously, she completely misjudged!).

and will of the Almighty. 

Thus, there can be little doubt that America is a nation blessed of God, but has she truly 
responded in kind? Likewise, there can be no argument as but that America is firmly fixed within 
the eschatological plans of God for the end times—for better or for worse, though she is not 
specifically mentioned by name. If she were destroyed today, this instant, would the jubilation of 
Revelation 18 be justified or warranted, on her behalf? 

Probably (or maybe) the best way to approach analysis of the enigma of America's glaring 
omission from (direct mention within) the annals of Biblical prophecy—in addition to her 
potential as a contender for the title “Babylon the Great”—is to consider the nation in light of 
what we shall call its chief (constituencies, or) component parts; that is, the secular and the 
religious, or Christian—and that against the backdrop of what we know to be the word, mind, W
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Secular America

While we begin on the premise that God cannot possibly be pleased with what He sees in either 
camp, there can be no debate as but that secular America is definitely not within the sphere of 
His favor. Moreover, it could be argued that secular America under the weight of all its 
wonders (each far surpassing that of ancient Babylon, and perhaps all the other seven wonders 
of the world, combined) is characterized by an attitude and atmosphere self-indulgence, 
utter Godlessness, packaged in an air of repugnant arrogance and haughtiness roughly, if 
not altogether, identical to and therefore, no less repulsive than the sight of ancient 
Babylon, in the eyes and nostrils of Him before Whom we must all ultimately give an 
accounting. One guesses, therefore (notwithstanding the fragranced history, laced with palatable 
lies that evangelical/fundamentalists feed on regularly) that if the truth be known, America—on 
both its temporal and spiritual fronts—represents everything that God abhors in a nation. How 
so, you ask? 

When He brought those first boatloads of Puritans and Pilgrims over on the Mayflower and 
others, the devil hitched a ride, and, he has been here, figuring prominently, actively engaged and 
involved in American culture ever since. As with the Israelites, God made the decision to 
separate and set them aside as His peculiar people. He left the decision as to what course they 
would follow, however, up to them. The horrendous amount of anti-God oppression, repression 
suppression and deprivation of all non-whites--particularly the Africans, for over 350 years (up 
to this very hour, truth be told)--in the name of God, makes it plain for all to see, which path the 
early "Christian" settlers and the new nation took; and, still follows, as of today--06/22/2013.
Consider.

Nimrod In The U.S.A.: Anglo-Saxon/Celt 

Birth of a New Nation
As if the divisiveness and backbiting dragged along to the new world by the first settlers, from 
England, was not enough, in 1776 (following years of agitation and disgruntlement) the 
descendants of those early settlers being perhaps brash, and arrogant declared their independence 
from the kingdom which, until then, knew no sunset. That same bunch of cocky colonists went 
on to declare moreover that the holding of a specific truth was deemed to be self-evident: 'all 
men under God', they said, 'are created equal' (for they fancied themselves to be Christians; and 
so, were indeed destined to be different from all other nations insofar as their system of 
governance was to be based or patterned, not after that of other nations, but upon the very word 
of the Living God). Having at this time held Africans and their American-born descendants
in the cruelty of abject subjugation and bondage since around 1619 (arrival of the first 
Africans as indentured servants; 1629, African slavery officially institutionalized), their 
hypocrisy was immediately made manifest in that, in the name of God, if only by their practice, 
"all men" was deemed to apply to none, other than themselves—the 'white' men or Caucasians of 
America. It was these Christians’ hellish determination and desire that any one else was to be 
excluded (the Native Americans, the Eskimo, the Mexican; anyone whose complexion, features, 
‘bone structure’, speech pattern, etc., was not discernibly, and decidedly…white, Anglo-Saxon, 
or, Celtic!). By this practice, furthermore, the God of their invocation, the Holy One of the Jews, 
was effectively judged to have been in error, as this young nation justified its actions
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continuing in the footsteps of its colonial, ancestral roots—on grounds that the shape of the 
black man's head was such that his skin color made him naturally inferior to the white man! In 
so many words, the idea held nationally was that in the black man, God basically created a two-
legged animal, an ape (of a sort!), which only resembled a man. Their prayers are even said to 
have sometimes included thanksgiving to God, that they were "white" (sound familiar? Jesus said 
that the hypocritical Pharisees often prayed and thanked God that they were not publicans or 
poor men!)! 

"White" Nimrod: Nation at War with God!
Thus, this new nation "under God", carried over its colonially spun practice of numbing any 
sensitivity as to the African's humanity by numbering him as one among his cattle, pigs and 
horses—in the Name of God—for, said they in the presence of God, in their stubborn 
determination to maintain the status quo (and their self-assigned superiority complex), 'Thou 
hast not made him equal to us'. “He is meant for the misuse and abuse of white people”, one 
would remark later, with glee, at the height of those years dubbed “Jim Crow” (the American 
styled period of totally unwarranted racial injustices, hatred, cruelty, and incivility akin to South 
African apartheid and—predating but co-existing briefly with—Hitler’s Nazism. In fact, some of 
the tricks of Hitler’s trade were actually borrowed from the racist play-book and practices of the 
‘self-righteous’ Ango-/Celtic Americans who took such strong exception—ostensibly, at least, in 
the end—to his practices!). While undeniably, it was the Christian (warts and all; whatever their 
short comings) among them who ultimately instigated the basis for the war which ignited 
between the states (which eventually led to his freedom), with the exception maybe of the 
Baptists and the Pentecostals in the north, practically all the white churches and denominations 
were privy to the practices of secular white society (In the south, they were completely 
dominated and controlled by secular whites. The formation of the present day association of 
Baptist churches known as the Southern Baptist Convention, or Conference, was in response 
to southern farmers and slaveholders who, while they insisted upon participation in preaching of 
the gospel around the world, steadfastly refused to abdicate their slaves, in order to remain a part 
of the northern association of Baptist churches!). Hence, one might say that worldly white society 
and its agenda was the white churches' guide and motivation, in early colonial days, 
throughout the ante-bellum years of the new nation and the Civil War—and, up to this very 
hour—much more so than the Bible or the Christ! In addition, where God without question, 
expected a high level of representation in pagan eyes He found instead, a self-exalted white man, 
who immediately sold himself to the devil, to diabolical concerns, and, to his own greed. Where 
He sought a bountiful harvest of precious souls from all the various people groups and cultures 
with whom the newly arrived white Europeans rubbed shoulders, He was served instead with the 
sight of a (17th century) white Nimrod, determined to set himself in opposition and competition 
with his Maker, robbing Him of the souls He wanted by denying all access and knowledge of 
their Lord and Savior—most particularly the Africans. Having exhausted himself, sparing no 
expense hunting them down for slaves, the new nation as a whole had no intention of ever 
leading the enslaved Africans, or, anyone else enslaved, to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. 
"Slavery is all the Heaven you will ever know" slaves are said to have been told, by their 
"Christian" masters! Thus, like their black ancient predecessor in Nimrod the Cushite, this new 
nation of white folk, and it's interests (non-Christians, as well as the overwhelming majority of 
all white churches and ‘Christians’), was, and remains to this day, quite literally, at enmity 
with the God of their founding, and, His interests ars of the establishment of it's —within 10 yeW
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first colonial settlement! Oh, the daring, one might say, of the white Americans  (protestant 
Christians included!) who now call themselves by the name ‘evangelical’ and ‘fundamentalist’.  
From the very beginning, they quite literally sold themselves out to the devil—practicing and 
propagating the evil of a hellish abduction, oppression and repression, in the name of the Lord.  
They effectively stabbed their Maker in the back, and while the uneasy Natives had begun to eye 
their encroachment with suspicion, the eastern Indians saw the knife coming early toward their 
backs, albeit, too late (many if not most whole 
groups are said to have been forced to move off 
their homelands, if not slaughtered and wiped out 
altogether, without mercy, by greedy, land-
grabbing whites—Lenni Lenape, for example), 
they double-crossed Africans (and later, the 
Chinese!), did everything they could to make 
slaves of everyone else—Africans, Indians, and 
Mexicans! One may rest assured, theirs is a 
treachery and a diabolical duplicity that 
Almighty God cannot wait to requite!  The white 
Anglo/Celtic(Gothic!)-Nimrods of Babylon the 
Great will be given their just due!

As he works feverishly, openly to rid himself of 
the shackles of God, and to set himself free from 
the influences of His word, the Bible, the 
watching world needs to be ware, and, to be wary.  
The bigoted mindset (predominately southern 
white Celt) has no capacity and thus no 
inclination to run a democratic, free society to the benefit of everyone.  In addition, a society 
such as that of America, absent its “Judeo/Christian” heritage, is a society—in light of its 
military might and its nuclear stockpiles—no nation anywhere on earth ever wants to see entirely 
in the hands of a people dominated by the mindset of the America white racists and bigots.  The 
racists and the bigots are every bit as implacable as are the so-called radical Muslims, and, 
every whit as unstable (and, untrustworthy), in terms of their determination to relate socially to 
people of other races and of other cultures—particularly, when those races and cultures have 
something they want or need, but either cannot or will not pay for.  Their professions of “faith”
in God, does not mean a thing—as has been shown.  While the dominate group is without 
question the Saxons, and whereas it was the Saxons who won the Civil War which set the 
Africans free—and, while he, the bigoted largely Celtic/Gothic south cannot subsist without the 
Saxons—the Saxons have time and time again shown themselves unable to resist or keep 
themselves free from the taint and the stink from the ‘fart’ of bigoted, racist reason; no matter 
how many steps the Saxons may take in the right directions, in terms of its efforts to patch 
relations with other races (at some point, you can always count on it, they will always fall flat on 
their faces before the otherwise inferior, hotheaded Celts).

Furthermore, then, we can rightly infer that the clerics and clergymen of the early white 
churches, were by all accounts and measures largely like lazy, worthless, sorry lap-dogs with no 
bark and no bite, sound asleep, at the switch. If indeed the nation were Christian, then their job it 

Francis Swaggert
A recent broadcast aired and heard near Wichita, 
KS on 08/30/2013, 10:45AM over the SonLife 
Broadcasting Network, run by the Jimmy 
Swaggert family, illustrates the determination of 
white southerners to play down and/or justify the 
evils perpetrated by whites against blacks.  “Blacks 
are slaves to hatred”, all the participants in the 
program agreed, lead by Francis Swaggert, wife of 
Jimmy Swaggert (that program was “Francis and 
Friends”).  She ended the program that Friday with 
the promise that she would be back on Monday 
(09/02/2013) to give the nation and the world a 
lesson on “slavery in America”, and in turn, (by 
inference) addressing and straightening out the mis-
notion of an America founded by white men who 
suppressed blacks!  One of the younger Swaggerts 
interrupted to interject his authoritative observance 
of “hatred” in the eyes and faces of all blacks he 
saw in attendance at President Obama’s 
inauguration  (wonder why that ‘hatred’ was 
there?).
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would have been to spin, oversee and officiate the administration of the novel concept—"one 
nation, under God", "in which all men are created equal"—insuring that the concept did in fact 
encompass "all men". As far as one can tell from the historical record, none of the biggest 
names in church ministry—either throughout the ante-bellum years or the years of Jim Crow 
(which officially ended in the late 60s and early 70s, one might say)—ever stepped forward to 
cry out for justice, or, to urge and to assist in leading the nation to a successful conclusion to its 
oppression, suppression and repression of the Africans or anyone else deemed non-Anlo-/Celtic 
in nationality—an absolute must, for any new nation led by the Spirit of the Living God
(remember Wilberforce and the abolitionists). None (or, few, if any) came alongside Dr. King in 
the civil rights years (As evinced by the recent acquittal of George Zimmerman for killing an 
unarmed teenager named Trayvon Martin—whatever the outward appearances on the surface—
things have changed little in the hearts of white Americans, across the board.  The white public 
still bends over backwards to buy and spread lies about the slaying, Koch Industries is funding 
the drive to pay Zimmerman’s legal fees, and, now a gun advocacy group has voluntarily 
rushed forward to fork over $12,000.00—so that Zimmerman can buy himself more guns!  

Through it all, the white church, and its white “Christians”, sits mum, in tacit approval, justifying 
it all.). Even Dr. Billy Graham, having gone on record publicly, admits to having done little or 
nothing, throughout his many years of ministry, prior to 1985, when, for whatever the reason he 
appears to have suffered "a changed of heart" (one wonders why--considering that all indications 
are, he did not and does not believe much of what he preached!). 

For this reason then, far from being the nation that modern day evangelical and fundamentalist 
preachers claim, led by God-fearing men and women, the colonies in truth made the transition 
to new nation in a state of spiritual, Spirit-less

Jim Crow: The “Righteousness” of Double Standards 

 antagonism to Divine Authority. Effectively 
thumbing their noses at God and His will for all mankind, they were then, and are now (in this 
21st century), effectively at war with God (the gospel "shots" they fire around the world, is not 
the biblical gospel of the biblical Christ. Rather, it is the cleverly perverted, 'short-changed' 
gospel according to their own "world views", and/or, their several denominational preferences.). 
Their leaders (or, many among the ‘founding fathers’) were deists and religious people whose 
lives, not unlike that of professing Christians today, were never subject wholly to the word and 
will of God. Like the Laodiceans Christians (Rev. 3), they went only so far in their walks and 
professions of faith, but failed, no flat refused(!), to go any farther.

All that said then, we are herewith brought to pop-quiz time: Given that many a nation has at one 
time or another subjugated and exploited others to their advantage, and there have been 
numerous civil wars for one reason or the other, what nation is it (other than the US) which has 
ever taken up arms against itself in order to decide the fate and future of those it enslaved? One 
thinks it safe to conclude that there has been nothing like it in the history of mankind. Given the 
(Anglo-) Christian's leading roll, one might also conclude that the civil war was fought per the 
will of God in order to right a colossal, hideous social injustice (affected, and, perpetuated in His 
Name!) which was not otherwise destined to die of natural causes.W
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Licking its wounds and waving bloody shirts and such following the war to eradicate one evil, 
the new nation simply rolled over, adopted another in the form of "Jim Crow" (a hellish practice 
spanning and filling the gap between the end of the Civil War and the end of the Civil Rights 
movement and marches of the 1960s). During the years of Jim Crow, the victorious north soon 
fell into complicity with white southern demands. Its once sympathetic churches having grown 
weary of the plight of the African and his struggle for equality, the north adopted an air of 
complacency as it looked the other way, while southern whites (aided by their churches!) freely
vented their frustration over their loss of the newly freed Negroes. Toward this end, the south 
terrorized, harassed and disfranchised the Africans in every way possible (even to the point of 
much unjustifiable bloodshed, including hangings, for practically any reason, against an 
otherwise defenseless people). This they would do, unabated, for the next 100 years, or so,
following emancipation.

In addition, a project proposed by the victorious 
north, led my a Gen. Sherman as part of a kind of 
postwar reparations initiative that would have set 
aside a sizable track of land along the eastern 
seaboard, so as to allow the newly freed Negroes to 
adjust and grow following life as slaves, was soundly 
and roundly overthrown by angry, bigoted 
southerners.  For a nation professing itself to be 
“Christian”, having the hellish past that it has, this 
type of initiative (a definite biblical “principal”, 
much overlooked by white America’s “Christian”
community, given its non-applicability to them!) 
would have been not only highly profitable and 
beneficial to the Africans, but, absolutely essential to 
a demonstration of the re-orientation of the thinking 
of the nation along biblical lines, and thus—most 
importantly—for the badly tarnished image and 
cause of the Christ they had for hundreds of years 
neglected to serve, biblically.  In later years, black 
middle classes that managed to thrive despite the 
obstacles of prevailing racism would be viciously 
attacked and violently destroyed by jealous, hostile mobs of white rednecks in states like 
Oklahoma (Tulsa) and Florida (Rosemead(?), if one recalls correctly).

This—having been done within full view of the Almighty, and the new nation having failed, or, 
effectively refused to learn from the lessons of the civil war—set the stage and a tone whereby 
God was once more able to demonstrate before the eyes of all the world the power endemic to 
His submissive, faithful servants, no matter how small their number, no matter how great, or how 
powerful the opposition. As was the case with the nation of Israel's liberation from the 
oppression of God-less Egypt, so likewise the merciless might of the new nation proved itself no 
match for the Almighty's matchless determination. His desire was to see that the African was 
free from a grossly hypocritical system of injustice, which had seized the blessings of the 
American territories, allocating them only to themselves—even when (unlike as was the case 

The Black Codes
The Black Codes or Laws were the backbone 
of the “Jim Crow” system. They sought to limit 
and set severe restrictions on the upward 
mobility of the African, depriving him of any 
hope or prospect of excelling educationally and 
economically. Thus, the new nation under 
God—contrary to the express teaching of the 
scriptures, such that the people of God (with 
only the rarest of exceptions) were to have one 
law for both themselves and for any gentiles 
who chose to live among them—sought to 
operate under two sets of laws: one for whites, 
and one for blacks, each hatched and set in 
motion by whites only. Hence, for one century 
following emancipation, when all men should 
have been free, the new nation was one of—in 
God’s eyes—the unsightly double standard. In 
addition, one might well argue that during those 
years, before and beyond, white America has 
tried in vain to endear itself to the service of two 
masters: one God, the other mammon. Clearly, 
mammon has been their "god" of choice.
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with the Exodus) that determination was administered in passivity, orchestrated and lead by a 
single preacher in the person of the late Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (Dr. King did his 
work in the face of unrelenting hostility managed and executed by the restless and tireless, white 
American southern redneck, armed with bullets, the cold sting of powerful water cannon, and the 
ferocious bite of his K-9 ‘bitches’).

Side Bar

Ambassadors for Christ:  Servants to the Devil!
Is it not a striking coincidence that with the Supreme Holy One of the Jews as its professed God, and His word as 
their guide, peaceful resolution (within this first-of-its-kind nation) for the eradication of the ignominy of its 
humiliation of the African through the twin horrors slavery and later, Jim Crow legislation, could not be reached as 
much through reason, as by war with itself; or, with the ballot as easily as with the bullet(!)? Still (it could be 
argued), the problem here for white America may not so much be what was done, as that what was done was 
perpetrated in the Name of God, by those whose destiny from the time they left England was to be His 
representatives, or ambassadors, in the new world—a new world that saw them diabolically abandon the will 
of God, in the face of Almighty God, in favor of serving themselves; placating their own greed and thirst for 
wealth and worldly possessions! Hereby, as in the case of catholicism, the God of the Bible was and still is 

subtly, perhaps, yet grossly misrepresented among them.

Thus, the shame and the sham of the self-
proclaimed Godly, self-righteous white American 
continued unabated, driven by worldly concerns, 
not by true spirituality, fueled by a greed, and, an 
avaricious appetite for worldly chattels that 
demanded unwarranted hatred of others to justify a 
heinous misuse and abuse of their bodies and souls. 
Bolstered on the strength and broad shoulders of 
patent, unbridled racism—roughly twenty years after having returned home from pouncing upon 
and trouncing the evil, unrighteous Hitler, along with the imperialist Hiroito, Emperor of the 
Japanese—that shame and that sham was exposed and lay bare for all the world to see, as an era 
of some of the worst injustices ever perpetrated by man upon men was brought to an end, though 
not wiped off the slate in its entirety. The expose' of such blatant, national hypocrisy was then/is 
now, equally a glaring embarrassment to have on the international resume, of a nation so blessed, 
and, self-righteous in it's own eyes. It was an especially sickening sight before the eyes of the 
God of all Heaven and earth, who the nation (these United States of America) claimed to serve 
(In addition, this is an observation which the Rev. King was able to exploit and use to great 
advantage, in his quest to right, and, to end the centuries old wrongs accorded his people, by the 
self-righteous nation, which based its ideals and ideology on a “perverted” view of the word of 
the Living God: All men are equal, they taught in theory; except if they are not white, they taught 
in practice, and do maintain even to this very day. In point of fact, the recent election of a black 
man into the ranks of its top leadership at the Southern Baptist Convention—an 
overwhelmingly Caucasian evangelistic orchestration formulated around the religious ambitions 
of southern slaveholding white Celtic farmers, hell-bent on preaching their brand of the gospel, 
around the world, while at the same maintaining a hellish grip on their slaves, who were 
simultaneously, deliberately mislead, and, systematically denied the truth of the gospel—does 
little to convince outside observers of any sincere desire on the parts of white southern Baptists, 
for instance, to submit entirely to the will of God; i.e., specifically, to embrace all men (black
men!) as equals.). With their churches as segregated today and as bigoted as ever, it might be 

George Wallace
An arrogant white southerner, a fervent racist, a committed 
bigot and segregationist who was also governor of Alabama 
in 1963.  As such, he made the following statement, as he 
blocked the door of Foster Auditorium on the campus of the 
University of Alabama, in defiance of the Federal 
Government’s efforts to desegregate southern schools: 
" In the name of the greatest people that have ever trod this 
earth, I draw the line in the dust and toss the gauntlet before 
the feet of tyranny, and I say segregation now, segregation 
tomorrow, segregation forever".
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argued—and, that rightly so—that even God Himself cannot get in (“Behold, I am standing at 
the door knocking…” Jesus said and is saying to all of His end-times churches.)! God cannot 
stomach, nor does He condone this type of hypocrisy, particularly in a people professing 
themselves to be His.

Understandably, one may well be wondering, still, is this alone enough to qualify America as 
the Babylon in question, as presented in chapter 18 of the Lord's Revelation? The answer is a 
resounding—most emphatic—yes (!), if only to the degree that it points to, and/or underscores 
the presence of the festering pus of a broader, more heinous sore. A nation of professing 
Christians, having this kind of legacy, has some very serious underlying theological and spiritual 
issues (reread the preface to this treatise).
John's profile for her is certainly very much 
more detailed. Nonetheless, one can and must 
insist that being the hellish institution that it 
has been since its inception some 400 years ago 
(whatever its many “good” points, and/or 
benevolent exterior), built upon a foundation of 
biblical principles though it was indeed, it can 
no less easily qualify as a spiritual pariah 
nation (reclusive; outcast), a pious piranha 
monstrosity of the sort that the God loves to 
loathe (piranha: flesh eating fish, with a 
voracious appetite, that will tear into anything). 
There is not one element of John's description 
that does not fit the foot of the United States of 
America, today, to a "T" (remember, God 
repeatedly reminded the nation of Israel that 
their selection as the people of God had 
nothing to do with any supposed righteousness He saw in either them or the nation's leadership. 
They were, in fact, a despicable people. Jesus said as much of His churches: multitudes will be 
rejected and banished to the eternal flames of the Lake of Fire, in spite of justifiable claims to a 
lot of good and noble things they will have done—in His name!). All things considered, then—in 
spite of the fact that Christianity has never enjoyed greater freedom at any time in history, 
under any other banner, in any other place on earth—the US in God’s eyes is in fact somewhat 
(perhaps, very much) akin to the Roman Catholic religious harlot out of whose matrix all the 
protestant denominations were birthed. America has a reputation for being a Christian nation, 
although as a country spiritually, it is not in the least a pleasant sight, on High (like the church at 
Sardis, her churches are stone cold; like the Laodiceans, she, on account of her lukewarm 
churches, has the relish, the stench, filth, the desirability of puke!). He surveys continuously the 
hearts and minds of all the men and women (churched and un-churched; Christians and non-
Christians; of every nationality) of this, unquestionably, the greatest of all nations. 

Hence then, when the following relative to America now, in its modernity, is factored into the 
equation, real possibility begins to emerge upon which to base and build a case for America 
being John's Babylon the Great, per Rev. 18.

How Wrong They Were!
Interestingly, Lewis and Clark are said to have valued 
the land as worthless, from “sea to shining sea”; 
modern physicists and scientists as recently as 125 
years ago jointly thumbed their erudite noses at the 
mere thought of there being substance in the world of 
the unseen (as of 06/2013; much less a “God” who
created everything there is, out of nothing!). None saw 
the basis of all that is substantive and quantifiable as 
being in the realm where one cannot see, even when 
their own eyes and empirical evidences were proving 
otherwise—remember?! Successful, prominent men in 
business and industry jointly concluded, in the early 
days of the 1900s, that there was nothing new to be 
discovered, or, that could be invented!  There were no 
new plateaus upon which to climb!  The world around 
us has nothing more to offer, they concluded basically.  
How much more wrong could an arrogant people so 
‘educated’ have been?
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As was stated already, relative to the people who inundate the nation, their thoughts, actions, 
habits, attitudes, etc. etc. (regardless of skin color), God cannot possibly be pleased with what 
He sees in this country. On both the church and secular sides of the ledger, there may be many 
good reasons for this, but, for sure, chief among them on the God-less, thankless, secular front 
would have to be 

1) an increasing publicly displayed anti-God sentiment (and a mounting animosity for all 
things—not religious, mind you, but for all things—Christian), often led by governments 
and courts at all levels—the basis of which owe their very being to, and are rooted in the 
unseen Hand of God—acting in its favor, 
2) government/court backed school systems which openly and actively seek constantly 
(willfully, and intentionally) to shield the nation's young from any exposure, on public 
property, to knowledge of the True and Living God, 
3) mounting, widely accepted rise in open, publicly displayed sexual immorality, 
including adultery, fornication, and homosexuality—including widespread acceptance of 
same-sex marriages; both as a way life and as a form of recreation and entertainment, 
4) abortion, extermination, or the out right murder of the innocent unborn for practically 
any reason, even after a late-term, live birth! 
5) while being perhaps the primary, premiere beneficiary, of all the knowledge and benefits 
gleamed and gained over the past 106 years of educational and technological advances, 
failure and a wanton refusal to acknowledge (recognition being incontestable) the evidence 
of the unseen Hand of a Supreme, Intelligent Designer behind and upholding the entirety 
of the created order, all that makes up our world and universe, hereby denying Him the 
glory and recognition He demands and deserves. In so doing, the intellectual (secular, non-
Christian) American effectively makes himself greater than his Maker, doing more in the 
end to degenerate Him and His Holy Name before the eyes of the watching world than the 
most backwards of utterly pagan nations, 
6) shameless ingratitude to the Almighty, in light of all He has done to make this nation 
the standout that it is (taking or giving credit to themselves for a work neither they, nor any 
other people, could ever have affected on their own, left to their own devices).
7) the entire world looks to her for guidance in the areas of religion and economics, as well 
as politics 

These are the kinds of things that God cannot stand in any people. Nevertheless, that which 
makes America a harlot and therefore more so the object of His ire, after the order of 
Babylon, however, is (ironically, yes?) the church, due to its infidelity to the Son. It belongs to 
Him. With Bibles a plenty, many wide open—in the midst of much "quoting" (especially in 
times of trouble or during dark days of uncertainty over the future)—it has yet been led (since 
colonialism) more by secular, worldly concerns than by adherence to the things of God. It is to 
be presented to Him as a portion (all things considered) of all those who make up His bride, 
some day, and yet, He cannot get its attention; thus, He cannot get the churches of the US to 
submit to His will, without the use of absolute force, akin to the Civil War.

Side Bar

As Christians, students of the Word survey the horizons. When they weigh the events and actions of our times, it 
becomes increasingly clear that—having shot this new nation by its own hand, with its own bullet; having shaken it 
to its bigoted, egotistical/egocentric core by a hand armed with only a Bible; having thereby exposed its weakness to 
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the eyes of all humanity—God may very well be on the verge of (once more, in these latest of times) shaking the 
reckless, foolish new nation, with its “lackadaical”, lack-luster, spiritually bankrupt Christians. This time, His 
approach will not be in passivity and peace. It is not entirely unlikely nor is it inconceivable but that His weapon of 
choice, intermediate to the ultimate (which brings about our final annihilation, as a nation) will without doubt be 
two groups of people, either of which, without question, He would joyfully write off as hopelessly inferior: namely, 
the 12 million or so illegal immigrants, supposedly, predominately Mexican, who—having cleverly, perhaps, seized 
the moment, at the nation’s point of greed and never-ending thirst for something for nothing, i.e., cheap labor—have 
sought with measurable success to force a change in American politics, government, and constitution so as to 
accommodate their being and demands. The second group stationed and positioned dangerously amongst us, within 
that 12 million, working in concert but independently, is the perpetually angry, hostile, implacable, radical Middle 
Eastern muslim who seeks to dominate the world, by force and by terror, as opposed to by reason and goodwill 
(having awakened enough from his centuries old technological slumber only enough to see the advantage of a 
weakness in America’s unquenchable need; and, whose unflinching desire, is to see the US and Israel obliterated. 
He has at his disposal, on two fronts, the basis upon which to (eventually) affect that end: 1) nuclear generating 
stations—all they need is enough centrifuges to spin their waste so as to make bomb grade plutonium themselves, or 
to get someone else, like Russia to sell it to them (word is, according to a website news article on Yahoo recently, 
European powers like the British, the French and Germany are considering doing the honors!), and 2) oil, with 
which to finance their ambitions—Iran, a chief player in the deadly, pernicious game of international terrorism, is 
#2 in exports globally, behind #1 Saudi Arabia).

Christian (Religious) America

The Ugly Duckling Heaven Doesn't Want!

In God We (er?), In “Us” We Trust! 
Fundamentally, the problem for America in the eyes of the Holy One of Israel may not 
ultimately be so much a matter of a few warts, shortcomings and failings as much as the fact of 
its prevailing, hypocritical stubbornness across the board (among the churched and the un-
churched) {That hypocritical streak was never completely washed out by the Blood (during its 
colonial days; the settlers were chiefly religious protestants against the tyranny and corruption of 
Britain’s Anglican version of Rome’s catholicism, who came here in search of religious 
freedom). It was not cleansed by its own blood (during the Civil War years—fought chiefly to 
eradicate the horror and the inequity of the slavery it had grown to cherish, and nourish—or any 
war since!). While said hypocritical streak was indeed exposed to the eyes of the world, it was 
yet not eliminated by the Bible in black hands (during the Civil Rights years, to demolish the 
inequity and double standards promoted by Jim Crow and its Black Codes—last great, mass 
struggle for equality, orchestrated and lead by an African-American preacher)}. Again, that 
streak remains an unyielding, arrogant blight of stubbornness and pretense that persists to this 
very hour, as the whole country teeter-totters on the brink, the very edge of that which is both 
anti-God and anti-Christ (both in the churches, and out!). Nonetheless, “God bless America” is 
a common refrain, particularly in time of duress and uncertainty—words penned in the early 20th 
century by an American Jew named Ervin Berlin; re-popularized by G. W. Bush following 
9/11/2001. The potential for any reality on His part is only acknowledged in time of need, when 
per their social gospels, they demand that God show up on their behalf, as if He were some sort 
of Cosmic Butler, a jack-in-the-box, a bottled-up-genie

who actively, regularly seek His face, via His word the Bible, when times are good (during those 

, or just some extraterrestrial, cosmic 
'jack-ass' whose job it is to jump up or pop out, on demand—whether from His box or His 
bottle—and work magic, in their favor. Few and far between are the pastors and congregations W
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times, the money-based expression to which certain white pastor/preachers like to allude, “in 
God we trust”, could better be rendered, “in ‘us’ we trust”—God, be damned!). 

It might be argued that the trick in American ministry borders on a calculated risk: assume that 
God does not exist, while keeping His Name before the public, yet out of reach of the churches' 
hearts. He may still break forth in a soul saving spat, but, done properly, all churches (or at the 
very least multitudes) could still be doomed and damned forever.

Thus, many an American saint today who professes a walk with the Lord, teaching, preaching, 
even rejoicing and praying in His Name, are—being much closer to Hades than they ever will be 
to Heaven—destined for an eternity in the Lake of Fire and everlastingly hot Sulfur. There the 
flames will never be quenched, and the memory of their past and the Savior they spurned will 
never fade. 

The Lamb’s Bride, or, the Devil’s Workshop?
It is said from time to time, that, some folk are so heavenly minded that they are of no earthly 
value (in addition, it has been observed that some foreigners are appalled when they come to this 
country and they behold the jaded spiritual climate here. In their eyes, America the evangelist
should really be dubbed America, the one in need of being evangelized.). It was said by the Lord 
Himself, relative to His church within one hundred years of His resurrection—even as it might 
well be said of us today—the church is so earthly minded, or, “otherly” minded as to be of no 
heavenly value (Matt. 7; Rev. 2 & 3). Just as has been recorded by the church “fathers” as 
having been the case during the latter years of the early churches, satan is now (today!) having 
himself a banner season, reaping huge dividends on his investment in God’s churches in 
America

). The reality is, whereas God has not allowed 

, exactly as the scriptures forecast would be so (in his never ending, relentless bid to 
undermine the work of Kingdom building, and/or of building the “body” of the resurrected 
Christ). In addition, we might even, therefore, argue that America the Beautiful, because of its 
churches, is at best—in God's eyes—akin to the "ugly duckling" that nobody in Heaven wants. 
The apostle Paul, on two occasions writing to his young pupil and son in the faith, painted two 
non-flattering portraits of the church of the future: “now the Spirit speaks expressly, saying that 
in the last days, some will turn their backs on the faith (as it pertains to and is centered around 
the Christ and the teaching of the Bible), choosing rather to listen to the seduction of demons, 
and the doctrines of devils, as they learn to speak lies in hypocrisy, their consciences having 
been destroyed, as if with a hot iron…" Thus far, the churches have not turned their backs on the 
names of God and the Christ altogether, strictly speaking. Rather, they are religious as ever and 
to a degree busy as bees—in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost--albeit, on a 
level like hungry fish in various ponds, going in circles, demanding, getting and feasting on 
Spirit-less meals of religiosity, designed to stunt growth, not to promote it. They will lie in a 
heartbeat about a professed "personal relationship" with the Lord and a "love" for Him, but do 
nothing else, as far as study of the Bible, or, conformity of their lives to it. Nonetheless, Paul 
continues,…proclaim, or preach the word, stand upon it, in and out of season…for the time will 
come when they will not tolerate sound teaching or preaching; rather, according to their own 
desires they will hire for themselves teachers (who will tell them what they want to hear), to 
appease their itching ears; in which case they will turn their ears away from the truth, in 
preference for fables” (I Tim. 4:1-2; II Tim. 4:2-4W
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him the luxury of wiping out, or completely taking over, the American churches, yet—as he did 
after 500 years of the early saints, or to shut them down as he did in Europe following the 
church’s ‘resurrection’ as lead by Martin Luther—in terms of what God wants or expects of 
His people, they have been spiritually dead almost from the very beginning in this country. Or, 
so it might well be argued! Certainly there has never been a time when the devil’s seeds of 
disruption and destruction, his “counterfeit”, religious brand of Christianity has not been present 
and in full force—often, if not always to a degree (and a level of prominence and prosperity) far 
greater than that of the real church—the one, such as there is, truly submissive to the word and 
Will of the Almighty! 

Side Bar

King of the Hill:  “god” of this World!
It might rightly be stated that all or most of the schools of Christian religion—i.e., the universities, seminaries, Bible 
Schools, etc.—are today in one way or the other, under the sway of the devil. Thus, we conclude, he commands and 
controls the high ground. After all, Jesus says, he is “god of this world”—king of the hill!  From this vantage point, 
he serves Bible study and education denuded of God-centered, theological substance, being in the end, stripped and 
gutted of sound doctrine. For this reason, saints old and young in the faith need not be surprised when they find 
themselves the objects of ridicule, laughed at, as his arrogant servants and henchmen attack with all manner of 
questions spawn to leave themselves in an air of superiority, calculated to generate doubt, and, spewing confusing 
arguments with which they know the Christian is unfamiliar—all with a view to hampering his (the Christian’s) 
evident, inherently, but understandably weak walk, and his fledging beginning.

To facilitate his efforts to lead the churches astray, the devil has successfully substituted and 
implemented a relatively clever, if less than genius, scheme of deception by means of which to 
derail the work of the Lord amongst the members of His own body—a body which, while 
existing, operating, anticipating, and expecting blessings in the meantime, and, rewards in the 
hereafter in His Name, will yet not submit itself to His feeding and leading (their Bible studies
and/or preaching schemes involve systematic approaches which lead them in set circles, as it 
were, beyond which they never venture, covering certain topics over and over again, time after 
time, year after year, i.e., they are designed effectively to keep the saint ignorant, and to lock 
God out of their midst

, for the moment. 

, not to invite Him in—see Heb.s 5:11-6:1-3). They profess to want to 
know Christ, and to be “Christ-like”, although on the other hand, they cannot stand or stomach 
any kind of meaningful, systematic and systemic, Bible study. For this reason, they are ignorant 
of the fact that the Christ they feign to emulate was sold-out completely to first knowing, then, to 
executing or doing the Father’s will, even to the point of exclusion and a virtual subversion of 
His own (such was His drive, enthusiasm and passion for the Father’s commands. He lived as 
One who had no will, but for the Father’s will.). Hence, to these, the Lord of all Glory would 
ask, were He here, “why are you calling Me Lord”, just as He queried in the hearing of some of 
the half-stepping followers of His day, “and you do not perform the things I ask of you” (Luke
6:46). Thus, having made satan’s implementation of the deception easy, taking to it readily, they 
willingly follow the devil’s “cunningly devised fables…and his damning heresies” (II Pe. 1:16; 
2:1; about God and the Christ), as he guides them around the word of God, in a system of “easy-
beliefism” in which what one ‘believes’ (feels and/or thinks) is the word or will of God, carries 
more weight than the actual word, the Bible (which has stood the test of time, and every anti-
argument imaginable!). Any discussion or argument with this type of ‘Christian’ will often find 
him fishing, grasping and groping for what one ‘thinks’, feels, or believes as opposed to what 
“thus saith the Lord”, or, using scripture only to lend credibility to, and, to bolster his own 
‘beliefs’, over the word of God and/or whoever happens to be his ‘opponent’W
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He simply does not want to know. Hence, notwithstanding the similarities, in the end the God 
and Christ of modern theology according to American white protestant churches and their 
denominations, are actually not the God and Christ of Holy Writ. The Christ espoused and 
taught by the Bible is, virtually, totally foreign to even the best educated of today's evangelical 
leaders (see The Mystery: Christ Jesus, also by this author). They do not know Him. 

These things are every bit as much true of African-American churches as they are of Anglo-
American protestant churches.  For the most part, all are self-serving in their outlook and 
approach to worship, leaning to their own understanding (personal viewpoints, ideas; the way 
they want God to be) and trusting more in themselves, than the True and Living God.   “This is 
the way young people are serving the Lord today”, chief preacher at the Now Faith Christian 
Center in or around Denver, CO said during one of his services, whereupon a group of youth 
began to twist and twitch, and to contort their bodies and shoulders in what one supposes was 
intended to be some sort of praise ritual in honor of God(!). The point is, the young, who know 
nothing of the subject (thanks in large part to uninspiring adult supervision and guidance), in one 
way or the other—directly or indirectly—define what it means to serve God, in many a 
congregation nowadays (Some churches have gone so far as to, apparently, do away with Sunday 
morning Bible study classes, thereby, depriving their young of perhaps the only formal, 
structured, systematic, guided exposure to Word of God they may ever experience. And yet, that 
might be a good thing, where popular church culture is concerned, considering the nature of 
some of the materials they use, or, the method of instruction.)! God’s giving of the young to rule 
over His rebel, non-submissive people in OT times was a punitive jester (Isa. 3:4-6), an act of 
ridicule from on High, given his inexperience and his lack of wisdom, which only comes with 
time and experience. No doubt, perhaps, we have arrived at such a time in our day! 

Side Bar

Fools-Gold-Saints
Few truly understand, or care, that what God seeks and desires in His saints is a "working" faith (one planted, 
watered regularly in—steeped in—the study of the Bible; one ready to expand and multiply at His command), not a 
stagnate, "static" faith (one saturated and soaked only in what it wants to know, supplemented by its own ideas and 
feelings as to what the will of the Lord is. These saints never mature in their walks with the Lord, so that they never 
bear fruit, fit for the Master's use (not good, definitely not good, in light of Jn. 15:1-8). When He comes to push 
their buttons, or to pull their stops, propelling them to some activity on His behalf—in accord with His word—He 
finds only that there is no worth in them greater than that which is akin to fools gold. They only look like 'the real 
thing' (most notably for one hour on Sundays, religious holidays, and, of course, in times of great trouble and 
unforeseeable duress!), never wearing their 'Christianity' beyond their church pews. They have lots of leaves, that 
rustle in the breeze of restless activity, like any good tree, but, they have no fruit, worthy of notice.).

Herein then lies the justification of the Lord’s anticipated future declaration in which He 
promises to “shoo and boo” these wayward saints from His presence in the final judgment, 
consigning them (along with those never saved) to an eternity of hellish fire and burning sulfur. 
Their many works on His behalf notwithstanding, their much activity will not save them!): 
“Depart from you who have been workers of iniquity, for I have no recollection of you, having 
never known you!” (Matt. 7:23) It should be noted, again, with emphasis that this is a reception 
tailored for believers (church people), not for unbelievers! 

Side Bar

The Trembling of DemonsW
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All who argue for the eternality of the believer’s salvation simply because he ‘believes’ that there is a God and His 
Christ who died for all is a liar. In keeping with the Lord’s assertion here, James puts it succinctly, “you believe that 
there is one God, you do well! The devils think on that Name, and when they do, they do so it trembling” (James 
2:19)! Indeed, God has plenty of trembling demons, throats choked in a stifling clutch of morbid fear and blocked 
by mouths filled with teeth that rattle in an incessant chatter as they hobble about atop knees that knock world-
without-end, their minds locked in a stubborn, vise-like grip of perpetual, fearful contemplation as the day nears in 
which they must face their Creator one last time—after being released from the throes hell (Hades), only to be 
judged and sentenced with hell itself to an eternity in that Lake of Fire. Believe you me, they not only believe, they 
know God, and, His Christ! The way of the cross is a call for faith in action, according to God’s game plan, not our 

own. Everything that the saint has, whether it be salvation itself or righteousness that comes as a consequence of 
that salvation, is found only in Jesus Christ. The saint therefore, is seen in the eyes of Almighty God the Father, only 
as that saint properly aligns himself with and behind the Christ. At no point, under no circumstance can any 
Christian claim to be a follower, in proper alliance with the Son, where he has not first exercised a heart attitude and 
thirst for the Word of God that is exactly akin to that of the Son, supplemented by a determination to do the will of 
God, according to knowledge gained from diligent study (Jn. 15:1-8).

In addition to all of the aforementioned, while and although a kind of tolerance is affected and 
practiced in many churches—to the degree where many a pastor will lead his congregation in a 
charade (of a sort) before the public (which they know often includes foreigners) portraying one 
face—off stage they at the same time on the other hand entertain and actively maintain a climate 
awash in the old, white American segregationist mentality. A spirit of racial bigotry actually 
carries more weight than does the Spirit of Christ

ckground, were ultimately theologically inept, indifferent, 

, as it staffs, owns and operates many, if not 
most churches. Blacks do not want whites in their churches, and, of course, whites would just as 
soon not have blacks in theirs. The heady, educated, “successful” folk of our day will only 
welcome or invite others like themselves into their Christ-less, hypocritical assemblies. 
Ministering “cross-culturally” is an endeavor for which we are not ready or equipped, the 
congregation of one Phoenix area white church let it be known during a mid-80’s visit there. 
Having preached one or more ‘racially’ accommodating messages, one suburban Denver area 
Southern Baptist preacher expressed befuddlement with one of his congregants as he pondered 
out aloud why one, being of another race (black!), chose “to come all the way out here”, during a 
2005 visit to his church (evidently the message was designed and skewed to first nullify the 
negative impact of any public observance of their historical, racially tainted and tarnished past, 
and thereby leave foreigners within ear-shot with the impression that they are no longer, that 
people.  Oh!  The prevailing, never-ending treachery of the American white evangelicals and 
fundamentalists! On one or two earlier visits, that pastor had been away leading a foreign 
“missions” trip, to evangelize in China!). Even as this bigoted, racist mentality engulfs and 
controls either/or (black or white, or, Mexican, etc.), each yet dares claim for itself a place in the 
resurrected “body” of the ascended Christ! They flaunt and practice their hypocrisy as if it 
were a gospel, beyond the “gospel” itself!

Churches That Hate Christians

“Man, git on away from here”, one was so greeted by a board member of a prominent black Denver area church 
with that venomous welcome once ('course one continued to go, even joining ranks, for a time, just to see what 
would happen next!). The benefit of the doubt having been extended (and subsequently expended!), attempts to 
participate or contribute to Bible studies attended here were also met with scorn and anger. Though often subtle in 
the extreme—being educated as they were—they let it be known that they had no interest, per se, in the things of the 
Word of the Living God. Most of the members of this church, not unlike the vast majority of all churches, never 
attend any form of Bible study group. They make no effort to familiarize themselves with the things of God on their 
own. All teachers, regardless of intellect or educational ba
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and therefore spiritually profitless, where the Kingdom of God is concerned. It is impossible to breed a “practical”
saint based squarely upon their work. 

“good!”, a devil’s advocate in this elitist African-American church muttered with contempt under her breath as one 
promised, due to time, not to cover certain details of material prepared for the devotion held before the Wednesday, 
midday Bible study, on that day 

“ya’ll know I don’t believe in either Heaven or hell”, the then pastor of this same Denver area church said to his 
“goats” (as opposed to “sheep”) while one was in attendance there 

“you the one who keeps runnin’ folks off the road”, an insult muttered with contempt by a Tacoma, WA pastor, as 
one of the members sought to make the introduction during an early 90’s visit

“Ooooh man! You a long way from home”, reverse psychological welcome from a Richmond, VA area pastor who 
wished it known that one was not (apparently) welcome in her assembly. 

“I aint’t never seen nothin’ like’im! I don’ know nobody who ever studies his Bible”, words of a South Bend, IN 
preacher (on one's behalf, concerning the attitudes of fellow pastors, not dedicated or in any way committed to the 
study of the word of God) said to have been remarked to his daughter, who at the time lived in the Chicago, IL area, 
before her death a number of years ago.

“Is there a Christian in the house”, query put forth by a Waco, TX African-American pastor during a worship 
service attendance after Sunday school there, where one's presence was tactful made known. The idea the minister 
wished to convey was such that his was a congregation not unlike most, religious, but right with God, nor concerned 
about the things of God. 

“nobody likes you”, was the angry assurance one received repeatedly while approaching an acquaintance made 
while students at Grand Canyon College (now University) during the late ‘80s. The young woman making that 
comment—as she walked arm in arm with this gentleman, who later revealed that he at that time was only recently 
separated from his wife—was then a member of the same Bible study class at a large Phoenix area Southern Baptist 
Church. Knowing that the man was married only a short while before, when last he was seen with his wife, it was 
simply assumed that these two were good friends. Apparently, this young woman’s frustration vented (upon inquiry 
as to how the man’s wife was doing), was meant to convey otherwise, among other things, including her bigotry, 
and disaffection for what she knew was Christian (that attitude, suspected and expected though it might well 
justifiably have been, had previously been much less forthcoming!). 

Even in my early years as a Christian, I was prone to taking some controversial, unpopular stands--shall we say, for 
the cause of Christ. Since the days of my youth, when I might have been anything but Christian, it has been fairly 
clear that faith on any plain higher than mere religion or religious expression is frowned upon in many a black 
church. This fact was driven home, at home

Christians among them, as the 

, by the reaction of my own mother and a neighbor, as we all witnessed 
the approach of another neighbor who was said to have (then) recently “got religion”. It seems, the faith of this 
individual—his life having been impacted to the point of change (God’s anticipated and expected sign of true 
repentance)—was a little too real for these folks. This was true in spite of the fact that they generally, also 
considered themselves Christians. Under their breathes, while he was yet at a distance, they observed him with 
consternation (though they were, of course, careful not to show it in their greeting). Things have changed little since 
those early years; certainly, in these times, not for the better. 

“that Book will mess up your mind”, that is, it will have a definite (and undesirable) impact upon your thinking, a 
certain uncle (and church choir member) of mine confided once, in an expression of his disdain for the Bible 

Moreover, churches in general, under a guise of acceptance—using language sandwiched into 
word games, mind games; psychology, reverse-psychology, etc.—are subtly (but, sometimes 
openly) hostile toward those who are in fact, known or suspected 
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above expressions show. “Why can you not just be like everybody else?” Hoping to serve the 
Lord in their midst, a young white friend found himself the recipient of just such a welcome at 
a white church in Ogden, Utah as we served our country at Hill AFB, during the mid-seventies.
“Heaven and hell is what you make of life here on earth. Ya’ll know I don’t believe in either”, the 
well-educated black pastor of a relatively large, educated, spiritually bankrupt and dead African 
American Baptist church in Denver, CO (having his ph. d!) assured his congregation during a 
morning service in (the late spring, or early summer?) 2004 (Like most churches today, black or 
white, they initially put on a fine—if not spectacular—show for Life during one’s short stay 
among them.). Sunday after Sunday, the Bible study teacher of a class attended at this same 
black church had an increasingly difficult time containing his venom, at the sight of one's 
presence each time he entered the room. In the midst of chronic back pain, management of his 
poisonous disaffection became even more difficult, if and when one aspired to participate, and, 
contribute to the class discussion. This continued until one's disassociation with them, having 
witnessed their hypocrisy and hostility long enough. 

That same pastor’s attractive young college educated assistant intoned in disdain regarding Bible 
training received during her days in seminary “I cain’t figure out why they teaching me all of 
this” (she was a graduate, having attended and received theological training from 
Massachusetts’s Boston College, if one recalls correctly). As she—during one of her pseudo-
Bible study sessions—almost proudly, lay her utter ignorance of and apparent apathy toward the 
written word of God bare, plain for all to see, she continued arrogantly, “…cause I ain’t never 
going to teach this stuff” (just goes to show that some of the people being graduated from already 
bad seminaries, Bible schools and colleges are equally as bad, and, rebellious even against the 
bad teaching they pay handsomely to receive!). Another worker in that same church intimated 
that “business”, not the things of God, was the chief objective of their organization. Profit, and 
financial gain is their ultimate motive (in fact, the pastor of that church boasted once, “we spent 
$50,000.00 to have some expert fund raiser teach us how to run our own fund raiser”, or to raise 
money! In so many words, teaching his congregation to think and give biblically, in accord with 
the word and will of God, is either not an option or, His methods are too restrictive for their 
agendas. Instead, this church’s preference is to employ slick, psychological methodology to 
pressure parishioners into giving according to his and the board of directors’ plans and ambitions 
(very common practice in today’s church culture). 

As of earlier this year (sometime during the summer), that church is now pastured by a relatively 
young man who is quite fond of promising to have his congregation out after only twenty 
minutes of preaching/teaching! Remember that, in addition to its poorly attended Sunday school 
classes, that church has two weekday classes, neither of which is worth the time it takes to drive 
there. The point is, if one in ministry intends to devote only the barest minimum of time to the 
cause of Christ from the pulpit, on Sundays, then he needs to have a top-notch teaching program 
at other times, so as to teach and train others for the work of God the Almighty. No pastor of any 
church can reasonably expect to breed a Christian congregation of any spiritual substance, where 
there is an investment of no greater than the least amount of time and effort, one day a week, for 
less than one hour, on that one day!

Side Bar

Devil In the Pulpit--Christians Scorned In Church!W
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I must say, in addition, that these and similar attitudes witnessed in this as well as other churches during my two 
year stay in the greater Denver area did nothing to sully a notion cultured over the years which suggests that all too 
many of our black pastors are in the main nothing more than well-educated (in some cases) militants who, lacking 
the essentials to make a difference in the cause for the advancement of “colored” people, based upon their own 
secular reason, have sought to hang out in leadership positions in the black churches, in hope that, should that 
mythical power in the black community, supposedly endemic to the black church, turn up, they may be the first to 
cash in on it! The net effect of this is such that when African-Americans seek refuge in God from the devil in the 
form of the white bigot (who, for the most part, actually controls the white churches), their flight only lands them 
square into the arms of the devil in the black church (hence, it might be said that flight from the devil on the one 
hand, finds them in service to him on the other—considering most will not seek His face in earnest, until times of 
trouble!). From Tacoma, to Ogden, UT; from Denver, to Waco; from Chicago, to Richmond, VA, (and a number of 
points in between) it has been demonstrated time and time again that while religion, under the guise of service to the 
God of the Bible is widely accepted and practiced, black Christians in black churches (and white Christians, in 
white churches) are in fact, how ever subtly, ‘scorned’. With perhaps rare exception, neither the pastor in the pulpit, 
nor the parishioner in the pew is in truth, a believer in the Holy one of Israel, or in His Christ.

No doubt, these things are as much true as they are typical, in some respect, of all or the majority 
of all our churches today—black, white; good, bad or indifferent. Thus, (in their secular minds, 
given their secular bents, worldly mindsets, aspirations, and concerns) they have chosen to 
disbelieve the true and the Living God. Thereby, they make Him a liar, relative to the subjects of 
Heaven and hell, as well as to the Apocalypse, which will precede and usher them in. 

Side Bar

Youth In Church: Frustration Vented
Moreover, one must tell of the experience had in one of the largest, if not the largest Afro-American Baptist church 
in Phoenix on yesterday (Sunday; 05/21/06). It seems that having gotten its hands on large sums of money, 
somehow, this church (not unlike many black churches these days) has, and having built for itself nice, new upscale, 
if not state-or-the-art facilities was, characteristically neglectful of other, perhaps more important matters—not the 
least of those being the spiritual and the Word of God. Needless to say, this type of attitude on the part of those at 
the top has a trickle down effect, which will often, in time, manifest itself in more ways than one. Such was the case 
at First Institutional Baptist Church in Phoenix, AZ. It was youth day, hence, the young people carried the ball for 
most of the service. In a cutting delivery which in one’s ignorance was initially mistaken for a joke, as one sat 
waiting for the punch line (or something!) so that everyone could all laugh as they got on with the rest of the service, 
it occurred to me that young Sis. C. Jones (in her message from the senior graduating class of 2006) was 
apparently, not joking, in the least. After tuning in and out of her verbal, tongue-lashing-of-a-report card to the tune 
of about 75-80%, it became clear as a bell that these high school seniors—having been in church actively, 
apparently seeking and searching for guidance, and answers, were met with and greeted only by hostility, hypocrisy, 
rejection, and animosity. In a sad indictment against the pastor, deacons, and other leaders of that church, the 
seniors seized the moment to air their bitter frustration over having been a part of a church that was religious, but 
not right with God. Even more, tragically perhaps, only one adult bothered to apologize, followed by a half-baked 

effort on the part of the pastor. The rest could have cared less.

AD, and by singling out only two of the weakest and most obscure of that seven as faithful and 

Para-church Organizations: Anti-God? Anti-Christ?

Based upon one’s own personal experiences in churches (black and white), coupled with the 
experiences and observations of other great preacher/teachers, past and present (all across the 
US), how can one then conclude as but that what we have here is a nation of churches—many 
large and prosperous beyond the average ancient preacher/pastor’s wildest dreams—not only out 
of touch with its Savior, but, is equally (perhaps unwittingly, to some extent) out of His favor. 
Unthinkable? Remember that by highlighting the seven churches of the Revelation in around 96 W
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therefore worthy of His notice, He basically blew off nearly 75% of the early churches
(including the wealthiest and best educated of them) threatening them, warning them as ones 
being in grave danger of losing a salvation for which He had given His own life—and, of the 5 
forming the 75%, 2 were actually guilty of doing every thing right (up to a point; they were 
actually engaged in a kind of an unholy alliance such that they effectively were subject to two 
masters—an unacceptable practice in the Lord’s economy.)! The epistles, written as corrective 
measures, not evangelism tools, also confirm that virtually all the early churches were in serious 
trouble, within a short period following the Lord’s resurrection and ascension. 

Side Bar

God and Mammon
You cannot serve God and money, or material possessions, Jesus assures us. You cannot be a servant to two 
masters, inasmuch as love for the one, automatically implies or breeds contempt for the other. Following one 
demands abandonment of the other. One might say that our Lord’s inference here is such that, with Himself filling 
the shoes of Master on the one hand, one attempting to render devotion and affection to another is like commitment 
to the lesser of a kind of polar-opposites. The Christ’s yoke of expectations being easy, His governance and control 
being with a light hand, only leaves open the very real possibility that the competing master will be at liberty to 
exercise greater pull, as he exerts a greater force, in his vie for control—steering the saint away from the things of 
God.

been bred to replace them in the present; the future does not look promising!). Having apparently 

Christian Media 
As if all the aforementioned were not bad enough, there is the matter of the so-called para-
church ministries, particularly those operating under the umbrellas of the Christian broadcast 
mediums of radio and television. While satan appears not only to be fully in charge of and in 
control of the two major television networks, he has more recently (as of about 10 years or so 
ago, @ 04/22/06) launched and introduced his latest successful attack on Biblical Christianity in 
the form of a campaign dubbed the KLOVE broadcast association (begun in 1982, somewhere 
in California. Please note that while the attack is on Biblical Christianity, as well as the 
traditional American styled brand, truthfully, Christianity as practiced by Americans might itself 
easily be construed as a running, on-going satanic attack upon the Biblical!). “Positive and 
uplifting” (they say of themselves) “...encouraging...”, in the name of God, this organization 
appears to have bought out and/or taken over Christian radio stations from coast to coast (Even 
worse, unconfirmed reports have it that TBN now owns KLOVE). Hence, the post they occupy 
is no small matter in the eyes of the Almighty. They are poised to affect the minds and very 
subtly poison the hearts of multitudes of people all over this country.

Most conspicuous by its absence to anyone who has ever enjoyed the blessing of good Christian 
radio programming—and once a staple of at least some of these stations—the ‘negativity’ of 
good solid Bible teaching has been abolished from the airwaves wherever they hold sway (this 
is very much true as well as of Christian publications like Christianity Today and Discipleship 
Journal. It is next to impossible to submit any real Bible teaching for publishing in these and 
similar magazines, though all profess to exist to help Christians “grow in Christ”. This begs the 
question, which Christ do they have in mind, given that obviously, Christ-less, God-less religion 
is their preference? See and consider II Tim. 2:15; 3:16; Ps. 119:104, 105, 130). That fact plays 
much to the delight of certain of their Christian listeners (some of whom “...have been waiting 
for this sort of programming for years”), in addition to the silencing of the voices and talents of 
the creative and gifted musicians of the past, not in keeping with the KLOVE agenda (none have W
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sensed this strong longing for some time, and, having sensed that the time was ripe and right to 
capitalize, seizing the moment, they structured their being and programming so as to feast off of 
what appears to be widespread popular demand among broad bands of Christians to be rid of 
God, on His terms—i.e., on Biblical terms—having seeded to themselves the right to set 
standards and such. It would be one thing if this giant network had done away with what they 
knew to be offensive in the way of radio broadcast ministry, substituting and serving the public 
with a “correct” brand of a daily rationing and feeding of the whole Word of God, instead, 
nothing of the sort is offered. Yet, somehow (to whatever degree, ostensibly) this group has as its 
goal, “the changing of the world”, and leading people to the Lord! All of which, again, begs the 
question, what do they mean, and how do they expect to change the world, or, lead people to the 
Lord, knowing that “faith” comes by hearing (the spoken word of God) and hearing comes from 
the teaching and preaching of the word, the Bible”? How can people hear where there is no 
quantifiable, substantive preaching/teaching ministry, in any given 24 hour period, 24/7, 365 
days per year, at KLOVE? The gospel message was not designed to be palatable to every ear and 
heart, and there is no way one can win or strengthen hungry souls (so as to grow a strong Body 
of Christ) through the proclamation of this type of watered-down, “sugar-coated” Christianity. 
Moreover, neither Jesus nor His apostles were always “positive” in the sense of being, or 
preaching and teaching that which was “pleasing” or “desirable”, though even in their 
“negativity” (in the sense of their willingness to preach unpopular messages, to the point of 
stepping on toes and hurting feelings) they were always, without fail, encouraging ('changing' the 
world has never been a Christian objective; winning souls out of a world bound for a God-
ordained, hellish destruction, maturing them so as to contribute to the winning and saving of 
more souls, from that destruction, was, should be and is the Christian's primary goal.)! To those 
who were religious, but not right with God, or who simply could not stomach the meatier, 
weightier matters of the things of God, they were always offensive (Hence, there is absolutely no 
expectation any where in scripture such that every saint should or will be “uplifted” by the 
teaching and preaching of the word of God. In fact, just the opposite is anticipated, as many will 
be turned-off, and put-down, when they see what is demanded of them as followers of the 
Christ.). Thus, anyone, including KLOVE and the like, claiming to be Christ-like without this 
kind of attitude, determination and dedication, is at once liar and a fraud. Knowing the emphasis 
that God places upon the proclamation and teaching of a pure, unadulterated word and the 
gospel, one understands then, does he not, that there is no way the God of all Heaven could be 
delighted with this effort which, by its very actions, (directly or indirectly) casts a dim light upon 
the Holiest of Books (the teaching of which is not an option, especially for a ministry having the 
visibility, high profile and reach of KLOVE, but an absolute must). All that is in addition to the 
creation of a suggestion that all the great hymns and music of the ‘boomer’ years, which clearly 
and creatively glorified the Lord of all Glory (for the most part; messages conveyed could be 
cause for concern, in some cases!), is not worthy of remembrance. Obviously, their preference is 
to give deference to the young and unseasoned, to the exclusion of the older well-worn, tried and 
tested servants of the Lord—contrary to the will of God as illustrated under the Old Testament 
Law. There is no chance that He will reap a harvest of souls based upon the work of this 
radio/TV conglomerate, as it is the duty of every minister/ministry to see to it that all new 
converts are encouraged “…as new born babes…” to “seek the sincere milk of the (whole) word 
of God” (II Peter 2:2). They cannot be stagnant, going in circles, covering again and again the 
same basic truths of the faith, as is the general practice of the church today (Hebrews 5), and the W
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Furthermore, the effect of the KLOVE agenda is not limited to their own fold, as it is seen as 
well in the impact had on other historically good radio stations (those having managed to escape 
the clutches of the KLOVE machine!). These, or at least some, have been forced to change their 
programming, de-emphasizing publicly broadcast Bible teaching to give greater deference to 
music programs featuring a plethora of, dare we say, comparatively talent-less musicians who 
are in some instances a virtual cause for weeping akin to that of the Old Testament Jews (they, 
having returned to the land of Palestine after the Babylonian captivity, wept when they 
remembered the splendor of the old “Solomonic” Temple, in light of the restoration they had set 
up to replace it). Furthermore, he who, per his own will and determination, has only scant 
knowledge and understanding of the Word of God—having refused to submit himself to its (His) 
authority—generally has no reason or basis for singing praises to Him, of which He is bound to 
honor or take notice. That which is the ‘lesser’ (preaching in song, while refusing to submit to a 
whole study of the Bible) is certainly not an effective substitute for that which is the “greater”
(wholesome teaching and preaching based squarely upon the careful study, exegesis and 
exposition of the Bible.) 

Christian Schools
Adding to the fire and making matters worst, Christian schools like Colorado Christian 
University—former owner of the Denver area station (a great station when they had it) taken 
over by KLOVE—does (or did early on) portray itself as a partner with this spiritual, Spirit-less, 
nationwide Christian (ostensibly!) broadcasting monstrosity, which has made it a point and a 
practice to silence the voice of God—in His own Name! Sound like maybe a functionary of the 
so-called emergent church movement? Herein then lies cause for pause: For whose glory are 
they out to make a difference, changing the world, the word and voice of the Living God having 
been shut down by their own broadcast outlets? What kind of changes and differences do they 
wish to affect? The status of women, the freedom of slaves, the demise (temporary silencing) of 
slavery’s sister evil in Jim Crow, education extended to the masses, freedom to think and act 
(within reason) independently, the former sanctity of the Sabbath, morality in general, the 
government system of this nation, etc., are all examples and evidences of what can be 
accomplished where the Bible is taught (the presence and practice of other social debilitating 
evils, notwithstanding). KLOVE, in and of itself, cannot make a difference in the name of the 
Lord (“without Me, you can do nothing”, Jesus assured His apostles; furthermore, where you 
have no Bible teaching, you therefore have no biblical Christ! See Jn. 15:1-8.). How then will 
they make this difference, and for whose honor (if not the devil’s; certainly not the Lord’s!), all 
under the guise of doing service to God? 

Side Bar

God takes great delight in His Christ, and in all of the history surrounding His Being. He can find no greater joy 
than that the world at large, the world of Christians in particular, should see, understand and embrace Him as He is 
presented within the pages of the Holy Bible. This knowledge does not come, nor can it be imparted by osmosis 
(absorbed through the skin and skull into the mind, heart and soul by standing next to one’s radio, listening as 
KLOVE and others speak religiously, while at the same time, in the same breath, circumnavigating all responsibility 
to teach the whole word!). In this day and age, no effort must be spared to preach and teach via any medium 
available, including Christian radio. We have no time to waste. The time is short. Our Lord will be returning soon. 
We cannot wait and assume that someone else will do this “dirty” work. Many of those who listen to this station 
(and others like it) will not get the chance elsewhere. Moreover, in addition to seeing and taking delight in the Son 
as the Father presents in the Word, others must be taught to do likewise. The Body cannot feed itself. All cannot be W
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teachers and preachers (any and all who claim that God gives and expects that anyone can be a teacher or preacher 
is a liar (See Rom.s 12:5-8 and Cor.s 12:1-31))! Furthermore, one should stress that this task cannot be 
accomplished through the often hideous, shallow (near witless) music presented by today’s young musicians, many 
of whom are about as Spirit-less as the generation of Spirit-less parents who spun them. 

 people, or Pentecostals). Moreover, these 

Pentecostalism In Media

TBN and Daystar
Rounding out the religious but God-less fervor in America, which in all too many instances 
amounts to not much more than the ‘serpent’s paradise’ (insofar as their chief purpose in life is 
to make merchandise of that Name), is the major television outlets like TBN and Daystar. While 
these networks do cleverly weave certain biblical themes into their schemes, and while much 
could be said about them that is good, it is no less true that a little bit of ‘right’ cannot dispel or 
cover all that is wrong with a church’s or church organization’s activities, in God’s eyes (it must 
be noted there is some fairly good, theologically sound programming aired, relatively speaking—
to this even the Lord Himself would attest, just as in His dealings with the churches of the 
epistles, and the roughly 75% of the Revelation; He would never overlook, nor would He ever 
advise overlooking of their glaring and spiritually harmful faults, however.). Unofficially, absent 
the benefit of any official tally, it almost appears sometimes that some high percentage of each 
networks effort and energy is directed at propagation of programming featuring, not Christ and 
Him crucified, but, emphasis on a prosperity gospel touting and highlighting ‘miracles’ and 
‘seed-faith’ preaching—all aimed at a preparation of the misguided and misinformed foolish 
(among saints, and pseudo-saints), setting them up for easy fleecing, inducing and encouraging 
people to give their hard earned money, so as, in turn, to induce or provoke a kind of cosmic 
“Sugar-daddy” to give back to them—bartering with God; giving financially and buying 
financial favors from Him, in order to get greater financial gain. Christians are in control of 
God, they teach! That seems to be the driving force behind all their thought, actions and 
activities. Lying wonder, chief theological charlatan and TBN regular Dr. Jesse Duplantes made 
commentary to the effect that wealth gained in this type of an endeavor comes from what appears 
to be some sort of an elaborate, religious pyramid scheme (100 people giving $1000,000, said 
he, equals $100,000,000. This is how all those others giving and looking to be blessed receive 
their blessing, he said!). In so many words, these ministries do not generate revenue/return on 
their investments (ROI) by selling worthwhile products and services, or by making worthwhile 
investments beyond the shenanigans engineered specifically to dupe unsuspecting (and foolish) 
Christians into giving, and giving (for them, the real cash cows). In the end, only the scoundrels 
at the top ever see any significant gain—all in the Name of the Lord! “…God will do anything 
you believe…you live by your giving” (to ministries like TBN), Mr. Duplantes shouted during his 
share of the Sunday, 04/23/06; 06:18am, TBN fundraiser (or, ‘telethon’, one believes it was 
called). “God owns nothing on earth, per Psalm 116, He gave it all to man, keeping only the 
Heavens for Himself”, Mr. Duplantes continued, lauding at one point, his status as a millionaire 
(one could not find this passage in Ps. 116!). Rod Parsley later boasted about the fine buildings 
constructed as part of the Duplantes ‘empire’, his several airplanes, as well as the $56,000,000 he 
himself raked in shortly after joining the TBN religious hucksters. 

These and similar types of false doctrine was spread by the likes of Paula White, the McClintock 
Ministries, and others during the weekend and week of 04/16-23/06. This type of ‘stuff’ is 
typical of their ministries all year long (being holiness
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latter-day sophisticated witch doctors and snake-oil healers have set themselves on a course that 
is, whatever the appearance, ultimately diametrically opposed to both the Word and will of God 
the Father. In the midst of whatever they do that is good and right, there is the presentation of an 
image of God that is perfidious, and inaccurate. These false teachings and these false images 
are what is being presented all around the world, 24/7, ‘even as we speak’. All this is done to 
the dismay both of the Father and of the Son. Relentlessly, without shame they twist and pervert 
the word of God, forcing it to say and teach things God never intended, for their own financial 
benefit. Theirs is not the God and Christ of Holy Scripture (although the Bible is the source 
Book, upon which they base their lying schemes), nevertheless, theirs is the view, maybe even 
the only view (brewed and shipped daily from within the shores of America) that many 
aspiring Christians around the world will ever see.

The “Bapti-costal”!
Adding to the Pentecostal theological and spiritual malady is a new phenomenon known as the 
“bapti-costal”. One thought it was a joke, the first time he heard its mention last spring (of 
2008), in a large Phoenix area Baptist church. These are traditionally Baptist churches that, 
apparently enamored by the financial successes and excesses of the televised and widely 
circulated Pentecostal movement, have decided to “follow the money”. Thus, they have begun to 
apply and practice some aspects of Pentecostal ritualism in their services, thereby in reality 
trading in or transitioning from one spiritually dead condition for another. 

Christians of the world beware! Be very wary of the America shepherds and pastorates, which 
minister and attempt to do service to God, having one foot in the church (looking good on the 
surface), while the other foot, their hearts and souls are in hell itself!

Pentecostal Teachings

Those Lying Holiness Preachers!
The following is meant to convey some of the wrong doctrine coming out of the TBN and 
Daystar broadcast networks, which spiritually adversely, negatively affects the lives of, not just 
the 600,000,000 pentecostals (they claim), but other truth seekers all around the world, daily, 
most of whom will rarely if ever get equal exposure to more wholesome Bible teaching, in light 
of the TBN/Daystar domination of the airwaves:

Marcus Lamb: founder, president of Daystar
During the week of the Daystar ‘share-a-thon’ (last day or so of September, first days of October) to raise money 
for who-knows-what, Mr. Lamb made the following comment, by inference: where one sees a ministry that is broke, 
run-down, in debt, ‘cain’t’ pay their bills, that is proof that God is not blessing them, in which case the Christian's 
money should be funneled to ministries like Daystar, fastest growing Christian TV ministry in the world. In so many 
words, God poo poos and blows off poor ministries. Apparently, Mr. Lamb never read God’s message to the church 
at Smyrna, or, Paul’s concern for the poor and impoverished Jews a Jerusalem, during his day. God does not in any 
wise despise or frown upon the poor, fledging ministry, certainly not in favor of one that is affluent and yet apostate.

Nasar Saddik: Muslim turned Pentecostal
This man’s story of his conversion from Islam to the Pentecostal perversion of Christianity, is fairly remarkable. He 
is a great and charismatic speaker. He follows, however, typical and traditional holiness protocol of randomly 
perverting scripture to fit his objectives and ambitions. Toward that end, in an appearance with Marcus Lamb 
(Daystar share-a-thon; 09/28/06), Mr. Saddik made a statement to the affect that “God will not bless small giving”. 
In so saying, he made God a liar, as he totally ignored the widow’s mite (Luke 21:2-4), followed by our lord’
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expression of Supreme pleasure at the sight of her heart-felt giving. She gave all of what little she had, out of her 
deep need (against the backdrop of the big spenders, who could perhaps have given more). In addition, Mr. Saddik 
showed his ignorance of scripture (smart guy that he is), when he ignored Jesus’ sincere expression of appreciation 
for the service of the two faithful churches at Smyrna and Philadelphia (Rev. 2:8-11; 3:7-13), each of whom labored 
faithfully in the midst of biting poverty and serious want. Both his comments and those of Mr. Lamb square 
(somewhat!) with those of Kathy Dollar (08/30/06; wife of Creflo Dollar; Daystar), who somehow feels that the 
scriptures teach “poverty” in the physical realm, equals or spells a “problem” in the spiritual realm, of a persons 
life (she is, of course, as shown, quite wrong in her thinking and handling of the word of God). 

Jentzen Franklin: TBN regular from Gainville, GA
In his sermon titled “The Power of Sacrifice” (aired on TBN, 08/26/06), Mr. Franklin let it be known that God only 
blesses (with protection from harm, danger and loss) in response to a sacrifice on “the altar”, using Job and Eli as his 
examples. In so many words, God’s protection and blessing can and must be bought! Job lost all of his possessions, 
and kids because satan killed all of his cattle, so that he could no longer give his usual sacrifice, in which case, 
therefore, God’s “hedge of protection” was down (God therefore, refused to protect Job, because he could not give 
an offering!)! Ridiculous! 

It was God himself who gave Satan permission, within certain boundaries and constraints, to act against Job, while 
he was yet rich and prosperous, and therefore, well able to afford the usual “hedge of protection”! God removed His 
“Hand of protection” at a time when Job was yet strong and healthy. Moreover, given that Job at the time of his 
healing was near bankruptcy, how does one account for the restoration of this “hedge of protection”, if a sacrifice on 
an altar was required, when in fact there was none? Note that God affected Job’s healing, the restoration of his 
prosperity, and His protection, by staying the hand of satan and any further harm he could cause, all before Job was 
able to do anything for himself. He did not pay the ransom of a “sacrifice” first, to buy back from God, what God 
had allowed to be taken in the first.

The idea and theology espoused, embraced and spread by these types of theologians is such that 
God is a Despiser of the underprivileged, and a Respecter only of the privileged; the successful; 
those who are the “winners” in the game of life. The reality is, nothing could be farther from the 
truth (as evinced by Jesus' Sermon on the Mount and the Old Testament prophets). These people, 
these Pentecostals, are all liars, and, their teachings are lies (laced, of course, with truth). Yet, 
this and similar doctrine is spread as dogma and part of the gospel message, all around the world, 
daily, in the Name of Almighty God. The mainstream denominations are guilty of this same kind 
of exclusionist thinking.

Cash strapped ministries are a sign that God is not blessing, or, God is not with that the work of 
that ministry; the poor are a despicable sight, being spiritually challenged; God will not protect 
those who cannot afford to pay for that protection! Really? 

The fact is, in God’s eyes, the man who has little and is no less righteous, fearing God in the 
process, is much more to be desired than any who has great riches and yet lives un-righteously 
(Proverbs 15:16; 16:8, 19; 17:1; 19:1; Rev. 2:8-11; 3:7-8). Furthermore, it is God’s estimation 
that the man and/or ministry who takes upon himself to dishonor, demean, mock or belittle any 
individual, in any way simply because that man, woman, or child is poor, in the end reproaches 
his Maker, the one who made him (Proverbs 15:31; 17:5). Finally, it is God’s expectation that 
those who have, rather than looking down upon the poor with condescension, should take notice 
of him, with pity, i.e., by giving a helping hand. In so doing, the one showing mercy to the poor, 
actually lends to the Lord Himself; that is, God obligates Himself to the giver (it should be noted 
here that, “giver” is not merely one who “gives” so as to prompt God to respond in his favor. W
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his steps and life accordingly.). He will repay him, for his kindness (Proverbs 19:17). The 
Psalmist says in song, “the man who considers the plight of the poor is blessed of the Lord, so, 
that when his time of trouble comes, God will remember, and thereafter deliver him” (Psalm 
41:1).

In addition, if indeed God has written off the poor, because of his poverty stricken state, is it not 
strange that the apostle Paul appears to have been utterly unaware of this, when he for concern 
over his Jewish brothers at Jerusalem “robbed other churches”, so as to relieve their, suffering, 
pain, and hunger? 

Juanita Bynum: prophetess, of God?!
The “presence” of God will free you to repent, therefore—by inference, according to Mrs. Bynum (with Marcus and 
Joni Lamb, on Daystar; 10/01/06; 12:45p)—it is not necessary that one (who is unsaved) should be told of, or, 
taught “repentance” by another (who is saved, i.e., Christian). In so many words, if God wants a person to repent, 
God will effectively do the repenting for you! It is His responsibility to affect in the sinner’s life what clearly he 
demands of the sinner. Hogwash! This teaching of course, runs counter to our Lord’s teaching, where Matthew 
records the first word out of His mouth at the commencement of His ministry as “repent” (that is, Jesus is here 
mandating an action that is dependent upon an act of the will, in obedience, on the part of the one receiving the 
command). His many recorded encounters with unsaved individuals and crowds also highlights the fallacy of her 
teaching in that clearly none was ever led to ‘repent’ automatically prior to being instructed of his need to do so. 
While indeed, some may have expressed faith in Him prior to being called to repentance, none was ever left without 
knowledge of his need to exercise a change of heart; to turn around, walking in a new direction and a newness of 
light. “If the Pharisees now find no cause for condemnation”, He said to the accused woman, taken in adultery, 
“neither do I. Go, but do not sin any more” (John 8:1-11). Here the implication is crystal clear, the woman had 
within her the capacity to do as she was told, i.e., she could and was expected to “repent” in obedience. A common 
teaching, a lie and a fallacy among evangelicals is such that, whenever God issues a command or directive, one need 
not ever think that he alone can carry out that directive, as ordered (“we cannot do this of ourselves”, they say). God 
begs to differ! The woman was not only expected to comply, she was given a command, but, no more strength than 
she had already—the Holy Spirit had not yet come.

Jesus said that He and the Father were “one”—His reference of course, being to ‘oneness’ of mind, purpose, goal; in 
total agreement relative to every aspect of His person, being and mission—thus His physical presence as the Son of 
God, represented, to a degree, the ‘presence’ of the invisible, Spirit God (with respect to actual person and being, 
however, they were in fact not one, but two separate, distinct Individuals). Yet, no one was ever led to ‘repent’
simply because of “His Presence”. Moreover, Acts 17:30 makes it clear that in the economy of God, there is no 
anticipation as that repentance should ever be automatic—either before or after salvation. Hence, Paul observes that 
“…God has issued a command that all men everywhere should repent”. God will not “come into your life” and 
enable you do what He commanded you to do, and by implication, clearly infers that you are more than capable of 
doing. The expected response in obedience is always purely, initially, an act of the will, the sinner’s, not God’s. 
Although every saint has within Him the Holy Spirit of God to assist, at no point does the Spirit ever take over the 
saints will, or, negate the Christians responsibility to initiate the act of obedience. A conscience decision has to be 
made on the part of the saint to obey.

Speaking on “imputed” righteousness, as developed by Paul the apostle in his epistle to the Romans (Rom. 4:11-
5:13; see also Jas. 2:23), Mrs. Bynum once more flashed her ignorance when she inferred that because Jesus’
righteousness

. The same is true of the

 has been ‘imputed’ to us, it therefore follows that we are able of ourselves to know wrong (as God 
sees it) and to do right (to the point of pleasing God). No one has to ‘tell (or teach) you to do right, or what is 
wrong’, she told her hearers, literally around the world. There is no need for one Christian to try to ‘correct’
another, she said. “Correcting people makes them do worse”, this lying, prophetess stated unequivocally (not 
necessarily in those exact words). In so stating, she does, of course, supplant the word of God, by her “tradition”, 
thereby making Him a liar—not unlike her male colleagues. 

All, or, most of the New Testament epistles were corrective measures, written to churches (people of God, 
Christians) that needed to be told of their need for correction, calling them to repentance
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letters addressed to the seven churches of Asia Minor, by the Lord Himself, in the Book of the Revelation (the 
messages of the epistles and of the Revelation must be interpreted and applied in light of the gospel, not in 
spite of it.). In either case the individuals of all of those churches had become de-sensitized to the leading of the 
Holy Spirit. Having quenched His presence, they no longer responded to His grieving. They were, therefore, told of 
their wrongs, and, they were expected to respond accordingly. At no point ever, were any of those churches or the 
saints in their informed or offered any more enablement than they already possessed. Having been told and thereby 
made aware of their error, thus their condition, they not only could, but were to make the necessary adjustments, 
themselves, through repentance. God was not, nor did He do the repenting for them. He did not cause them to act 
against their will, or natural inclination. He gave them no strength beyond what they already possessed, the 
inference being clearly (as was true of the adulterous woman), such as they had was more than adequate to affect 
obedience.

Relative to the subject of “imputed righteousness”, the reality is, righteousness by imputation is merely a way of 
looking at the saint (by God; a way of accounting for his standing in the Eyes of the Father, from the time of his 
salvation, or acceptance of the Son as Savior and Lord). In and of itself (i.e., of the saint’s own merit), that 
righteousness does not exist, in fact. That is, given that “we have all, like sheep gone astray, and all our 
righteousness is like a woman’s filthy menstrual cloth” (Isa. 64:6), and “…all have sinned and fallen short of the 
Glory of God, there is none among us who is righteous, not even one…” (Rom. 3:9-12, 23), and though we are all 
sinners saved by His grace (Ephesians 2:8-9), we reside yet in a condition such that we cannot stand in the presence 
of God on our own. We stand before God, only as we stand behind an Advocate, on our behalf (I John 2:1). That 
Advocate is Himself our High Priest in the Heavenlies (Hebrews 3:1-2; 8:1). We must have a ‘righteousness’, 
however—one which can never be earned, nor can it ever be the product of our self-effort. The only recourse then, is 
that someone else’s righteous, be accorded to us. That is the thing that no saint can ever do; no Christian will ever, 
of himself, do enough good works to make himself righteous before God.

Like Abraham, whose belief and trust in God was accounted to him as righteousness, so it is with us. It is our faith, 
trust, and confidence in the shed blood of the Lamb spilt as an atonement (a covering) for our sinfulness that has 
purchased for us this requisite ‘imputed’ righteousness, to which Mrs. Bynum referred. That imputed righteousness 
does not make us sin-free indeed (any more than Abraham was deemed to be sin-free, in light of his imputed 
righteousness), nor does it mean we have the power to do rightly, to the point of acceptability, certainly not without 
instruction, and/or correction. Rather, it is only a debit to an account otherwise subject to credit, due to the burden of 
indebtedness (for the cost of sin is death, Paul says in Rom. 6:23). Thus, when God sees us, He sees that “imputed 
righteousness”, which is the righteousness of His only born Son—it is, furthermore, a righteousness to which 
alone He among men can attain. Given that He is our Advocate and High Priest before God, He is also the 
propitiation (expiation; appeasement or atonement) for all our sins. At no point can we in this lifetime ever expect to 
possess that kind of righteousness, or, right standing before God--this by virtue of the fact that in this life, we can 
never truly be free from our sins and/or sinful nature, except by imputation or Divine reckoning. 

After the resurrection, rapture and return with Christ at Armageddon, the tables will have been turned. Then we will 
actually possess the exact same righteousness, as He. That is, His “imputed righteousness” now (being temporary), 
will for us be an “imparted righteousness” then (being permanent, ours to keep for all eternity!). At that time, we 
will be able to stand before both the Son, and, the Father, without fear or harm (Rev. 22:4). 

Thus, we see then, that this holiness prophetess was dead wrong in her assertion regarding “imputed” righteous. 
Moreover, in contradistinction to Mrs. Bynum’s erroneous perspective, Paul writes to young Timothy “but you are 
to continue in the things which you have learned and have been assured of, knowing of whom you have learned; and 
that from a child you have known the Sacred Writings, which are able to make you wise to salvation through faith 
which is in Christ Jesus. All Holy Writ is God breathed, helpful or advantageous for instruction, for conviction 
(admonition), for straightening up again

African preacher

 (i.e., for rectification or, correction, and reformation), for education and 
training in righteousness, so that the man or woman of God may be complete (or, fresh), fully equipped to do all 
good works” (II Timothy 3:14-17). That is, Paul’s coaching of his son in the faith is such that not only he, but, all 
saints not only benefit but should seek the instruction, correction, reformation, i.e., the straightening up again, 
afforded by perusal of the whole Word of God the Bible (complete with all of its applicable ‘do’s’ and ‘don’t’s’; so 
despised by the likes of Mrs. Juanita Bynum). Doing the right thing is not automatic, contingent upon one’s faith.W
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Once more, Mrs. Bynum is catapulted to the forefront of doctrinal fallacy, as she was the host of a TBN telecast 
(09/21/06; mid-afternoon) in which an African preacher (now a US citizen, if I am not mistaken) was one of the 
featured guests. One did not get the preacher’s name, but, does recall that he somehow, for whatever the reason feels 
that “it is illegal…for God to intervene in the affairs of men, accept as the church prays” (this refrain he was diligent 
to repeat several times throughout his segment of that telecast). The idea espoused and propagated here seems to be 
that God needs man’s permission to enter and work in His own world—in so many words, man is ultimately greater 
than God, having authority over Him!

This is very funny. It seems someone forgot to tell God that it is illegal for Him to get involved in the affairs of men, 
without man’s permission! He did not seem to think much of this idea throughout the Old Testament. Indications 
are, as we have seen throughout this study, He has no intention of being limited or stayed by this foolish notion at 
any time in the future. He came at Bethlehem, was birthed and slept in an animal's smelly feeding trough, afterwards 
to walk and breathe earthly air for thirty years before anyone was any the wiser. 

Clarence McClendon, PhD: TBN regular
When we are robbed (or, when someone takes our possessions unfairly), God permits us to to drop, or, set aside our 
normal spiritual living/mindset, in order to go out and “…get yo’ stuff back…” (Daystar TV; 09/10/06; 03:00a). 
This is another fine example of Pentecostal determination to force (by twisting, perversion of text, etc., whatever it 
takes, to force) scripture to say what they want it to say. Young Mr. McClendon based his premonition upon King 
David’s encounter with the Amalekites (I Sam. 30) while his flight from incumbent and first king of Israel, Saul, led 
him to seek refuge among the Philistines. In so doing, as is common among the zealots of the holiness crowds, he 
completely ignored clear teaching from the lips of our Lord, regarding the Christian’s reaction when wronged, and 
the treatment of one’s enemies (Luke 6:27-35)

The inference of his teaching is (or seems to be) such that David was somehow unethical in his approach to recovery 
of all that the raiders had taken (in the Eyes of God), and that God sanctioned David’s unethical methodology 
(therefore it is alright for the Christian to use to do whatever it takes to recover his belongings).

Another of Mr. McClendon’s errant teachings has to do with the sowing of seed in God’s Kingdom. ‘Sow a seed, 
reap a harvest’, he says, ‘as when one sows his money down at the local supermarket, and walks out with his 
groceries’. In so many words, as soon as one gives to a particular cause (like TBN or Daystar) in service to the 
Kingdom of God, he can (effectively) “buy” a return on his investment, right there, on the spot! 

In addition, as is the case with all Pentecostals and charismatics of whatever persuasion, God is a cosmic wholesaler 
of miracles (Biblically, a miracle is an uncommon occurrence orchestrated and brought on, or, executed directly—or 
indirectly, through some mediator; be it angel or man—by an act of empowerment from God.). He has one for 
everybody, they all teach. Yet, no such teaching as this or any of the other false doctrine being circulated by this, or 
any of these ministers, is to be found anywhere in scripture (OT or NT). 

Pastor Richard Hogue: City Church; OKC, OK
One did not right down the date, but, if recollection serves correctly, this pastor Hogue was on Daystar (maybe 
TBN) during the week of the Daystar share-a-thon (certainly, he has a way of turning up on either side of the ledger, 
quite frequently). In keeping with common practice among Pentecostals, Mr. Hogue is among those who always 
seems to know exactly what God is thinking, what He is going to do, or what He is about to do (it would be very 
interesting to know the percentage, or, see just how much of this type of prognosticating every comes to pass!). 
According to him, God is moving the churches into a new direction, as people today do not want knowledge or, 
information (one supposes that he means information of the Bible sort), etc., as rather, they want demonstration. The 
inference, contrary to Word of God, is that God is now headed into the business of responding to peoples demands 
and wants; doing things according to people’s expectation. Thus, God, per Mr. Hogue, is today in the business of 
rendering the teaching of His own Holy Word, obsolete! He now jumps through hoops of reason, at man’s beck 
and call, being effectively, a slave to the will of the people.

Strangely, there may well be some truth in Mr. Hogue’s words, nonetheless, not according to his inference (I Tim. 
4:1-3; II-3:1-7; 4:1-4; II Peter 2:1-3; Acts 20:27-30; Jude :4-19W
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Pastor Hogue also distinguished himself as one of those holding to the notion such that “all roads lead to God”. 
Thus, in that vein, he issued a plea, calling for all churches to quit examining each others teachings (or, something 
along those lines), coming together instead with, and in spite of their differences. Again, this errant pastor, and his 
doctrine, finds himself contrary to and therefore at odds with the Lord of all Glory Himself, effectively making Him 
and His apostles liars. “Beware of false prophets…whom you will know by their fruits (works, lives, teachings)”, is 
a command to be on guard at all times, not just, or so much for other religions, as for those that masquerade under a 
banner of Christianity, claiming to be followers of Christ, and servants of God. John the apostle, having of course, 
sat at his feet, echoes this sentiment when he advises his converts, "…believe not every spirit, but try…" (test, 
examine) the spirits (based upon their lives, their doctrine, their teaching, etc.). Paul, who also was an apostle also 
gives strong encouragement to the saints at Corinth to be ever vigilant in their stand and guard against the 
encroachment of false apostles, preachers and teachers, all working from within, and under the ‘colors’ of the 
church. They always come looking like, having the appeal and ‘feel’ of, the real deal. “Because satan is able to 
disguise himself as an angel of light”, Paul says, “it goes without saying, and, therefore should come as no surprise 
that his human emissaries and servants are capable of doing likewise”. Paul also says that some even teach the 
gospel in truth (to a degree), albeit, for their own personal enrichment, not caring (in the final analysis) about the 
well being of the saints, or churches over which they preside.

The message in all of these injunctions is ultimately not just to the rank and file saint, as rather it is equally one to 
the minister/pastor/teacher (preacher/prophets, and what-not), with regard to their mindset, in light of their 
knowledge and understanding of the saints’ imminent spiritual danger. Not only are they to warn and instruct their 
congregations so as to know that not everything marked “Christian” is in fact Christian, but they are as well to 
position themselves, living in such a manner so as to be open and transparent in all their dealings, in church and out.
Like ducks or other wild game birds in the sights of the hunter, these ministers and ministry organizations are to 
jump up at the opportune time, shouting (squawking!) and fluttering out the announcement “open season”, as they 
laid themselves bare as it were, in plain view, inviting all to examine both them, their lives and their teachings, 
against the background of the Word of the living God. In so doing, the true believers and churches can and will short 
circuit and control/minimize the level of influence and the amount of damage inflicted by the ever present false 
preacher and teacher in their midst (who, of course, does not want to be seen for who, or, what he is).

Thus, we must conclude then, that Mr. Hogue’s advice to the 600,000,000 or so Pentecostal viewers is but one more 
cover and a smokescreen for his own false works and the works of those like him. Whatever direction God is 
leading, one may be fully assured that He will lead no saint in any new direction that in any way, to any degree 
minimizes the need for the teaching of His word, the Bible. On the other hand, to the degree that the churches 
today will not submit to sound teaching and doctrine from the Bible, to the same degree Mr. Hogue may well have a 
point. God has promised that the day will come when, because of the hardness of hearts of the saints, He, Himself 
personally, will give them over to the seduction of lying spirits, so that they while playing church, will be 
thoroughly deceived and irretrievably misled (II Thes. 2:11-12). In the end, they will be lost and thrown temporarily 
into the pits of hell, and from there, into the Lake of Fire, eternally.

Pastor O. Allen, with Jesse Duplantes
This gentleman appeared a few days ago with Mr. Duplantes (on TBN, 10/26/06, @ 3:30pm). As this preacher waits 
expectantly for God to react to his ‘faith’ for a new super-sized worship center to be built, he has meanwhile twisted 
Jesus’ parable of the unprofitable servant in Luke 17:7-10 to be a reference to God as a servant waiting to respond 
to our faith. The fact is, however, that the parable is meant, and only meant, to set forth an example of the attitude 
(one of humility) that all Christians are to exercise, in the presence of God, when he has performed any service for 
the Kingdom, for which he might otherwise (in a spirit of worldliness) expect high honors, or praise. Rather, Jesus 
says, “when you have done everything that is commanded (and therefore expected and required of you), say to 
yourself ‘I am as an unprofitable servant; having done only that which was my duty to do’”. This exhortation, of 
course, goes against the grain, in today’s culture, which is literally teeming with presumed “great” men and women 
of God, seeking to be recognized and rewarded now, by all, for their every accomplishment, their much flaunted 
successes, and their often over-stated achievements. “They have their reward”, the Lord assures. “Woe (grief and 
affliction) to you when all men speak well of you…”W
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Other
Whereas TBN appears to have given the boot to some of its own, like Randy Morris, they have 
on the other hand added an air of legitimacy to then otherwise foul line-up (or, brand of 
Christianity) by inviting in the likes of Addriene Rogers, D. James Kennedy, ministers from the 
Calvary Chapel movement, and others (Baptists, Presbyterians, catholics, etc.) with whom they 
might otherwise have found themselves at odds (Mr. Morris publicly disdained the idea of 
association with ‘Christians’ of lesser intellectual and socio-economic status than himself, his 
preference being ‘those who can make him stretch’ (nothing entirely wrong with stretching), 
more than anyone whom he might help to stretch (might be considerable stupidity in that; 
certainly not Christ-like

 religion are no longer 

); God only knows where mankind might be now had the Man from 
Galilee thought and felt that way toward the fledgling, often doubting twelve!). 

Ironically, contrary to scripture, all of these and similar types of modern-day prophets and 
soothsayers love to give the impression that they have direct, private lines to the Father/Son’s 
Thrones (they tend to think of themselves as modern versions of yesteryears’ OT prophets—
randomly communing with God, at will!). Contrary to clear Biblical statement (“while in the past 
God spoke to men via His prophets and seers—at various times and in diverse ways—He has in 
these last days said all He has to say to men through His Son, who is the Word of the Living 
God, and by Whom everything that is made was made”! Heb.s 1:1-2), these men and women are 
a never ending cesspool of hell spun communiqués of lies zealously and relentlessly passed off 
as from on High, ranging from the outright ridiculous, to the utterly absurd. As they siphon 
pledges of support from the foolish who make up the 600,000,000 or so rank and file 
Pentecostals across the globe (whose chief interest is always health, wealth and prosperity), they 
ignore plainly stated scripture that the saint is to be taught never to pledge, but simply to let a 
simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ suffice, with regard to future intentions or ambitions (Proverbs 6:1-5; 
11:15; 17:18; 20:16; 22:26, 27: “do not be among those who make pledges, nor of those who 
are surety—making yourselves and/or your possessions guarantee—for the debts of others.”). 
God’s expectation is such that everyone should give in accordance as he himself has purposed in 
his own heart, never with pledges—to Him, or to anyone else. This idea put forth by the churches 
in general as well as by the Pentecostals in particular, such that God Himself will tell you how 
much He wants or whether you should give (or ‘sow’), is a popular fundraising ‘shenanigan’ and 
a lie straight out of the pit. 

And so, as with the OT saints, so with these modern day American churches, together with the 
para-church ministries (of radio and TV broadcasts) it might well be said by the Lord of all 
Glory, “ these folk come before as My people do and should, but with lip service, having hearts 
that are far from Me, teaching and adhering more to the commandments and precepts of men 
more than to that which pleases God” (Isaiah 29:13; Matt. 15:7-9). Like the Cretans of Paul’s 
day who were drawn away by the Jewish fables and lies fed to them by the Jews (who 
themselves professed to be Christians), their works, walks or daily lives deny their professions 
and testimonies (Titus 1:16). Attentiveness to and study of the word of God in these institutions 
is usually consistently as much shallow, and intentionally without substance, as they are poorly 
attended (when viewed against the backdrop of substantially higher membership roles, in some 
cases). In early April 2006, CBS’s Evening News’ Bob Schaeffer aired a series of segments 
highlighting the fact that there is a growing, prevailing sentiment among American churches 
of Christians which holds that the Bible as is, and, “old-fashioned”W
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relevant for the time in which we live (there may well be some truth and sensibility in this type 
of sentiment, given that by and large “old-fashioned religion was just that, “religion”—the 
churches’ perversion of God’s version of the road and way of life that leads to reconciliation 
with Himself, and ultimately to life eternal. It is not Biblical Christianity. Therefore, these new 
ideas do nothing more than lead further away for God.). Biblical notions of God are out-moded 
and out of date. Thus, incessantly, proponents of this 'old-fashioned religion' and 'out-dated 
Bible' doctrine are always busy for the Lord, in one activity or the other—according to their own 
ideas and ideology—not recognizing or heeding His stern, solemn warning such that no amount 
of activity or busy-bodiedness, even in His Name, will ever suffice as an effective substitute for a 
heart right with God, based upon a strict adherence to His word (Matt. 7 & 25; Rev. 2 & 3). 
Because they refuse to study, they do not understand that work for the Kingdom of Heaven must 
be performed according to the God’s word, the Bible (Jn. 15:1-8), not according to our own 
personal, church, or denominational whelms. Given their refusal to hear the word of God, they 
make themselves easy-pickings for the clever, long-winded rip-off artists at institutions like TBN 
and Daystar. Herein, it might be argued lies the significance of His assertion, “Many are the 
called, and yet, few will be chosen” (Matt. 22:1-14) (following Luke’s declaration in Acts 17:30
“...God now commands all men everywhere to repent...having revealed the fact that He will some 
day judge the world in righteousness, by the Man Christ Jesus...”). 

Sadly, multitudes living today, active for the Lord—per the theological prescriptions of these and 
similar spiritual charlatans—are destined to find out too late that whereas they figured well 
among the many called, they do not, on the other hand number at all among the few chosen. In 
plain view of the "strait gate", they will have chosen instead, the wide gate. Moreover, every 
Christian should note that the foregoing are not simple, negligible infractions and mistakes, 
which God is likely to take lightly, in anywise. Nor are the purveyors thereof simple neophytes, 
in need of simple corrections in their theology. Their work is error-prone, the errors are 
intentional, as such, that work is therefore, a calculated risk (as they perhaps view Christianity as 
just another mere religion, an ‘opiate’ of the masses, to be milked and exploited to one’s own 
selfish advantage, one might say; to them, there is no God, beyond themselves!). If there is a 
God, they seek only to serve themselves, at His expense. He who sits in the Heavens, watching, 
listening, taking it all in day after day, has promised that, whatever the appearance, all such and 
their followers will give a full accounting for all that they have done, and will do in His Name. 
God cannot and will not condone a nation of hypocrites and false prophets, or their followers 
who give greater deference to their lies and false doctrine, than to His Word, the Bible. 

Side Bar

In addition, while one cannot but be thankful for the presences of the Daystars and TBNs on the one hand, on the 
other, one cannot ignore the fact that these and other similar Christian outlets regularly saturate the airways with 
lies and doctrinal errors grand enough to fill the Grand Canyon. In the midst of whatever they do right, that is 
pleasing to the Almighty, they maintain close ties with those who are naught, if not professional prevaricators—

definitely not pleasing to the Him.

personal twists thereupon).

Therein lies all the more reason why we should, each and every one of us, pay particular heed to 
Paul’s injunction, such that all should ever be diligent to examine ourselves (regularly against 
the backdrop of the Word of the Living God) to ascertain that in fact we are in the faith
(according to the Bible, absent the commandments of men, denominational, church and/or W
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One Night With The King: 

The Grand Illusion of Tommy Tenney, Matt Crouche
Let the Pentecostals tell it, and this (at the time of this writing) new, soon-to-be-released movie, based upon the 
book by a pastor named Tommy Tenney, produced by Matt Crouche, son of Paul and Jan Crouche—owners and 
founders of TBN—is the greatest thing ever, for the Christian community, since canned soup, or even the birth of 
the Christ Himself. But, is it? They herald it as being true to scripture. Is it—being largely fiction, by Mr. Tenney’s 
own admission, with key components of the story, including the overall thrust, being inaccurate? The day after the 
premiere (10/11/06) Jan Crouche praised and appraised it not as a movie but as a “prophecy” from God. Really? 
Esther is lauded in all the promotional hype and media bling as a young woman, chosen of God for her extraordinary 
role because of her faith. Huhn?! If there was any faith to speak of, how did the God of all the universe miss it, when 
evidently, He saw the whole thing(!)? Perhaps we should give Mr. Tenney credit for having the guts to admit 
publicly that his work, the book, is fictitious; might that also be an admission that the book is loaded with doctrinal 
error, as well? After all, the book and movie cannot be both fiction and true to scripture all at the same time.

Without doubt, this marvelous woman (some say girl, in her mid-teens) was a catalyst, a choice pun, a key 
player in God’s plan, albeit, she is praised as one who literally changed the world? Did she? Is that the picture God 
wanted mankind to see, when presented with the story of Ester? What is wrong with this picture, as painted by 
this son-of-a-holiness preacher? What exactly did God intend for us to see here, or to take away form this story—
Esther as Godly heroine, or, Esther as a witless pun in His all-sustaining Hand (she did not know Him), among a 
faithless people held captive now by choice, the release date of their God-orchestrated foreign incarceration having 
past—they having refused to leave; the “faithless” centerpiece at the very heart of His plan to preserve a fledgling 
branch of that faithless people, struggling for survival, being now in the cross-hairs of a new threat to that struggle, 
separated by almost a thousand miles? 

Granted! Esther’s role in the plan of God for the sustenance of the Jew, saved her people, who would otherwise have 
most assuredly been wiped out. The Jew gave us the Christ. And, the world has not been the same since. 

In all of their praise for the movie, praise for Esther, praise for the producer, praise for this and praise for that about 
the movie, have they, has everyone (alas!) missed the point? Realizing that her name—according the Oxford 
University Press Scofield KJV Reference Bible—means ‘star’, who was the actual ‘Star’ of the show in ‘Esther’s’
story? “If God can do it through Esther, He can do it through anyone”, they chanted over and over again, is what 
they profess to want the viewers, particularly young women, to take away with them from the movie. Certainly, this 
is a very true statement, and it may be an amiable objective, but is that what God intended to be the focus of our 
attention? Properly distilled and analyzed, is this a role that any but a fool would wish upon his daughter, or any 
young woman? The inference in this line of errant, foolish reasoning is that God will act under similar conditions 
and situations of duress, if we create the right set of circumstances. That’s odd, is it not? There have been countless 
times of stress since those days, when the Jews (having created more and similar trouble for themselves) could have 
used any sort of a deliverer, and yet—for anyone understanding the story—there has in no case, ever, been another 
“Esther”. Which begs another question, who then creates the basis upon which “Esthers” might be born, and/or 
needed: God, or men? Put another way, what but a fool, knowing that the circumstance that led to ‘such a time as 
this’ was the sin of rebellion, and, rejection of God, and, knowing that at the first moment of ‘such a time as this’, 
the people were still living in sin, denial and rejection, and, realizing that ‘such a time as this’ was ultimately not 
about the Jews or the millions with them living in or around Shushan the Persian Palace at all, as rather the objective 
was to protect, spare, save and to perpetuate the 50,000 (+) living 1000 miles away from the epicenter of the source 
that spun the immediate danger that gave birth to “such a time as this”, what sensible person, one wonders, would 
ever stoop to wishing for or leading his daughter along a route that leads to “such a time as this”?  Granted, the 
Magi (who brought rich gifts that made a peasant Messiah, still in diapers, one wealthy toddler) came from the loins 
of the millions of detainees left in exile following Cyrus’ decree permitting the rebuilding of the Jewish homeland, 
but, it was the lions of the 50,000 or so returnees who produced that Messiah.  Further, the chances that she will not 
only be lost for all eternity, but, rejected and/or overlooked to boot, are far greater than that she will ever be selected 
to the role of an ‘Esther’!  In addition, therefore, consider: There was no Esther to deliver them from the slaughter of 
the Romans under Titus in 70 AD and in 135 AD, under whom-ever; no such person arose during the ravenous 
rampage of the blood-
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deprive the murderous, monstrous bloodbaths created by the Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky (supposedly 20 
million) or the Nazis under Hitler (6 million) to drink and slurp Jew blood. Clearly, in every such circumstance, 
what we had here was, “such a time as this” (the objective, as with Haman, was to kill them all, without cause!). As 
you consider the crusades, the inquisition and the Holocaust, and, the “Esthers” needed but who did not show, 
consider also the next Holocaust attempt planned by God per Eze. 38 & 39, as well as the future encounter with the 
beast per Dan. 7 and Rev. 13: God knows what is coming (He has choreographed the whole thing!), yet, in no case 
is there a role for an “Esther” scripted in! 

So, is “One night with the king” a blessing and source of biblical encouragement for saints of our day, or is it just 
more grand entertainment, bearing a message having little or no real biblical relevance or spiritual significance, in 
the end—maybe even a curse? It seems that, in typical Pentecostal fashion, the writer of the book and the producer 
of this film have each, by an exercise of a want or lack of genuine concern for critical thinking and analysis, missed 
the point of the story of Esther. In so doing, they have in the finale, missed the real message of the book, over 
emphasizing an individual whose role was at best secondary, and subordinate at every turn, to Him who was indeed 
the Leading Character. In God’s economy and timing, Esther (fine young lady, awesome personality and intellectual 
beauty, though she may well have been) really was not the young woman these people make her out to be. The 
Tenney/Crouche deception is only one more grand illusion designed for the minds of fools in the faith who will 
otherwise not submit to sound doctrine and teaching.

Servants and Chosen, but not Saints! 
There is no evidence that Esther or her uncle were ever determined, dedicated servants of God. Intriguingly, 
whereas they are not condemned as being worse-case, sinful scenarios, one cannot but observe that He is careful to 
never hold them up (nor does He ever, in any way, allude to them, anywhere in scripture) as examples, or models of 
faith and/or piety (contrast this fact to the Daniels, the Ezras, the Nehemiahs, and certain of the prophets, all—like 
them—of Babylonian captivity fame; then there’s Abraham, visited by God in person and Moses, with whom God 
talked “face to face”, and of course, the ‘sweet Psalmist’, man after God’s own heart; in the midst of His 
highlighting of all their warts, shortcomings and failings (lying, murders, adultery), God held them up as pillars of 
faith; even the womanizing Samson makes the cut, demonstrating in the waning moments of his life, a humble and 
contrite heart—not at all to be frowned upon by Him Who constantly tries our hearts). Hence, moreover, not only is 
there never any mention of God anywhere in the book, there is equally never any calling out to God on the part of 
either of these, the tale’s principal participants (as with the Israelis at the height of their Egyptian enslavement, their 
anguished cries going up to God, while not specifically directed to Him, so likewise, God observes that Mordecai 
having symbolically expressed his grief upon hearing of his impending doom through the cultural custom of
dunning of sackcloth and ashes, cried aloud bitterly, albeit, no tear was shed with Him in mind; no prayer of theirs 
was ever intentionally sent His way). There is not the slightest hint or evidence of faith in God, nor is there any 
expression of concern, knowledge and/or recollection of His past providence, on their parts—notwithstanding the 
movie depiction (a lie!) of both invoking the Name of God, Esther speaking of having read and taught the Torah. 
The biblical evidence is such that Mordecai and his family eschewed their Jewish heritage, publicly, so that no one 
outside the family knew. Esther for her part, was mindful to insist that all the Jews at Shushan the Palace be gathered 
together for a three day period of fasting (before whom is not specified), after which she would present herself with 
her petition before the king, uninvited, fully expecting that in all likelihood she would be killed (contrast this to her 
exiled comrades in the Book of Daniel, who living and enduring trails and times of testing before her, are always 
pictured with their eyes and hearts toward Heaven; there could never be a shred of doubt as to where they would 
turn in times of duress. Their lives were so marked, even in the midst of open hostility. So were Ezra and Nehemiah, 
each always mindful of the reality and presence of God.). Neither sought advise or wisdom from the priests or 
scribes—Ezra, having served in the capacity of both, being the best evidence that they were there, and available—as 
to how this difficult time should be handled. There was no offering of prayers or petitions to Yahweh Elohim, or, 
at least there is no evidence or reason to believe that either Mordecai or Esther led therein. But for the fact that 
they themselves were careful to remember their roots, behind closed doors, they were fully assimilated into 
Babylonian culture—as far as anyone could tell. 

All of this, in addition to being perhaps most telling, is both fitting and understandable, given that their then current 
circumstance and predicament was, as a matter of fact, the product of a national life of rejection and repudiation of 
God and of His demands upon them, in the first place (they wanted to be like all the other nations around them). The W
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year stay was punitive, a form of incarceration, one might say, with the Babylonians doing honors as their jailers. 
Specifically, among other things, the Jews (like the ten tribes deported by the Assyrians before them, never to 
return) were deported (as promised) to Babylon on account of their preference of worship directed to idols and false 
gods over the True and Living God, who had already demonstrated His reality and viability before the eyes of the 
then known world by way of a strong deliverance from their Egyptian hell on earth. Despite the accompaniment of a 
few upright and devout Jews who throughout the seventy years in captivity sought to distinguish themselves as 
servants of the God who lives, the nation of Israel as a whole never recanted. They never gave up their preference 
for idols. Instead, they joined the more that 95% or so of all the Jews, blending and melding into the Babylonian 
culture and lifestyle, to the wholehearted abandonment of their own (that is what got them there in the first place.). 
Such was the case with Mordecai, Esther’s uncle. 

What’s in a Name?
Mordecai is classified ethnically as a Jew born to a man named Kish, who came into Babylon among the Jewish 
captives taken at the time of the Jews’ last king, Jeconiah (a few years after Daniel). It may not be entirely 
unreasonable to suppose that in all probability, he was born sometime early during the latter half of the seventy 
years of captivity, with Esther being birthed perhaps in the last ten years. Nothing is known or said relative to his 
mother, however, if the name ‘Mordecai’ is in any wise significant, then she may well have been foreign, though 
because of her Jewish husband, she lived and raised her family among the Jews (hanging on to her pagan roots, 
which carried greater weight in the shaping of her family’s beliefs and values than did Judaism; this is highly 
plausible, but not necessary, however, given the Jews’ general tendency to gravitate toward all things pagan, any 
way). According to Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, his name is one of ‘foreign derivation’, which means it is not 
a Jewish term. The Scofield Study Bible, based on the KJV, published by the Oxford University Press, indicates that 
Mordecai means “worshipper of Merodach”, which was a Babylonian idol, and their god of war (again, per 
Strong’s Exhaustive. It is highly unlikely, therefore, that any devout, God-fearing Jewish parent would have so 
named any child of his.). This, then, gives some indication or tells something of the theological mindset and climate 
under girding the home into which Mordecai was born and raised. Thus, though he knew very well that he was 
Jewish, he was never taught all of the Jewish laws and customs, having been born and reared among the 
Babylonians, as a Babylon. Neither then was Esther, given that she was, in turn, brought up by this man who was 
her uncle. 

Side Bar

Mordecai’s Background
To further highlight Mordecai’s background—and in so doing, illustrate the ineptitude of Pastor Tenney and of 
Mr. Crouche, as Bible expositors and/or exegetes—consider: The movie portrays him mouthing off before Haman, 
eventually boldly blurting out his nationality. The scriptures show, however, that Mordecai revealed no such thing 
directly to Haman, as rather it was his fellow servants who “ratted” on him, after he had told them (in defense of his 
refusal to pay homage to Haman, which occurred before there was any knowledge of, or, any reason to suspect the 
impending danger to himself and the lives of his family and of his people, by consequence of that sole action). What 
this means then, is that as a rule, Mordecai—in conduct, habits and general manner of living—was fully assimilated 
into Babylonian culture and life. Born as he was into a situation created by sin and rebellion, he lived and led his 
own family among the Babylonians in a life of denial, as did his family of birth, relative to his background. No one 
knew, nor did he give anyone ever, just cause to suspect his Jewish heritage. Contrast this, again, to Daniel and his 
fellows, Ezra, and Nehemiah—each of whom lived openly, readily acknowledging as well as being recognized, 
well received and highly regarded, all the way to the kings palace in light (and in spite) of their Jewish background. 
Thus, based upon their lives, consider also, that there seems to have been, in general, no significant stigma 
associated with being a person of Jewish background, so long as it caused no measurable headache or friction for 
their captors, which suggests then, Mordecai and family’s action in shielding their Jewish-ness was a matter of 
personal (lifestyle) choice, more than necessity, or, compulsion (His admonition to Esther further confirms that not 
only did no one know, but, none was ever likely to find out, so long as she kept her mouth shut—so thorough was 
their integration into the Babylonian social fabric and way of life.  Nothing about them in terms of features, dress, 
or, culture did ever belie their portrayal of themselves, or, their choice of cultural association—i.e., their refusal to 
live openly as Jews.). Kings like Nebuchadnezzar frequently sought the best and brightest from among his captors 
for service in his court and in other important positions, allowing them to serve under the banner of their national 
origin—albeit, according to Babylonian dictates. W
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Thus it seems that, as was the case with Samson, and contrary to His choice of Abraham and David (and, contrary as 
well, to the teaching on the Pentecostals and pastor Tenney), God was ultimately not looking for faith filled 
servants, at that particular juncture (to fulfill His designs in the face of the pagan Persians, or to carry out his 
purposes geared to the preservation of His people), just as He was fully apprised of Israel’s wicked bent, and, his 
propensity for rebellion, when He chose to showcase them before the world as His chosen people (when their 
prayers and cries went up to Him during their abode among the Egyptians, He was not their target, as they were 
praying to their idols). Were this not so, we may rest assured that He would have had no trouble finding faithful 
servants in the likes of Ezra (the priestly scribe and descendant of Aaron, who devoted himself totally to the pursuit 
of knowledge according to the Law of God, in hopes that he might teach others) and Nehemiah (cupbearer to 
Artaxerxes—son of Xerxes, to whom Esther was Queen—always mindful of the Hand of God upon him in whatever 
the affairs he undertook for His Glory, ever desirous that God should remember him “…for good…” or, with 
blessing for all his endeavors on behalf of his people). For this reason, faith on the parts of Esther and Mordecai was 
nonessential to the cause at hand, as they were in the final analysis mere tools, unwitting instruments in His 
plan to save, not so much their lives (those having chosen to remain still outside the land of Israel), as to insure the 
preservation of those of their countrymen—that core group who had journeyed back to Palestine, whose numbers 
(there were only around 50,000 thousand or so, initially) left them too small and too weak to fend for themselves 
(this would be the group from whose loins the world’s Messiah/Christ would spring, some four hundred years or 
so, later; it was for their good and well-being that the evil of the Hamans of the world had to be blocked). His plan 
did not call for such (faith in His ‘anointed’, or deliverer), as, His ultimate objective was to show Himself strong in
the performance of His plans and His promises to His servants, (all hammered out in eternity past), through the 
preservation of His people. Thus, we may safely conclude then that this Jewish Queen of the Persians and her foster 
family were no doubt good, decent, upstanding people in the community, probably therefore figuring prominently 
among all who lived on the ‘up’ side of the rebellion—neither sold out altogether to the idolatry of the day (though 
as has been shown, his name implies, idolatry was their preference), yet (consequently), not right with God either; in 
no way actively seeking His face. Hence, furthermore—unlike the choicest of His servants, contemporary and 
past—Mordecai, Esther and family did not know Him. Knowing Him, as we do, one might say in addition that, 
this whole encounter with Haman was intended to be a wake-up call for them, in a slumber from which they never 
shook themselves.

“Preparing” an Esther?
So then, in light of the evident implication behind Mr. Tenney’s quote of himself, “if God can use Esther, He can 
use any body”, is it fair to say that, or to assume that He will therefore use any young woman today in like manner, 
if she is properly “prepared” (what do we mean by ‘prepared’, and was Esther prepared, she and her family being 
out of fellowship with the Lord God Almighty, as they were?)? Certainly, the base sentiment of Mr. Tenney’s 
assertion is true, so much so that it almost seems ridiculous that he should have voiced it. It is on the horn of the 
ramification of that assertion, however, that his ignorance is laid bare. In light of the road that got them there as a 
nation, the path chosen and trod by Esther and her family up to the point of their need for redemption, is this 
something that any Christian should wish for his daughter, as the Pentecostals insist (would any orthodox Jew of any 
understanding do so today?)? Remember, they wandered away from, and, were therefore out of fellowship with the 
Lord their God. But for a few ‘diehard’ faithful, few sought God’s face or grace throughout the whole of the 
Babylonian captivity and beyond, to the coming of the Magi, following the birth of the Messiah—Jesus Christ, 
Savior of the world. Thus, not only did they not anticipate the impending need for such preparation as would be 
required, they were idolatrous worshipers of Babylonian gods, not God fearing Jews. How then, does one living in 
these times prepare another for the role of an “Esther”, when he is ignorant of the circumstances that forged her, in 
the first place? Can that be done, or, is it not more safe to say that only a fool, professing faith in God, might so 
desire? Regardless of the “beliefs” or the theology of some, these people were not walking in faith or seeking a right 
relationship/standing with God. Knowing the conditions and circumstances that shaped the void and gave the world 
“Esther” to drop in as fill, why foolishly lead a woman and her people off the straight and narrow, to ostensibly 
“prepare” her for supposed great things, when leading her in, teaching her (and her people) to choose, the “way of 
the Lord” would have been a much more honorable, and noble goal? The circumstance or situation that forged 
the need for Esther was sin and rebellion (in their homeland); that which came out of the crucible of the 
captivity to fill the need was an otherwise beautiful, adorable young woman shaped and prepared by her culture to 
continue in a life of sin and rebellion, out of the will of God, notW
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In contradistinction to this new round of errant dogma enthusiastically pandered and embraced by the holiness’
(supposed) 600,000,000, the fact is, you cannot ‘prepare’ an “Esther”. To the degree that such a person is 
prepared, to the same degree you no longer have an ‘Esther’ (assuming that by ‘prepare’, one means that the 
‘prepared’ is schooled in the things and laws of God, so that he/she walks in faith, waiting upon Him; giving thanks 
to Him for His provision.  Without controversy, there were no doubt such God-fearing young women of this type, 
schooled in things of the Lord, intelligent and highly attractive, of ‘Esther’ caliber and/or beyond.  By no means 
would God ever stoop to putting one of “His own”, faithful and true, into so vile a position, where she would be 
deprived of the right and the privilege to serve Him openly and freely—particularly when there are plenty 
of…Esthers, who won’t bow the knee, or, call on His name, even in times of trouble.). The road leading to and 
mandating the likes of and the services of an Esther, is one of willful, woeful negligence and aversion to the 
things of God (as shown already, the ‘prepared’—i.e., the Ezras, the Nehemiahs, the Daniels, etc., though preferred 
and highly favored in other applications—may be altogether ignored in this capacity). Her presence marks the 
existence of a life among lives still living in that rebellious state (beyond the 70 years captivity; well beyond the rise 
of Medo-Persia and the fall of Babylon), and thus out of fellowship with its Maker; in grave danger of 
extermination, yet having no manifest desire for reconciliation. Hence then—viewed in proper context—hers was in 
reality not at all an enviable position, nor is it one to be longed for by any Godly young woman, as, given the 
circumstances, only a idiot, lacking in understanding, would (as we shall see, forthwith). Furthermore, one should 
note that Mordecai and family were among that majority of Jews who chose to remain in Babylon, rather than return 
to Israel after the 70 years captivity had ended. Except for the families who gave us the Magi from the East—who 
may well have been (and in all likelihood were) men of Jewish descent—there is no historical or biblical evidence 
that the masses of those remaining attempted in anyway to carry on the Jewish tradition (except, perhaps, for the 
likes of Nehemiah, who worked dangerously in the kings court, and therefore, was expected to return.).

To the satisfaction and glory of God, Esther's life was in fact not one worthy of emulation, strictly speaking. In 
God’s economy and in light of His law, Esther was in fact, moreover, a whore, in that there appears to have been no 
official wedding between herself and the king (up front) with whom she slept (supposedly), and shared with other 
women. Following the advice of her uncle Mordecai, hiding the fact of her Jewish-ness, she made no effort to 
comply with the will or the word of God (in any matter, including marriage), in hope and trust that she might 
ultimately sway the palace—though she may well have, given that she was well favored in the king’s eyes, right off 
the bat (although she was a very young contemporary to Ezra, and she may have rubbed shoulders with Nehemiah, 
Jewish cup-barer to Artaxerxes—Daniel being alive, for perhaps the first ten years or so of her life, may well have 
been dead when she achieved recognition, arriving at the palace—it cannot be said with even modest certainty of 
either her or Mordecai, that they shared any such faith, and dedication to the things of God, as did these well known 
saints.). Hence, where righteousness was concerned, she was out of the will of God—though she remained and 
integral part of His plan for preservation (tragedy is, unlike Samson, who was also a major player in the plan of God 
but surrendering only at the very end of his service, having lived all of his life in a performance according to His
plan, yet, out of His will—as he was dedicated to the pursuit of pleasure, illicit sexual gratification and secular 
interests—she and her uncle never called on His name; they never humbled themselves before Him). 

To reiterate then, (humanly speaking) you cannot therefore prepare any person to fulfill such a role as that of 
Esther. Her selection was, as it were (from our vantage point), a random act of God, by means of which He sought 
only to offset a wicked, satanically inspired plot—hatched and handed off to the lethargic, detached, unconcerned, 
non-inquisitive palace by Haman, enemy all Jews—by reverse engineering a deliverance, right under his nose, from 
within the apathetic kings’ own throne room, so to speak (that plot left unimpeded, threatened to derail His 
planned redemption of all mankind; loss of the Jews at Shushan and else where throughout the kingdom, but for 
the likes of Ezra and Nehemiah—whose services were indispensable to the returnees’ survival—might otherwise 
have been much less of a bother). 

Furthermore, not only is it impossible to prepare a person for this kind of work of God, it is equally impossible 
to prepare him/her for any work when that person will not submit to the teaching of the word and will of God 
(as is the case with the churches of our day). Therefore, we must conclude that should this new effort by the holiness 
folk fail, as it must inevitably, to ignite a passion for the written word of God in its entirety—one that was clearly 
lacking in the life of Esther; one that might even be missing in theirs—it is highly unlikely (in the extreme) that 
anyone will ever be therefore outfitted and left fit for the Master’s use, by virtue of either this movie, or the book 
upon which it is based. They should, then—as they usually do, following any major endeavor on their part—‘take 
whatever money this thing generates, and run’
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appears this may well be the Pentecostal mantra: when his greed and/or need for cash coalesces finding a common 
outlet, heedless of whatever he does and says that is right—and yes, his teaching and preaching do incorporate a lot 
of biblical truth, albeit, used as ‘bait’—his general mindset seems to be “we don’t give a damned what the word of 
God says, nor do we care what His will is; we have an itch, and, this itch we will scratch, to our satisfaction, at 
His expense, in His Name, with His words”!)!

Conclusion 
So, by way of reiteration, was Esther’s then, in God’s eyes, an exemplary life, to be idolized and envied by all? She 
is at this hour a Jewish woman glorified and lifted high before the eyes of all the world, via the globe spanning reach 
of the Pentecostal, holiness TBN TV network, yet the reality is, she, whatever the shoe she fills in the plan of God, 
she is in truth a fine, beautiful woman who is lost for all eternity (like most, if not all of her peers and 
compatriots, born and reared in Babylon, having chosen therefore to stay, when they could have left—to serve and 
to do homage with pagans to their pagan, man-made gods, rather than to God, who is in deed God). In truth, where 
faith and trust are concerned, the lives Ruth the Moabitess (“I go where you go…your people will be my 
people…your God will be my God…”) and that of Rahab the whore of Joshua fame bares greater cause for 
jubilation (they turned and trusted in God, their faith being evident, manifest, and without controversy; Esther was 
simply a tool, in whom there was no evident trust in God.). These Gentile women will spend eternity in the presence 
of their Maker. Esther the Jew—without a doubt, like Samson, by the grace of God, born for the time in which she 
lived—along with her family, will instead join Solomon among the ranks of all who will never set foot upon streets 
of gold (assuming, as is likely the case, she and they died like they lived, in the same poly-theistic, God-rejecting, 
mindset).

Thus, in this day and age when the American church’s existence (among Anglo- and African Americans) bares a 
remarkable resemblance to that of the apostasy foretold by the Lord and His apostles—a day when men prefer 
theological, religious lies over sound doctrine, they will not submit to a thorough teaching of the Bible—one might 
conclude that via “One night with the King

. "Remain faithful, 

”, satan and his emissaries have added one more notch to their belts, 
having scored another victory, against the Christ (his Creator), from within the ranks of His churches (in like 
manner as God’s saving of Israel from within the courts of the kingdom seeking its liquidation, or, reviving His 
church from within the ranks of the Roman Catholic system that smothered it for over one thousand years; “tit for 
tat”, the devil seems to be gloating—“I can do to You what You do to me”, or, “you kick my cat, I shoot Your dog”!). 
Like fools, they, and all who will not submit themselves to the teaching of the Bible, will now march off, ecstatically 
searching for hope and inspiration in a life in which of itself there was no hope, effectively completely ignoring the 
Hand behind that life (the Real Star in the story of Esther, which should have been the focus of Mr. Tenney’s 
attention), and the lives which were indeed touched, shaped, and cultured by that same unseen Hand via His Word, 
so as to be exemplary, and therefore worthy of all emulation (i.e., the Ezras, the Nehemiah’s, the Daniel’s and his 
companions, the Ruths and the Rahabs, etc.).

If indeed the works of the Tenney/Crouche coalition are for such a time as this, the weight of their combined, 
manifest spiritual, biblical ineptness has most assuredly ruined it.

Similar to King David’s mistake of consultation with the wrong people when he sought to return the Ark of the 
Covenant to Jerusalem (after the Philistines were forced to disgorge it), so likewise, similarly, there was no 
consultation with the priests of God either before Esther’s rendezvous with king Ahasueras who is Xerxes of 
Nehemiah, or during the moment of crisis for all Jews hatched by Haman. What is more, the Jews did not then (do 
not now?) even acknowledge or remember God even in their Purim feasts, celebrating their victory over Haman. 

“One night with the king”, “for such a time as this” (oddly, no one appears to have seen fit to explain this statement. 
Hence, what do they mean? What are they trying to say, or, what’s the point?)? If this movie is the handy work of 
the Almighty, as they claim, then it would have to be so only in the since of II Thessalonians 2, God’s response to a 
church that will not otherwise respond to Him, according to His word. Indeed, we among men may, can, and 
frequently do create the “messes” that demand an Esther, however, God has only responded once in the history of 
the world, filling the vacuum with the presence of an ‘Esther’. There will be needs and dire circumstances in the 
future, where an “Esther” would be a definite plus, albeit, none will be sent—certainly, none that we prepare. When 
we create our life-threatening ‘messes’ today, the only Remedy “for such a time as this” with which God will 
respond is found at the foot of a cross, bearing His only born Son, Jesus Christ the Nazarene
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even though it will cost you your life", Jesus cautioned the faithful churches of Asia Minor. Thus, “Esthers”, and 
any cavalry she could lead to the rescue, are expressly precluded.

Billy Graham: "…We've never been a Christian Country…"!

God's Mercy Embraces all Religions and Approaches
Billy Graham:  An American icon. For decades, one of the most recognized, widely respected 
and most trusted names under the banner of Christianity. Certainly, this discussion would not be 
complete without his perspective, and, some perspective on him. That being the case, surely one 
cannot go wrong, behind that name, right? Just ask the likes of Dr. John McArthur, host of the 
radio broadcast "Grace to You" (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5G-cl9-Uzw), Robert 
Schuller (with whom his thinking and teaching had been at odds for decades, and, who during an 
interview of the much aged Mr. Graham on his show, a few years ago, was stunned by Graham’s 
professed change of heart on key issues that had once divided them) and others who know him, 
and, are not bashful about speaking the truth and revealing what they know.  The vast majority of 
American white Christians (the “intellectuals”, mind you!) and their white pastorate are so far 
out of the loop, so duped and deluded, spiritually and theologically that—even with Dr. Graham 
himself making public professions of denial, and, other big wigs in ministry affirming his current 
state of mind—they still do not get it!  Americans have been duped and deluded—most, by 
choice!  Her brand and practice or profession of Christianity and faith in God is a conspicuous 
sham and a farce in theological shambles led by some of the best educated, biggest names ever to 
grace the gospel trail, and, the ministerial stage or pastoral platform.

Jesus Christ not the only "Way, Truth, or Life"
The world’s best known, most recognized evangelist has in his waning years both professed and 
shown his ignorance of scripture and denied the Christ he preached around the world for decades 
as the only “Way, Truth, and Life”, i.e., according to him, there are other ways and roads to a 
saving relationship with God the Father than Jesus Christ (go to YouTube and search “Billy 
Graham, Interview with Robert Schuller”; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrf60-zHl9A).  In 
so many words, Jesus Christ, Son of God, is now, to Mr. Graham, a Liar, and a Fraud!  And, the 
best educated, and most articulate of America's affluent, arrogant white churches (and other 
religious institutions, including Afro-American ones, and Mexicans) are too ignorant and stupid 
to either know, or, to care, assuming they do know. 

"I feel that I belong to all the churches. I'm equally at home in an Anglican…or, a Roman 
Catholic church…and, I would have to say that I identify with the culture, and the customs and 
the teachings of that particular church", Mr. Graham responded, when asked about his views on 
purgatory (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f68IgZruyNI). In so many words, all roads, all 

The vast majority of American white Christians (the “intellectuals”, mind you!) 

and their white pastorate are so far out of the loop, so duped and deluded, 

spiritually and theologically that—even with Dr. Graham himself making 

public professions of denial, and, other big wigs in ministry affirming his current 

state of mind—they still do not get it!
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Christian denominations of thought lead to God and are equally acceptable to Him, in the mind 
of this current elderly Rev. Billy Graham—quite the opposite of what he has historically taught, 
and, what the Bible actually teaches.

We're a Secular Country
"So, is this still, a Christian country", another Interviewer queried? To his credit, Billy Graham, 
openly in his own words and voice, does acknowledge in that conversation, "No, we're not a 
Christian country; we've never been a Christian country. We're a secular country, by our 
constitution…where Christians live…and have a 
voice, but, ah, we're not a Christian country" 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f68IgZruy
NI). In so stating, a silver haired Dr. Graham 
immediately affirms that all of today's top tier, 
well known preachers (Including the likes of the 
late Adrian Rogers of "Love Worth Finding", 
Southern Baptist preacher Dr. Robert Jeffries, 
the late D. James Kennedy of Corral Ridge 
Ministries, etc., etc.) who teach that America is 
and has always been Christian, are in fact liars. 
But, why? How could the best-known American 
"voice for Christ" make so damning an 
indictment? If that is true, and Mr. Graham is 
right—as indeed he is, by accounts and measures 
beyond his own testimony—then these men and 
others like them would know that.  Thus, when they talk about "Christian" founding fathers, and 
such (most are said to have been 'deists'—the ones who were not deists, were the products and 
purveyors of only a faulty, fruitless brand of Christianity), and, a "return to her roots", what they 
are really saying is that they affirm and embrace all the evils perpetrated by those "fathers" upon 
Africans, Indians, Mexicans and others in the name of God, and, as such they long for a return to 
that time of unbridled hostility and bigotry. There never was, never has been, is not now, nor will 
there ever be a "Christian America". 

Small wonder then, God's call for her to be burned with fire, in light of all the theological and 
spiritual damage she has done, in the name of Almighty God?

Secret Societies

“For our struggle is not with flesh and blood. Rather our warfare is…centered ultimately in the realm of the 
demonic…” (Ephesians 6:10-20). There is that among us at this late hour—constrained and restrained though is—
which may easily represent the ultimate physical manifestation of this reality. So much so is this true that, far, far 
too many of America’s churches, seminaries and Bible schools amount to something on the order of theological and 
spiritual deathtraps. Having been successfully infiltrated, they are heavily influenced and satanically guided, from 
behind the scenes, by these sinister, diabolical influences.

Of all that ails America, it might well be argued that the most damning of influences come from 
the presences of and, in the operation of the secret societies. According to some sources, they 

“…when they talk about "Christian" 

founding fathers…and, a "return to 

her roots", what they are really saying 

is that they affirm and embrace all the 

evils perpetrated by those "fathers" 

upon Africans, Indians, Mexicans 

and others in the name of God, and, 

as such they long for a return to that 

time of unbridled hostility and 

bigotry.”
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appear to contribute marvelously to her place in God’s eschatological timetable, on a sour note. 
It may be that these make and mark her eternally as Babylon the Great, more than anything else. 

Cecil Rhodes' Federal World Government
Occult, often highly secretive organizations featuring hidden agendas and secret knowledge that 
has to be kept from the public at all cost, the secret societies are said to be the folk who actually 
run and control not only America, but in one way or the other, the entire world. It is said that all 
have in general, one common goal: subjugation of all humanity, under the rule of a One World 
Government System. This idea was originally suggested and proposed in the early days of the 
1900s by a gentleman by the name of Cecil Rhodes—founder of the Rhodes Scholarship, by 
means of which he had hoped to facilitate his dream—and supported generously by writer H. G. 
Wells. Mr. Rhodes’ plan envisioned imposition of a Federal World Government, enforced 
jointly by the U. S. and the British Empire. George W. Bush, Sr. was recorded 91 years later, 
during an engagement on 9/11/1991, at which he spoke passionately about realizing in a “New 
World Order…the universal aspiration of mankind…peace, and security, freedom and the rule of 
law” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o). This law he stated, would “…govern 
the conduct of nations”—thus indicating that Mr. Rhodes’ original initiative is very much alive, 
and in the works. The torch for that initiative is being hoisted and carried by the secret societies 
today. 

Part of the agenda for the facilitation of this supposed New World order, calls for some form of a 
process of elimination, i.e., that is they wish to implement various dangerous, deadly schemes 
aimed at drastic, global population reduction. In short, this New World Order is not for 
everybody. Somebody—perhaps billions—will have to die. Leading the pack of those who so 
think and plan is a group called the Illuminati. Allegedly, this organization wants to depopulate 
the world by as many as 5.5 billion souls, by means of outright slaughter, orchestrated conflicts, 
political and economic chaos, and deadly bioengineered diseases (sounds like the blueprint for 
the initiation of Rev. 6, does it not, which also foresees war and famine?)! The Rockefeller 
family and their foundation are believed to be strong backers of a hellish scheme to eliminate 
half the world’s current population, including between 125 million and 150 million Americans—
all part of an effort known to some as “managed chaos”. This is not at all inconceivable, 
considering the hundreds of millions mercilessly slaughtered by the communists between the rise 
of Lenin and Trotsky, and, the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991—including the millions upon 
millions of deaths occasioned by Hitler and the Nazis. Per one of Hal Lindsey's 2009 May 
reports, our own Bill Gates and Oprah Winfrey are said to have been part of a consortium of 
some of the richest people on earth, which met in NYC last March to discuss, among other 
things, the issue of population control. As self-appointed "gods" of the matter, they are said to be 
tops among those who have determined that the world has too many people, in which case 
someone has to die, to balance things out, while they have sole authority to decide who lives!

Society Mindset
All of the secret societies are said to be known for having several things in common, whatever 
their individual goals, agendas, or, areas of specialization, as they work to bring about their 
perception of a NeW
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 all are given to paganism and luciferianism, i.e., worship of satan, or, the devil

”

; 
notwithstanding their professions of faith in God, and their active participation in the 
local churches

 all in some way affect some level of sway and control over virtually every aspect 
American society through infiltration of all of its major institutions, including schools 
(religious and secular), Bible colleges and seminaries, and its churches, where they seek 
to manipulate via the mind, economics, politics, media, and the military

 all are said to be:
1. arrogant, prideful—seeing themselves as superior, elite possessors of truths that cannot 

be revealed
2. dual personalities—they have one persona for the general public; another for members of 

their own ranks; they are anti-God, hence they do not worship the True and Living God, 
as they see themselves as the highest form of life—their public professions and church 
affiliations notwithstanding

3. taught orally, in bits and pieces over time so as to avoid written records, and thereby the 
risk of inadvertent publication

4. believe that all men are inherently good, contrary to biblical teaching such that all men 
are inherently evil, via the fall of Adam 

5. believe that all religions tend toward, or, lead to God (remembering, their ‘god’ is the 
devil)

 have memberships in a scandalous and depraved, men’s sex club--having ranks of nearly 
3000 strong (known as the Bohemian Grove, which is said to have numbered many of 
America’s top men, including, the Bushes, Nixon, Henry Kissinger, Colin Powell, 
Chenney, Merv Griffin, Danny Glover, Gingerich and Reagan; the names John Kerry, 
Bill Clinton, Peter Jennings, Tony Blair, the Rockefellers and others are associated with 
others of these types of organizations)

 some seek the destruction of “the global status quo” through managed conflict (The 
Round table), while others are aimed at destruction of the US (The Majestic Twelve)

Perhaps the best known of these hell-spun, secret society groups in America are the Freemasons 
and the Order of the Skull and Bones. A detailed sketch of the Bonesmen follows, preceded by 
this overview of the Masons.

The Masons

The beliefs and practices of those of the Masonic Lodges are as follows:
1. they set a trap to entice new members by portrayal of themselves as a multi-faith 

organization
2. hold all members in check, sworn to secrecy, by virtue of a deadly oath; that is, any 

mason who breaks his silence is subject to a Masonic death penalty; the dreaded blood-
oath

3. are devoted Satanists and worshippers of Lucifer, although the lower ranking members 
do not know it; or, at least they are not told

4. require a loyalty to Masonry that transcends country, family, or, faith in God—
against whom they are viewed as rising up in war

5. are masters of deceit; real-life purveyors of “true liesW
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6. main agenda, due to deep-seated hatred, is the undermining of Christianity, to which 
they are deeply opposed

7. promote a heresy called “indifferentism”, wherein all religions are equal in value
8. are known for past activities which include starting wars, spawning of revolutions, 

causing of assassinations, overthrow of organizations
9. envision the new world order as one given to secular humanism, and, called a Masonic 

Republic
10. are themselves controlled by the Order of the Skull and Bones Society

The Skull and Bones

President George W. Bush parades occasionally before the public, masquerading as a “born-
again” Christian, even calling upon God to “bless America” in times of trouble (interestingly, he 
never seems to see fit to give thanks, in Gods name, publicly when times are good, trouble-free, 
for blessings already bestowed!). At the same time, on the other hand, it seems it is (now at least) 
a matter of public record that, like his father (former president George, Sr.), and his grandfather 
Prescott, George W. is an active, full-fledged member of this powerful, secret society known as 
the Skull and Bones—that, in spite of his alleged long standing disdain for both Yale and the 
society, and, the supposed distance he maintains between them and himself (according to Kris 
Millegan, in the online article “The Order of the Skull and Bones: Everything you always wanted 
to know…”, Mr. Bush began his involvement in secret societies at age 12.). Rival, senator (and 
former democratic, presidential-hopeful) John Kerry is also known to be a member of this 
society, called variously the “Order” and the “Brotherhood of Death”. Legally, it operates 
under the pseudonym, The Russell Trust—being so incorporated in 1856, by U. S. international 
drug runners and narcotics smugglers W. H. Russell and Daniel Gilman.

The Skull and Bones society was formed in these United States in 1832-33 by William H. Russell
as Chapter 322, with the blessing and the permission, of a secret society founded, rooted and 
operating in Germany. It was first established and is now headquartered on the campus of Yale 
University. It is not, however, a fraternal organization, and is found on no other college or 
university campus. 

Whereas membership—always by invitational only, always selected by Yale seniors, from the 
ranks of the junior class—was originally limited to the males of the prominent WASP families 
(White Anglo-Saxon Protestant: the powerful and elites among the early settlers from England), 
the last 25-30 years has seen an expansion that now allows women and minorities. In addition to 
having its own governing rules and ceremonial rites, all members are required to swear to an 
oath of secrecy, and to keep silent about their activities and membership, even to the point of
denial, when accused of holding memberships in the society (the nature and activity of these 
ceremonial rites is worthy of note in that, for highly intelligent, reasonably well educated men 
and now women, they can be quite bizarre. They are said to feature roles for seniors dressed as 
the devil

activities of the group, we now know something of that membership and of the society’s inner 

, Don Quixote, the pope, as well as a human sacrifice in effigy killed by slitting of the 
throat, and a masturbation ritual while spilling one’s guts about one’s most intimate sexual life 
before a panel of his initiates!). Thanks to a disgruntled member, repulsed by some of the W
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workings. Interestingly, based upon a limit of 15 new ‘taps’ per year, membership is said to 
never be much larger than 800 living at any one time.

The Book of Bonesman Membership

In 1983, that frustrated member smuggled a membership book to Dr. Anthony C. Sutton, a 
professor (and foremost authority on the Skull and Bones) at Stanford University. Dr. Sutton was 
given 24 hours to make copies, then, return the book. It is by virtue of the contents of this book 
that we now know the ambitions, the scope of its influence, and the impact of its intrusion into to 
the affairs of government, finances, law, education, as well as religion, in this country, at the 
highest levels, for over 150 years (at the time the book was made public). That influence and 
impact are said to be enormous. 

The Objective of the Bonesmen
The chief objective of the Skull and Bones is power and control; to study and know the elements 
that make up society, then through manipulation of those elements, to affect change in some 
specified manner, leading to a specific goal, or accomplishment. Toward this end, they are said 
to employ manipulative antics in the form of “managed conflict”, or, “crisis management”, 
wherein they create or cause a problem then “manage” or guide that problem to a solution that is 
always in their best interests. They appear to be indiscriminate in terms of party or group 
affiliation, always prepared, willing and able to play on any side of any given court, playing all 
sides against the middle, all in favor of their agenda. In addition to being the cause behind many 
of the world’s major conflicts of the recent past (not the least of which included financial 
backing of Ashkenazi Jew-led Bolshevik communism as well as the Stalinist communism; 
backing and financing of Hitler and his Third Reich; controlling US education system), they are 
said to be the reason for the crisis the world is facing currently. This, one can only suppose, must 
include the present wars in Afghanistan and Iraq (just as we have been conditioned to accept the 
notion that “sex” sells and is therefore a good thing for “sales”, so likewise, we have been served 
and are now enjoying the fruit of reason that says “war is good for the economy”—who cares 
about all the lives war will commune; this might be their motto; a certain political pundit/analyst 
was recorded and publicly televised making that exact comment during a news brief, a few years 
ago.).

The Bonesman’s Disdain for the Almighty God
It has been said, moreover, the ultimate goal of the Bonesmen is the so-called New World Order, 
with its One World Government system. Toward this end then, they seek to control not only 
major secular institutions, but that which is purely religious as well (i.e., that which is commonly 
labeled “protestant Christianity”). Herein, they are said to have influenced the direction of 
seminaries (no specifics given in terms of which, why, or, how) and to have links to the Federal 
Council of Churches (one can only assume that their influence of the seminaries means that to 
some degree what is taught there is directly the result of their presence and hand). Given that the 
organization is known, by even secular observers, to have rituals which are not only grotesquely 
sinful and shameful, but, decidedly, ironically, satanic in nature as well, this pits the Bonesman 
in direct confrontation and battle with the Almighty Himself. Thus, a war with God having 
been begun millennia in arrears, rages on now in the physical, from within the realm of the W
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theological and spiritual shambles that they are (and from which they are not likely to rise) in 
part because of them. Why? 

Bonesmen are keenly aware of the role and influence “religion”, most notably Christianity, has 
played in the shaping of this nation, and in the advancement of “colored people” in this country. 
They know quite well that it was not a lot of northern whites who sought to bring down the 
American slave trade, but a comparative handful of white American abolitionists who happened 
to operate under the banner and authority of Christianity—just as Wilberforce, supposedly a 
Christian, is credited with the topple of that hideous trade in the UK. They know that Jim Crow
and its Black Codes fell due in large measure to the insights, wisdom, efforts, and determination 
of one man—a man carrying a Bible and calling on the Name of God (by means of Jim Crow and 
its Codes, black Americans were systematically, “institutionally” deprived, oppressed, and 
terrorized into subjection for 100 years, after he was legally free from American slavery). Hence,
while they do not believe in God, they know well the influence and power to affect change, 
endemic to that Name, and to His Book, the Bible. Control that Name, control and/or short-
circuit its effectiveness. The nation can never again be divided where all Christian thought and 
action is dictated in some key measure by the Skull and Bones agenda, as opposed to God, 
through a Christian agenda. Influence, power, change, control? Are they not all key words 
descriptive of a domain exclusively theirs? All notions of God, therefore, must be eliminated.

Relative to education, particularly of children, “Bonesmen” are known to favor “Hegelian” 
thought, which stipulates that the “state” is the highest of all authorities, i.e., the state is 
“God”—not equal to “God”, rather, there is no “God”, above the state (George Wilheim F. 
Hegel was a German educator who followed and enlarged upon the thinking of his predecessor 
Johan Fitche)! You therefore have no freedom, except as the “state” so decrees. Children must be 
taken over by the “state” and educated in such a manner that they are taught “how” to think and 
“what” to think (they are systematically robbed of any potential for self-will at an early age, as 
their will is shaped, and mated inextricably to the will of the state.). Too bad that the many 
“town-criers” of late cannot seem to do a better job of explaining these things! 

There’s More Rot’n in a State, not Denmark!
Consider that Yale’s Divinity School has been led and controlled by “Bonesman” since 1886 
(per the Kris Millegan report). Consider also, that a system of hospitals and schools set up and 
run by this Yale institution in 1903, was prevailed upon to lend its services to CIA operatives 
(heavily influenced by Skull and Bones) in their effort to manage a booming narcotics trade with 
China (opium was viewed as something the Chinese would buy willingly, allowing the US to 
purchase silk, porcelain and tea, without dipping into then scarce supplies of precious metals. 
More interestingly, Bonesman George Bush, Sr. is believed to have been a CIA operative since 
the 1950’s, and was entrusted with the business of consolidating and coordinating US interests in 
the global narcotics industry, the largest industry on the planet—one of the world’s biggest 
producer/users of opium products being China. During the Reagan/Bush administration, 
billionaire and one-time presidential contender Ross Perot was removed from a position 
commissioned with the responsibility for tracking down American POWs and MIAs. It seems 
Mr. Perot complained one time too many that he couldn’t do the job he was sent to do, for 
repeatedly stumbling upon evidences of corruption in the ranks, involving the American 
government’s global drug peddling and illegal arms deals. Zapata Offshore has been linked to W
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CIA drug-smuggling endeavors, designed to generate cash on the streets of America, with which 
they would in turn finance arms sales/purchases for the Nicaraguan Contras during the 1986-88 
Iran-Contra Affair (George Bush was co-founder and vice president of Zapata Oil before 
becoming president of this off-shoot, Offshore operation). This lends credibility to rumors in 
circulation years ago, alleging that white America was largely responsible for the epidemic of 
drugs flowing into the ghettoes of our black communities (which raises a very sobering question: 
during its battles and bombings of Columbian drug lords, was the US government concerned at 
all about the problem of drugs on US streets, or, was it jealously protecting its own turf and stake 
in the international opium/heroin/cocaine market?). What about the present war in Afghanistan, 
opium-growing capital of the world?

In Summation

She is largely secular.   As such, she is arrogant. Her moral fiber is weak. She appropriates all that is America to 
her own genius and wit, leaving no room for acknowledgment of the Almighty in her daily affairs. In so doing, she 
effectively snubs God. She and she alone controls His churches!  Is that any wonder when the likes of the right 
reverend Dr. Billy Graham readily affirm that she is not, nor has she ever been a Christian nation--or, when we 
consider the satanic forces and hidden societies that actually drive her, from behind the scenes? Hers is, therefore, 
an attitude of insolence that cannot and will not be ignored, nor will it go unanswered, before and as this country 
lapses into the dusts of time and eternity. It is so abundantly obvious from the history and heritage of this otherwise 
great nation—the United States of America—that she could and would never, ever have come this far, except for the 
grace and guiding Hand of One far Greater than 
any human mind could ever have fathomed. The 
present fruits of education, the sciences, and 
industry—together with all their contributions in 
the form of achievements and advancements were 
not even remote pipe dreams, prior to the year 
1900. No scientist then, such as there were, would 
ever have believed that this day, 113 years (5 
months and 15 days, +!) later, was or could ever 
be a reality. Though the Word of God was replete 
with suggestions throughout, no human eye ever 
saw this day coming. The logistics of how to get 
mankind here were simply not forthcoming—
everything new, in terms of ideas and inventions, 
having been exhausted; this, according to leading 
men in business, industry, and, finance. Thus, there 
was absolutely no indication and no reason to 
believe that America would ever end the day 
leading the pack, in a league all its own, the 
world’s only remaining super-power, the only 
nation worthy and capable of filling the shoes of 
“Babylon the Great”. Even now, top evangelicals 
do their utmost to lead the world of incredulous, 
evangelical/fundamentalist Christianity around the 
obvious. Yet, evidently such has been the pre-
ordination and the decree of the Almighty. America was destined (by God) for “such ‘an ignominious’ time as 
this”.

Moreover, an America bored with God and the things of God—in a fashion similar to that of Malachi’s OT Jews—
is not likely to be a people on His most favored nations list (reconsider the Preface, “Bastions of Deception…”). 
America will give an accounting to the God of the Heavens for all her actions. Of this, we may be assured. 

Ditch the Melting Pot!
This writer was privileged, and somewhat appalled to learn 
toward the end of 2010 that, during the boom years leading 
up to the housing and banking busts of 2006 & 7, the 
standard for global currency valuation actually shifted at 
some point, from a worldwide gold standard, to one based 
upon the US dollar—another clear testament to the 
undeniable parallel between God's depiction of the universal 
influence of Babylon the Great, during the 'last days', and the 
world-spanning influence of these United States of 
America—during what surely cannot but be the Bible's "last 
days"! God's demand "burn her with fire" implies not only 
that this may be the passion of the Almighty, but that of the 
nations as well—which will doubtless be His instrument of 
destruction. Certainly, at this critical hour, with every nation 
scrambling to regain some sense of economic composer—
following the letdown of the almighty dollar—readjusting 
their thinking and reorganizing individual financial 
structures, portfolios and priorities around the gold standard, 
this assumption is more than plausible. Even more intriguing, 
those nations are receiving encouragement from former top 
US White House officials to do as much, as well as to 
distance themselves, in preparation for a world without the 
dominance of a Melting Pot.
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Realistically—thanks to her politics, religious atmosphere, her economic status as a nation on the international 
horizon—there can be little doubt as but that she is the Babylon portrayed, and whose demise is celebrated, in 
chapter 18 of this the Revelation of Jesus—the Christ of Calvary, Lamb of the Living God. Her polluted and God-
less Christianity has closed the hearts of many to a saving knowledge of the Man from Galilee. Her catastrophic, 
God-orchestrated collapse will be the catalyst that lights the fires that open the eyes of a world that will otherwise 
not see; the brightness of her flaming ruins, the fuel that will drive many around the world to their knees before 
the cross of Christ.

Thus we see then that in addition to God-less, secular America—which somehow manages to 
grow worse by the day—Christianity in America in all of its many phases, shall we say, is just as 
much a smoke and a burning, in the eyes and nostrils of Him who sits in the Heavenlies, 
watching and observing constantly. Her high visibility, high profile, high standing upon the 
world’s stage put her in prime position to impact the world for better or for worse, in every way 
imaginable—including the cause of Christ (far above that of any other nation). He sees and 
knows very well that the most active nation in the universe right now is the United States of 
America, where missionary outreach is concerned, and yet the God and Christ carried abroad 
(and preached domestically) is not the same as the God and Christ of the Bible. Its churches 
sound His Name weekly, Christian media daily, yet it is a nation of professing Christians who do 
not know their own Savior. Their demise is imminent, well prophesied, yet through spiritual 
illiteracy and a lack of spiritual discernment and concern, they cannot read the handwriting that 
is clearly upon the walls of our times. Thus the combined effort of the secular to shut God out 
of American life altogether on the one hand, and that of all the various aspects of the 
(disingenuous) Christian religion to exploit, market and make merchandise of God and His 
Christ on the other hand, make it a very real (unimpeachable) possibility that Babylon the Great
of Revelation 18 is none other than our very own America the Beautiful (the blindness and 
ignorance of top tier, well-educated, spiritually mal-adjusted evangelical/fundamentalist white 
preachers, notwithstanding!). Hence the elation expressed in the opening verses of chapter 18, is 
justified. Notwithstanding the wealth of Rome, thanks to the “Vatican billions” (or, its purported
billions, mostly stripped from between teeth of its catholic subjects over the centuries; although 
it claims to be broke), throw in the fact of its position as leader among world powers 
economically, so that all roads lead to these United States—making it a virtual dumping ground, 
for almost half (40%) of all the world’s goods, at the feet of her 300,000,000 souls, totaling only 
5% of the world’s 7 billion (in addition, we are the largest consumer of foreign oil—seriously 
challenged, if not yet surpassed, by China some say—and the world’s leader in sorceries, i.e., 
trafficker in opium by-products, and, marijuana), and, we have not less than the ultimate recipe, 
a “dead-ringer” for Babylon the Great. This thought becomes even more compelling when we 
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consider the multitudes of foreign investors, merchants, and transportation companies who are 
made rich and wealthy (directly or indirectly) by virtue of free trade with her. Even with China, 
India and Brazil on the rise, the fact is they only prosper as the US prospers. Lose Vatican City, 
or Rome and all of Italy, and the world might dare take notice. Lose America, the impact of her 
loss on global economies would be phenomenal, catastrophic, devastating even (witness the 
justifiable concern and anxiety felt around the globe following the recent collapse of the housing 
market, which has crippled the investment banking industry worldwide, leaving ripple effects 
throughout all major world economies, in all markets, including and to the point of threatening 
the very existence of the big-three auto-makers—GM being the world’s largest employer; that is, 
until the first quarter of 2009, when it was surpassed by Toyota! Note: as of 05/11/2013, GM and 
the other auto makers are said to have all returned to some semblance of profitability—thanks in 
part to the Obama-orchestrated taxpayer funded “welfare” bale-out, for the wealthy; ostensibly, 
“too big to fail”!). She could never be replaced, as evinced by the fact that none can rise to her 
equal, even during these relatively good times, economically. The EU has been daring enough 
to try, but, chose bodaciously to leave out one key ingredient: God! Thus, the 
evangelical/fundamentalist suggestion that the beast will have the time and occasion to revive 
and bring back ancient Babylon to such prominence and prosperity as is pictured in Revelation 
18 is expressly precluded—the height of speculative lunacy. The trail of destruction and the 
globe spanning economic fallout and havoc rooted in this Babylon's collapse, augmented by the 
outbreak of WWIII, all followed hard and further promoted by Acts of God that lead straight to 
the front door of his (3.5 years, as the beast) short global tenure also assures that this feat will be 
utterly unattainable. In so many words, God will Himself, see to it that Babylon, Iraq will never 
rise to the estate of John's "Babylon the Great". 

Side Bar

We have been given a glimpse of this somber reality by the recent (as of 10/28/07) economic downturn to hit US 
markets, as it relates to the building and construction industry. Banks and foreign governments all around the world 
are said to have invested heavily in it during the recent boom years, and so consequently are in danger of going 
bust, as the sale of new homes has once more fallen flat. Multitudes of investors stand to suffer substantial losses. As 
of 11/15/08, one year later, Bear-Stearns, AIG, Leahman Brothers, the Big Three Auto-makers and other fat-cat, 
historically wealthy organizations have been reduced to the status of virtual welfare recipients, all clamoring for 
cash handouts at taxpayer expense, in order to stay afloat. Once more, following the 1980’s revelation of the new 
face of homelessness in America, well-educated, once affluent white Americans grace the pages and screens of US 
media, sniffling and crying because they cannot believe what has happened and/or will happen to them, worrying 
out of concern over how they will now feed their families and pay their mortgages, etc., etc., etc. Within our own 
ranks, fat cat, successful African-American intellectuals and MBAs strut like fools in the wake of their many 
achievements, not realizing that we are a nation in deep trouble and grave, grave danger. Al Mansoul, black 
commentator and contributor to a Denver area African-American-oriented community newspaper, has observed that 
black intellectuals with college degrees just do not get it; they don't understand that "we are not a people who 
produce, as much as we are consumers."

 cannot wait to be rid.

Our soft under belly and our vulnerability having been exposed, we as a nation now rest 
perilously as if in “the eye of the Tiger”—angry and hungry—His repeated warnings snubbed, 
unheeded, having fallen on deaf ears. Well-endowed for flavor in terms of wealth and potential 
(thanks to His graciousness and generosity), we are no less a nation unreservedly foul to His 
Holy tastes. We are—Christians, and not; saved and unsaved—a hideous savor of which the 
Lion of the JewsW
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Thus an arrogant, self-reliant nation of self-described winners now, Babylon the Great—these 
United States of America—is slated to end the day as the world’s “biggest” looser, in only one 
hour, per God’s biblical mandate. 

Moreover, with her out of the loop, the way will then be cleared for the initiation of the 
apparently, organized, chaotic period pictured in the Revelation 6, Phase two of the New 
World Order—which will of course be preceded by the Russian led EU/Muslim invasion of 
Israel (this could and will likely occur concurrently with her destruction and downfall, or, shortly 
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Imagine:  You Are God!
Preface

Plan A & Plan B
Think. Imagine!  You are God.  Concurrent with the return of your people from a two thousand 
year slumber, exiled in foreign lands, You have implemented PLAN A, making provision that 
assured the rise of a strong nation, most powerful on the planet, as promised. You have moved 
on now to PLAN B, in which a stern ultimatum has been issued: That nation, comparable to 
nothing in the known universe, the mightiest ever, must be destroyed.  The total, irreversible, 
unstoppable, horrifying collapse of that high profiled, prideful nation, from start to finish (4.5 
centuries or so in the making), must be, can and will be confined to the space of 1 hour.  How 
would You, accomplish that?  

Plan B1
For starters, YOU, the Almighty have no intention of direct, hands on intervention.  You’ve made 
that clear.  No!  So, instead, You have instituted another mandate, a kind of addendum to the 
original plan, thus, PLAN B1:  The nations around this nation of nations are to perform the 
honors.  But, being weaker even corporately, how are they going to do that, in the face of certain, 
withering reprisal?  Moreover, why should they, when they rely on her stability, her economic 
vigor, her influence and her savvy in international affairs—i.e., if she goes down, they go down; 
she falls, they fall; whatever happens to her, happens to them(!)?

The nations know her capabilities; they revere her strengths—they’ll not follow the lead of the 
ill-fated Japanese in WWII.  Hiroshima is etched prominently on her gun barrels—powerful gun 
barrels that protrude, around the world.  Beyond memory, Nagasaki is a haunting, non-
reassuring reality.  Thus, no one doubts that any serious threat realized will draw swift, deadly 
attention; a damning retaliation.  Whatever action is begun in the night of secrecy, must be 
supplemented concisely, in the bright lights of reality; a devastating follow-up, rendering 
maximum debilitation in high efficiency, without compromise—leaving nothing to chance (the 
nations don’t know YOU, the Almighty; but, by now they know YOUR score—as they feel, 
YOUR heartbeat (after all, You put it there, into the very depths of their unwitting souls!)—in 
that score, there is no PLAN C!).  You have known all along, they know quite well by now, that 
they only get one chance.

Thus, the nations know what must be done; they know that it must be done, and, they know they
must do it.  Desire, however, is one thing; at most, only half the battle.  The foolish, near 
mindless kamikaze-like antics of the restless Muslim will never suffice, stand-alone.  So, how do 
You rouse these relatively weak nations so that they emerge from a darkness of stealth, march 
past the glaring eyes of a crouching death they know will pounce, fierce as a tiger—at the 
slightest provocation, with the screech of an eagle—to bring down a colossus, of over 300 
million strong?  A Goliath of a nation, sitting on abundant resources, buttressed by arrogant but 
powerful industries with the ingenuity to set herself free (at a price) from the rest of the world on W
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powerful military ever known to mankind—commanded by headstrong, God-less perhaps, but no 
less capable generals who know it quite well, and, who gloat (Goliath-like):  “We’kin beat 
anybody on the battlefield”?  

Stanislav Petrov:  America’s Hero!

Is God kiddin’, the nations might wonder, if they knew your plan?  Or, are YOU, God, mad 
(strictly speaking, You know, like they know, that the American generals are right—so long as 
You are left completely out of the picture!)?  Sympathetic to their plight and considerate of the 
might of the objective, You open a Bible and call their attention to Gideon, the Abiezrite (Judges 
6-8).  “Go ask Stanislav”, You insist, “America’s Hero”:  Stanislav Petrov, Lt. Colonel, Army; 
commander of the ICBM missile brigade that was to have fried the Melting Pot (30 years ago)—
thus, a.k.a., “The Man Who Saved the World”; USSR; 09/26/1983!  Improbable as any such 
feat was 115 years ago, he certainly won’t think YOU’re so “loony”!  Thus, YOU persist, the job 
can, and, the job will be done—by the nations—in “1” hour!  

So, imagine.  You’re a nation, among the nations, commissioned—unbeknownst to you, by 
God—to tackle the unthinkable:  The task of bringing down your most formidable of 
opponents—the United States of America—in under 1 hour!  How would you comply?

God having taken Himself out of the picture, relegating rather to the sidelines where He will 
cheerlead the jeer session from a spectator’s booth, this book “The Achilles Heel”, lays out in 
graphic detail exactly how God, in the Bible, has provided for the complete decimation of a 
massive, global superpower exactly like the U. S. of A.  It also covers The Man Who Saved the 
World, and, us from premature annihilation, some 30 years ago—proof positive, as all military 
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Stanislav Petrov:
Red Army

American Hero?

God Bless America!

“God bless America”!  Seems we often hear that statement these days—particularly in times of 
unforeseeable, apparently insurmountable trouble; when we have difficulty grasping what hit has 
us, and/or, why.  We are most prone to hear it when something has left us at wit’s-end, in terms 
of where else to turn.  

“God bless America!”  What is that?  Is it a command, or, is it a plea?  Is it a summons for help, 
in humble entreaty?  Or, is it yet another U. S. brand, grade D (for ‘dumb’!) display of arrogance, 
demanding our way to a solution (@God’sexpense.com), in the face of no others who can 
deliver?  Consider:

When there is no trouble, no one remembers God (except in a “swear”, or, when some foul-
mouthed rapper or base comedian gives Him “honor”, preceding his or her vulgar performance!).  
No one seeks God’s face when times are good and things go well for us, thus, we give Him no 
thanks, beyond lip-service; no one submits to His authority.  None wants His companionship.  
There is no thirst for His guidance, preceding adversity; no hunger for His word. Through “slick-
Willy” teaching programs and schemes, we (churches and Christians!) keep Him in view, albeit, 
at arms length, well out of reach of any significant control of our daily lives.  Yet, in times of 
inevitable calamity, “God bless…America”!  It looks like a “rabbits foot” of an expression; the 
kind one carries around for good luck, only; the kind one prevails upon just when he wants 
something; something we know we’ll find, in no one else.  

The original poetic concept penned by a 20th century psalmist (America Jew, Ervin Berlin, in 
1918; exposed in 1938 when re-penned for the Kate Smith radio show—per, NPR Radio, 
09/01/2013), the phrase was re-popularized by G.W. Bush, Jr. during the awful days of 9/11.  
Since then, that expression of demand is bantered about now like some form of magic formula (a 
verbal “rabbit’s foot”!), whereupon God is expected to hop out of some dusty old Bible (like a 
genie pops out of his bottle!), and, perform magic tricks of deliverance and healing, on the parts 
of all who so chant (it should be noted that Mr. Bush is said to be an acknowledged Bonesman, 
and therefore, a satan worshipper; although at one time he is said to have held membership in the 
Wesleyan Church!).  A billboard, one of several, found along I-70 in the state of Indiana puts it 
right:  “America, Bless God
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The Man Who Saved The World

“God Bless Mine Enemy!”

Beyond the reach of any time of trauma, few will acknowledge that as citizens of these United 
States, we have been blessed (by God, God of the Holy Bible) like no other nation, in the history 
of all mankind (the voluminous, often heinous 
faults of its people, notwithstanding!).  We of 
the Americas are so fundamentally ignorant 
of our Bibles that we fail to realize that 
blessing, great or small, does not 
automatically infer favor or right standing 
with God—or even, a “good” standing, in His 
eyes!  Thus, there is perhaps a greater, far 
greater reason why we Americans should heed 
the command from Indiana to “Bless God”.  
Yea, we should even pray God’s blessing 
upon him who might be termed, an “American hero”, altho
foot inside U. S. territory, the man held citizenship on
commander of an enemy military installation whose sole pre
view of the fact that God does, in point of fact, command t
enemies…”, we would do well to pray, instead of “God
enemy’”, for sure!

Babylon the Great!

The Book of the Revelation of Jesus Christ prescribes th
Armageddon, a great nation can and will be destroyed, we
fire.  John’s vision portrays a cocky nation, prosperou
politically strong and well connected internationally.  She is
over satiated; arrogant, conceited and over-confident, spiritu

Native initially only to the Mind of God, this great nation w
like it in or prior to those days had ever been seen.  None
years following the publication of her conception.  The blu
surrounding Babylon the Great fit modern day America 
white evangelical preachers at all levels, who refuse
notwithstanding.  

America’s Hero:  Russian Colonel

The online documentary “1983:  The Brink of Apocalypse
can be, almost was, and will be destroyed, in exact accord w
This film shows that it was the actions, or lack there of, and
coupled with his wisdom that saved the lives of perhaps 200
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so under a Yuri Andropov-led, Russian regime that could ultimately have cared less about the 
wholesale loss of American lives (after all, this was during the days of the Flight # 007 incident).  
Had Stalin been yet on the throne, his failure to act in accord with his training might easily have 
cost him his own life.  Instead, unlike 9 of 10 other Russian spies known to have had contact 

with the West, during those tense days (they lost 
their lives at the hands of their Kremlin superiors!), 
Mr. Petrov was merely reprimanded and relieved of 
his duties.  That is, he was fired!

This Stanislav Petrov had been the commander of a 
battery of 10 ICBMs, all nuclear tipped, all trained 
on targets in the U. S.  A seasoned veteran and a 
ranking officer in the Russian Red Army (working 
as a ‘stand-in’ temporary replacement, on a shift not 
his normal assignment), Lt. Col. Petrov’s heroism 
spared the unwitting Americans from the fate of a 
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devastation that would have been total or, 
“complete” (according to another ranking Soviet 
military official interviewed for the “1983” 

ry, after the incident became public in 1990)—one that would have involved a salvo 
50 ICBMs, all launched at approximately the same time.  

  Bless God!

n unforeseen, hellish Armageddon, anticipated today with fear by all, envisioned and 
f God, was averted—for the time being.  That threat never disappeared—it never 
ng been lurking in the shadows, holding its breath for the past 29 nine years, it waits 
n in the wings, cloaked 
eception (if not the 
 of Bush’s Start II.  
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ca’s final hour, at some 

John’s Revelation—
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mander to intervene; no 
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 that “God should bless 
it is high time and long 

that the otherwise 
 recalcitrant American 
ow the lead of those Christians in Indiana and “Bless God”—giving thanks to the 

A Prophet, Without Honor

Although never officially rewarded by his own country (since doing 
so would have been admission of fault, demanding punishment of 
top scientists and engineers responsible for the Soviet early warning 
system), the Association of World Citizens took the initiative on 
May 21, 2004—21 years after the fact.  It gave Col. Stanislov 
Petrov their World Citizen Award, a trophy and $1000.00 check.  
They again stepped forward in 2006, with a special World Citizen 
award, when Mr. Petrov traveled to the U. S., where the United 
Nations bestowed honors upon him.  Here, in New York City, CBS 
journalist Walter Cronkite interviewed Mr. Petrov.  That Cronkite 
interview has been included with others in a now completed filmed 
documentary titled “The Man Who Saved the World”.

According to Wikipedia, Germany stepped forwarded and awarded 
Mr. Petrov the Dresden Prize 2013 and $32,000, on 02/17/2013.  
On 02/24/2012, the Germans awarded him the 2011 German Media 
Award.

orld” from one of them.
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“Holy One” for the unlikeliest of heroes, of whom the overwhelming majority will never hear—
Stanislav Petrov, 44 yrs of age, Lt. Colonel, Army Commander, U. S. S. R

”!

.  He lost his job 
(according to some western sources; although, he insists it was voluntary early retirement); he 
suffered a nervous breakdown; he lost his family, thanks to a heroic decision that would avoid 
unnecessarily taking your life.  “I am not a hero,” he says in genuine humility, “I am just in the 
right place, at the right time…just in the right place, at the right time.”  By the grace of God, he 
has blessed us, far more than far too many of us will ever know!  

God has “blessed America”, now, America, “BLESS GOD
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The Achilles Heel
How to Kill a Super-Power

I’ve Got Something for You, But, 
Don’t Call It Love!

Introduction

Christians the world-over, do not realize that, the same Book that prophesied and promised the 
Assyrian and Babylonian deportations and captivity, and, the Roman Diaspora; the Book that 
prophesies and promises the destruction of the Russo/Islamic/European confederacy, that same 
Book with that same assurance and certitude, guarantees a sudden, relentless, thorough 
destruction of the greatest, mightiest and most prosperous nation of all time—a nation whose 
wealth, might and standing on the world stage and in the eyes of all who behold, make it a super-
power, as compared to all others (they do not know this, because they do not study, nor will they 
submit to instruction; i.e., they will not listen to the Voice of God, whom they claim to love and 
serve!).  While little active effort will be exhausted bringing her to repentance, the fact of her 
prospective desolation will not come without ample warning as to her vulnerability.  Strong 
though she is—tied now to the world at large, at the hips of her markets on the one hand, and her 
need for the lube of foreign, imported crude on the other—she is neither invincible, nor is she 
impregnable.  Toward this end, her wake-up calls have been many (consider side bar at the end 
of the section titled “Pandora’s Box”).  

Birth of the Super-Power
Rise of Babylon the Great

During the early days of the church, get strides were made to restore some sense of normalcy to 
every day life, in a world accustomed to living that life without God (“God, who in past times 
allowed men to do as they pleased, is now calling all men to live a life of repentance.”  Acts 
17:30).   The easiest, most accessible route toward that end was the slaughter of all the Christians 
born then and who had begun to turn the world ‘upside down’ with their teaching and their 
preaching.  Secular Rome  (Rev. 16) and its Caesars, followed by the Roman Catholic Church 
(Babylon the Great, on the one hand; Rev. 17) under the popes, were, essentially, the undisputed 
masters of this trade.  Herein, the voice of God, and, thereby the intrusion of God into the affairs 
of men, for the benefit of men, was (for a time) silenced.

Unable to keep the empire afloat at any level commensurate to its former glory days, Roman 
emperors are said to have vanished behind the scenes—ditching their crowns, and dunning 
miters—only to re-emerge as the popes with drawn swords, making merchandise of the God of 
whom they could not be rid (according to some, that is.  The popes were actually, initially, the 
religious leaders of the church at Rome, i.e., the church bishops, who were the privileged land 
owners, who attained political power by default; the people were naturally inclined to defer to 
them for leadership, in the absence of the emperors, after the empire fell ).  They waded in .W
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bloodbaths supplied by the slit throats of believers and Jews alike who would not serve God, per 
their apostate ritual.  In this mode, in this manner (being her religious aspect), the woman lived 
on.  Only a shadow of her former -self, she has for centuries existed, actively nurturing, 
occasionally stoking and stroking, primping and preening (as it were) the seven-headed political 
remains from the ghost of her past, the power-less corpse of a long-dead beast.  A full-blown 
harlot now, blood-soaked, and, a mother-to-be to more to come, she has lived a murderer’s 
dream, in a true-to-life tale of Dr. Jekel and Mr. Hyde.  Across one thousand, five hundred years 
of dark ages (now called the Middle Ages), Babylon the Great has come slashing, robbing and 
pillaging in the Name of God.  During this time, none was allowed the privilege of knowing or 
serving God, except as she specified.  On her orders, anywhere within her jurisdiction, any 
common person was denied the privilege of any education by which he might read the Bible for 
himself; hereby, she controlled and was allowed to stay the hands of God the Almighty.  Thus, 
for these reasons, as such, there were no Christians between roughly 500 AD and the years prior 
to and immediately following Martin Luther’s 95 theses.

The Passing of the Baton

Being German and himself catholic, his own anti-Semitic misgiving, and prejudice against Jews 
notwithstanding, it was Martin Luther’s reformation, which would, more or less, lead to a stay of 
the advance of the Holy Roman Empire.  His effort opened the doors to the education of the 
masses and personal Bible reading.  In addition, it laid the foundation for the resurrection and 
rebirth of the church, so that it could thrive once again and grow according to God’s agenda 
(somewhat).  At the same time, however, Luther’s work admitted fresh opportunity for attack on 
the credibility of the Bible so as to bloodlessly eradicate the reality of God through education 
(that is, through reason; the sciences and archaeology; enlightenment; higher criticism; 
modernism) and technological advances which continue right up to this very hour; the lion’s 
share occurring under the banner of, and within the shores of, modern, political/economical, 
Babylon the Great.  Thus, the baton was passed on, as it were, whereby “old school” 
Babylonian thought and thinking calling for brute force backed by swords of steel was 
supplanted by a relatively novel psychological and intellectual approach to  “God containment 
and eradication”, based upon the sword of reason. 

Side Bar

Coop de taut!
In this system of thought, God could and still can, basically, be seen and approached, but never reached.  This is 
virtually, identically the same stratagem that was employed by the Pharisees of old.  The Law of Moses was taught, 
but, over shadowed by the “traditions of men”.  This was the accusation levied by Jesus Himself.  So likewise today, 
the Bible is held high in every religious arena, but, in the end it is sectarian/denominational thinking and so-called 
“Christian worldviews” that ultimately rule and control the hearts and minds of parishioners in these last of days.  It 
is a system that seems to recognize and accept the fact that ultimately, God cannot be shut down entirely, forever, 
though His work can be frustrated and successfully short-circuited, perhaps indefinitely, where men serve Him in a 
multiplicity of ways, but never get to know Him per His word, the Bible.  Thus, Babylon the Great currently 
controls His churches, through the employment of a strategy that has all the trappings of a “divide and conquer” 
mentality (They, the protestant churches (now known as evangelicals and fundamentalists) were functional but 
divided and defeated when they arrived in the early 1600s—having split from the Anglican version of her mother—
they have been contentious, divided and defeated ever since.  Hereby, she effectively precludes any possibility that 
He might disappear from her sight, only to re-emerge, coming back from who-knows-where, with a greater force 
than ever—void of her control and limitations.  Although many on foreign shores can see her dire need for the very 
thing she professes to preach, none can bring it to her, given that they have no knowledge beyond what she has 
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exported to them!  Thus, her ruse has worked!  Like her mother, the harlot (chap. 17)—and the ancient Pharisees, 
with their system of (then, oral) teachings known as the Talmud (today, being written)—she has been highly 
successful in her bid to thwart the work of God Almighty.  He is locked out of His own churches—white, black, etc.!  
All His Christian schools are subject to her sway.  It might be called a classic implementation of psychology and 
reverse-psychology—the ultimate, bloodless, spiritual “coop de taut”!  All the earthly pillars of His Presence are 
in place, however, it is she who roosts upon them.  She deserves kudos, right?  Her mother in the Vatican City must 
be so proud, as she works feverishly to rein in all her bastard siblings, including their surrogate mom, the Anglican 
Church of England. 

characteristics reveal the following:  

Ironically, while little of the Bible’s history and nothing of the Bible’s many claims having 
physics or scientific overtones could have been proved by any theologian, Christian Bible 
scholar or preacher/teacher of any stripe, anywhere prior to the turn into the twentieth century, 
all of this renewed antagonism has at best backfired—whatever its successes, on the other hand.  
Far from destroying the Bibles credibility through reason, modernism, education etc., thereby 
eliminating God from the equation of daily living, practically every claim has been established 
and is now verifiable by these very disciplines—whatever has not been will be soon.  Therefore, 
we conclude then that, although God was discarded as unnecessary during WWII and declared 
dead in Babylon during the ‘60’s, all the evidence in the entire world shows Him to be very 
much alive.  He stands ready, eager to and able to deal with those of His enemies who have 
sought to shut Him out of existence altogether, on the one hand, or to make merchandise of His 
own Name where they could not, on the other hand (“God” to many represents an industry worth 
over five billion dollars, today).  One by one, the most prominent of all these eschatological 
adversaries are to be brought down to ashes and ruin—most notably Babylon the Great, strongest 
ever, and the most prosperous of them all.         

Who is Babylon the Great?

The Bible anticipates, with virtual longing, the demise of this hated, and loathsome entity known 
symbolically as Babylon.  In addition to ancient Babylon of OT Bible fame, Babylon is 
mentioned at least three other times in scripture (erroneously, most Bible scholars and so-called 
prophecy experts see only two:  one literal, the other figurative but in two versions—religious 
and political.).  All three are separate entities, each existing in its own right, yet, under the same 
banner.  All are destined to be decimated—completely annihilated—per the Mind and Will of 
Almighty God.  Two will be destroyed during the apocalyptic period, during its latter 3.5 years 
before the return of Israel’s Messiah.  Of these two, one will be a truly global, cosmopolitan 
entity indeed, immensely wealthy, for a time overshadowing the former, having many people and 
nations as her subjects.  The third, however (the last mentioned in the Bible), will be wiped out 
well in advance of that period, though it too is portrayed as undeniably, and unmistakably a high 
profiled, internationally recognized and respected, well connected, very prominent, very 
powerful, albeit an entirely eschatological entity, and a potent player in global economics and 
politics. 

All three figurative Babylons are portrayed in the Book of the Revelation of the Lord Jesus the 
Christ.  One is simply referred to as Babylon, the other two as Babylon the Great.  Of the three, 
each is known by its own uniquely distinct, Divinely tailored profile.  These identifying W
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 one of those can only be Rome, as representative of all of Italy, thus it is a political 
establishment, and will be destroyed last (Rev. 16), 

 the other must then be none, other than Vatican City, on which account it represents a 
primarily religious institution.  It will be the second Babylon to be wiped out (she is 
recognized all over the world as an independent nation—smallest in the world, occupying 
all of 108.7 acres—though it sits well within the confines of the city of Rome itself.  
From there she, through her pope, exerts religious authority and control over more than 
one billion souls, as she jealously seeks ways to curtail protestant activities, within any 
domain under her jurisdiction), while at the same time, she—through this same ‘pontif’—
rubs shoulders on the secular stage with world leaders, as a political force

 lastly, that Babylon the Great whose destruction will be celebrated throughout the 
Heavens, will actually be the first to destroyed.  This is the one portrayed in chapter 18 of 
the Book of the Revelation.  

The particulars surrounding her identity mark her as someone unique among all of history’s 
global powers.  These reveal the following about her (it is here that any possibility of confusing 
her with the previous two is precluded):  

1) religion is an integral part of her makeup, as evinced by God’s use of the term 
‘fornication’ (its use is not arbitrary), an OT metaphorical concept used of God to describe 
Israel’s infidelity as she, as a nation, chose to prostrate herself to other kings of the earth, 
their religions and false gods.  It is used here to signify, similarly, that Babylon has a 
reputation as one who should have had a positive relationship with Him, but has irreparably 
tarnished that relationship (moreover, that she has ‘fornicated’ seems to infer that He, as with 
Israel, takes full responsibility for her existence), 
2) she is rich and fabulously wealthy, and, as such she is equally conceited, haughty, vain-
glorious, self-satisfied, not to mention, egotistical 
3) the “souls of men” adorn her treasures (no doubt a reference in these times not just to 
slavery, which still exists today, and people-smuggling for prostitution and cheap labor, but 
to the millions upon millions of unborn babies killed annually, all around the world, as well 
as in Babylon, to promote sexual pleasure, without responsibility; for cosmetics, by which 
women beautify themselves at the expense of human-life, and to fuel farms of stem-cells to 
give life to those who refuse to die!); her wealth and merchandise stems from free trade 
with the nations of the world, so that many merchants around the globe have grown 
immensely wealthy, amassing great fortunes but, to a very large, very real degree, are 
hopelessly dependent upon her (so that men of the world virtually bow to her, not to God; 
without her, they know that they cannot, corporately or individually produce and maintain 
prosperously the same level of goods and services).  Her relationship with her trading 
partners is in stark contrast to kingdoms as late as the British Empire, (consider Hitler & 
Japan during WWII; the Saddam Hussein incursion into Kuwait during the early ‘90’s), 
which always sought only to enrich themselves at the expense of others by war, or threat of 
war—even if it meant bankruptcy to those subdued and subjugated (meaning, of course, that 
their relationship was largely compulsory),  
4) she is hated of God, Unlike as is the case involving His people the Jews, He seeks no 
reconciliation to her.  Rather, He issues a stern warning:  in recognition that He does in fact 
have precious souls caught up in her self-delusion (enamored by her wealth; bewitched by 
her charm), all who call themselves by the Name of the only born Son are to take stock of W
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themselves and their heading, then, separate completely, coming altogether out from her, or 
risk suffering the same fate as she (even if they are in fact Christians!), 
5) whatever her greatness and power, she can and will be brought down, irretrievably 
ruined, while at the height of her success, even while global economics is booming, more or 
less, in only one hour, 
6) her collapse, means shipwreck to economies all over the planet.  What this means then 
is that this Babylon the Great, although definitely a solid end-times entity, will never see the 
trials and trauma of the Apocalyptic Period (no nation will survive beyond the seal judgments 
of the Apocalypse, living high-on-the-hog.  Neither the Vatican nor Rome will be sacked 
prior to the second half of the so-called Great Tribulation, spanning more than seven years.).  

With the blood of the mentality of past kingdoms  running fresh in warmongering veins to within 
virtually ’50 years of our modern backdoor—‘what’s yours is mine, and as soon as I have a big 
enough stick, and enough bodies to sacrifice on the altar of my greed or need (whichever is 
strongest), I will come, whup your butt, and take what you have for myself’—it is not difficult to 
envision what an oddity this Babylon the Great is, as a cosmopolitan, global entity, against the 
backdrop of all the rest.  There will never again be anything else like her.

Side Bar

It might be argued that, the concept of nations trading, and flourishing economically, freely (relatively speaking, 
perhaps), independently, is one foreign to the minds of many a nation, even today.  Imagine then the difficulty for 
John and those living during those days when Rome dictated the foreign policy of the nations under its dominion—
economic and political—trying to envision times like ours.  

Thus, though her metaphorical designation specifies ‘city’, the reference here is not to a specific 
city at all, as much as it implies a great nation.  Being an end-times entity, where there are no 
single such great cities that can wield and boast that kind of leverage and influence, there being 
nothing like it in the past—among city/states, kingdoms or nations—that leaves only one 
possible foot to fit this theological imprint, as fashioned, and tendered by Almighty God.  Given 
the current global state of affairs, and, therefore the very real, high probability that there is not 
likely to ever be anything like it again, that nation cannot but be our very own United States of 
America.  Certainly, this great Melting Pot can and does fit the profile, in every aspect thereof, 
to a “T”.  If this is true, then it points up another very subtle perhaps, but, pungent truth:  the 
biggest, gravest threat facing the American public right now is neither al Qaieda, nor is it 
radical islam or the Russians.  Rather, it is the All-powerful Hand and the Instigation behind 
these man-made dangers we face that poses the greatest danger, that being, the Sovereign Lord 
of all the universe Himself (Elohim Jehovah; the Self-Existing One, who lives Eternally, in 
Multiple Persons).  The man-made evils present are merely tools in His Hands, options, a means 
to the accomplishment of a predetermined end, while at the same being indelible proof

How to kill the Superpower

 that 
validates and establishes the credibility of His word the Bible.  He has foretold and thereby given 
plenty of advance warning of His plans to cut things short, in short order.  At this moment, all the 
pieces rest dangerously in place to do just that.

Pandora’s Box:  W
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In light of today’s awe inspiring war-time killing technologies, it only seems logical and 
reasonable to interpret the one hour time frame within which the greatest man-made political, 
economic, and military force man has ever known, as a literal possibility.  One said, it seems 
logical enough, but is it?  If indeed the US is in God’s economy the only possible shoe that fits 
the foot of Babylon the Great, as it most assuredly appears to be, is it rational to believe that even 
God can bring down so great, so awesome a world force and military power, so widely dispersed 
a people as we, in only one hour?  I mean, us—the United States of America(!)?  How utterly 
absurd, right (After all, are we not a “Christian” nation and people, in God’s eyes—to say 
nothing of our own?)?  Granted, many awesome weapons of mass destruction have surfaced 
since the turn of the 20th century—the most horrifying, for even an industrious power like the 
US, being the hydrogen atomic/nuclear bombs, and nuclear-tipped ICBMs (more horrific than 
this weapon itself is the fact that they are becoming ever more accessible to unstable, hostile, 
concerns with their ‘eye on America’, but not for good.  And yet, there is a greater, more 
alarming evil than either of these lurking in the wings, as we shall see!).  One or several nuclear 
bursts within the shores of the contiguous states can do a lot of damage, but, would that be 
enough to bring down such an institution (as will be shown by the section on operation “Able 
Archer”, in light of their understanding of how the US would most likely launch a pre-emptive 
first strike against them, the Russians have no intention of ever attempting such a feat with only a 
hand full of their 6000 or so nuke warheads)?  How many would it take, and is a conventional 
nuclear offensive even likely given the high probability of “mutually assured destruction”, in 
retaliation (again, for a chilling perspective of what will likely transpire in the future, based upon 
what almost happened in the past, fast-forward to the “Able Archer” article; also, remember that 
by God’s design, Babylon is to be sacked while relatively strong

Side Bar

, and the going for her and the 
world around her is reasonably good; not while she is weak and vulnerable to the point of being 
powerless.)?  But, one may well be wondering, is it not always possible, that an enemy force 
from off shore could, at some point, invade the land to take it by force?  And, of course one 
cannot but respond with a resounding, yes!—highly unlikely though that be; after all, whatever 
its faults and weakness, it is still no less the most powerful nation on the planet (so, if a nuke 
attack within the confines of its normal usage is unseemly, so is this.).  Without doubt, God 
Himself could do the unthinkable, directly and virtually without effort.  But, is that His preferred 
method?  Though He places Himself squarely at the helm, the unseen Hand guiding and 
delivering the judgment which will eventually grip her loins, dragging her, without a fight—
pearls, pedestal; prowess and power—down into the dusts, sands and ashes of an everlasting 
destruction, the evidence suggests otherwise.  The ultimate cause will be God; the immediate 
cause will be man.  

Furthermore, together with today’s WMD, one point three billion Muslims worldwide (too many 
of whom are willing to kill themselves, killing Americans for the prize of celestial sex, with ten 
virgins), makes for interesting and troublesome possibilities.  Whether Taliban or Al Qaida, 
Hamas or Fatah; Shia or Sunni, hostile, terrorist sleeper-cell groups among twelve million 
undocumented aliens scattered throughout the nation today (phase II of the human element, one 
might say), along with growing international dissatisfaction with and resentment toward this 
country only adds to the fires of an already worrisome situation.  That brings us full circle, back 
to the original concern:  what is likely to be the vehicle—the mechanical element—that God uses 
to accomplish so dreadful, so terrifying a deed, in only one hour—if not His own hand?  W
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Wakeup Calls to all of America and to its American Churches

The US has received many over the past 105 years: 1) the Great Depression:  its strong economic system is 
anything but fail safe; 2) fuel crisis of then and now:  during the 70’s it was a greedy hoax perpetrated by the big oil 
companies who thought that they could afford to even waste it by the truckloads (by dumping it in the desert) so as 
to extort higher prices from US consumers; today, with consumption at an all-time high, a gluttonous need (much 
greater than any other nation on earth, even Russian which is two point five times the size) serviced by only 4% of 
the world’s supply within its own shores, funny though it may well be, it is no joke, nor is it a laughing matter; to a 
church of discernment, it should be crystal clear that the God of all Heaven and Earth has so stacked the deck that 
this need is now tied directly to international markets and supplies, to burst its arrogant bubble, 3) corporate rip-
offs:  corporate downsizing—‘70s and ‘80s (jobs shipped overseas, illegal immigration welcomed, skilled educated 
aliens brought in ostensibly to fill an otherwise unfillable void); thrift junk bonds in the 80s;  exaggerated 
expectations and inflated revenues in the 90s:  MCI/WorldCom, Quest, Enron, etc., etc., to include the 50 billion 
Madoff rip-off (12/20/08).  All these represent fine exhibitions before the eyes of the world of a proliferation of 
corrupt, greedy corporate bosses and politicians, whom ultimately no one can trust and now, more recently the 
American housing boom gone burst that has, not just US banks, but banks all around the world in trouble; but, for 
the American system of justice, none might ever have been brought to justice for their misdeeds. 

demonstrated, well in advance.  With many nations wishing to see the demise of the US, none 

Gateway to Hell

The Threat
Pandora’ Box is a mythological figment of ancient Grecian thought.  Herein, as Greek legend 
would have it, the god Zeus in anger commissioned the creation of the first woman, who when 
given a box, was told that she was never to open it.  When placed within a world of men, who 
had lived happily until she came, curiosity got the best of her, so that the world of men was never 
the same again.  Upon opening that box, she—in her disobedience—inadvertently released all of 
the troubles faced by mankind.

In some sense, the technological advances upon which modern American society is built is on 
the verge to proving itself to be at once a Pandora’s box and the Achilles heel of the only way of 
life the Americans know.  Everyone remembers Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and the WWII horror 
stories behind them—each developed and delivered personally by American hands.  We know as 
well the inevitable threat that now by consequence never slumbers, resting peacefully perhaps, 
but no less menacingly.  In silence, it daily greets our every waking moment.  It is a threat that 
has been held in check over the years only by jointly held pledges of “mutually assured 
destruction”.  Today, one of those original players being seriously weakened does nothing to 
lessen that threat.  Thanks in large part to the weaker player, more weak and unstable, ‘trigger-
happy’ players now dot the global landscape (eager for recognition and difficult or impossible to 
control; fidgety nullifiers of an otherwise effective deterrent to the now inevitable).  But, this is 
only one half of the overall threat.  

The Threat, Within A Threat
Founded perhaps squarely upon the pillars of one curious query in 1939—‘what’s going to 
happen if we hit this uranium atom with a neutron?’—Pandora’s box was formally opened before 
the eyes of the world in Japan some 60 plus years ago (08/06/1945).  Consequently, there is now 
known to have been a very real, very viable, now pliable, and unimaginably potent threat, within 
that original threat.  It was one neither perceived nor understood at the time, though it had been W
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being individually, or corporately able to bring that to pass without enormous risk to themselves, 
it is within this threat-within-the-threat where lies the arrowhead or the venomous fangs now 
poised to pierce the Achilles heel of the strongest nation on earth.  

Does one think all this to be strange?  Is it not even more bizarre, when one considers that the 
nation itself, effectively, has been the leader in its own desolation—that, as the country, and its 
churches even now arrogantly deny the practicality of the Word of the very God who foretold of 
its brief, but calamitous day of doom? 

HEMP:   The Venomous Fangs

Arthur Holly Compton:  The Manhattan Project
The threat-within-the-threat was actually discovered before the threat itself (deployed in 1945).  
Back of twenty-five to thirty years ago, exposure to this inner threat and its ensuing impact 
would have been much less of a cause for concern.  Today however, marks a brand new chapter, 
in a nation heavily dependent upon both the crutches of electricity and sophisticated electronics.  
This other half, if not the ‘better half’, of the nuclear threat officially established in 1945 is called 
Compton Effect, or Compton scattering.

In 1923, a physicist named Arthur Holly Compton stumbled into the discovery of this 
phenomenon named in his honor independent of any work leading directly to the development of 
the atomic or nuclear bomb (although years later in 1941, he would chair a committee of the 
National Academy of Sciences commissioned to explore atomic energy in search of any 
application which might have military implications

accompanies any nuclear explosion.  This was first confirmed accidentally in 1958 and in 1962, 

 and ramifications.  Together with physicist 
Ernest O. Lawrence, it was he who was instrumental in the launch of The Manhattan Project, 
which created the first atomic bomb.).   

The work for which Mr. Compton is best known won him the Nobel Prize.  This work centered 
in the strange reaction achieved when bombarding atoms having low atomic numbers and 
weights with streams of photons from high-energy electromagnetism in the range of X-rays and 
gamma rays.  It seems that whenever these energetic packets of light particles strike atoms of the 
aforementioned type, they do so at the point of the loosely held electrons in the atoms’ outermost 
shells and rings (that is, where the chemical bonding of everything matter in the universe takes 
place).  When the photon strikes the electron, it does so as when one marble strikes another on a 
table top.  During this contact, an energy transfer takes place so that the photon gives up some of 
its energy.  Hereby, the tiny electron becomes saturated with energy—more than it can handle 
and remain in its orbit—or, super-charged.  The excessive excitement and a recoil throws the 
electron out of its orbit, driving it away from the atom at a speed near that of the light, with 
which it was struck.  This phenomenon is the driving force behind that which will in all 
likelihood spell the doom of Babylon the Great—God’s justifiable pseudonym of choice for the 
United States of America.

Electro-magnetic Pulse (EMP)
While it was neither observed nor understood with the dropping of the first two atomic bombs on 
the Japanese in 1945, Compton scattering (or, recoil) is an inevitable occurrence that W
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during high altitude hydrogen bomb explosions over the Pacific Ocean (there were ten total; all 
were the so-called exo-atmospheric tests, in that the blasts occurred in outer space, outside the 
earth’s atmosphere).  Ignited by American nuclear weapons designers, each detonation of these 
bombs created a flood of gamma radiation which upon entering and striking the oxygen and 
nitrogen atoms in the atmosphere, caused a momentary ionization (chemical breakdown) of these 
atoms.  In this way, their bonding electrons were sent flying in floods toward the earth and 
through it, on a roughly 8000 mile journey to its underside, where they were repelled by the 
earth’s magnetic field, and, thrown back up into the upper atmosphere’s magnetic field where 
they vibrated furiously before returning to their respective atoms.  Termed an electro-magnetic 
pulse (EMP), an intense electric field is generated by the movement of these electrons, which 
prevails in and throughout a whole process that can last from one one-millionth of a second for 
the initial and most damaging pulse, to one second (sometimes slightly longer) for secondary 
effects that cause further damage.  The impact produced is like, but far stronger, faster and 
briefer than a flash of lightning.  One might be inclined to think therefore that an occurrence as 
brief as that would be relatively inconsequential, and for the vast majority of the undeveloped, 
or, under-developed world, one would be right.  Little or nothing significant would change in 
these nations, in the wake of an EMP blast.  For a ‘has-been’ super-power like the old Soviet 
Union, which also conducted similar high-altitude tests during those early years of nuclear 
testing drawing the same conclusions, but also following up by “hardening” of its electrical 
infrastructure, little would be noticed.  However, on the other hand, in a highly developed, 
industrialized economy such as these United States, where electricity and electronics play so 
vital a role in virtually every aspect of everyday life (to the point it can well be said that they 
form the back bone of our society), the ring tone of this story signals ominous days upon the 
horizon ahead, from which there is ultimately no escape.  The Achilles heel of our society is thus 
well established and exposed for any adversary to both see and to exploit, at his leisure 
(according to some authorities).

“Fishbowl” & “Starfish Prime”
As stated earlier, nothing significant was observed beyond the expected when “Fat Man” and 
“Little Boy” were dumped upon the imperialist Japanese during the waning moments of WWII.  
However, during the high-altitude tests

 roughly 373 miles away 

 conducted over the Pacific between 1958 and 1962 (code 
name “Fishbowl”), strange phenomena began to take shape almost one thousand miles from 
ground zero (nothing in terms of “why” was understood until tens years later, in 1972).  In 
Hawaii, 800 miles from a nuclear burst nick-named “Starfish Prime”, the following became a 
matter of public record:  all over the state massive disruptions (in electrical services) in the form 
of three hundred streets lights blown (according to Wikipedia), radio stations shut down, radios 
and television sets failed, power lines fused together, circuit breakers tripped, burglar alarms set 
off, the telecommunications relay system damaged, while maritime radio navigation was shut 
down for 18 hours all the way to Australia.  In short, anything electrical, connected to a power 
source or anything metal that could act like an antenna, and, everything turned on at the time of 
the blast, suffered some form of damage from what was considered relatively weak EMP (there 
was no electronics to contend with in those days).  

The Russians also conducted high altitude tests during the year 1962 in which they saw the 
following:  overhead and buried underground cables damaged, as far asW
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from the center of the explosion; burned out surge arrestors; fuses blown; power supply failures 
of various types.

In 1963, the Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty, signed by the US and Russia put a stop to high-
altitude nuclear explosions. 

“It’s a Wolf, It’s a Wolf” 

The Swan Song (?) of Chicken Little
Once the deadly consequences of a nuclear explosion were recognized as having reach far 
beyond the detonation, ensuing fireball, and fallout, certain criers stood up to sing:  “it’s a wolf, 
it’s a wolf”, they sang with all their heart, in all sincerity on the one hand, and, on the other “the 
sky is falling, the sky is falling”, all, as it were, to a lethargic audience that might just as well 
been dead, or dying, as (seeing nothing, hearing less) nobody responded.  As late as October 7, 
1999, nobody of any substance in America was taking the potential of EMP seriously.  
Subsequently, while the Russians are said to have hardened most if not all their electrical and 
electronic infrastructure in view of a possible EMP attack—in recognition of that potential and 
the cost if left unchecked—the US on the other hand, is said to have done relatively little:  
nothing, to be exact, in the civilian and commercial sector and whatever the military claims to 
have done to shield against EMP is said by some to be seriously compromised and therefore 
flawed.  

COTS (commercial-off-the-shelf) Equipment
In the past, significant advances in industry tended to follow new developments in military 
related technology.  Today, the leaders have become the followers (trying to capitalize on so 
called “leading-edge” technologies), in that much of the military’s electronics are said to be 
assembled now with what is known as COTS (commercial-off-the-shelf) equipment, which was 
never designed with survival in an EMP setting in mind—in so many words, chances are pretty 
good they will not hold up during an electromagnetic pulse attack.  Thus, US vulnerability in the 
event of a well-orchestrated EMP attack is said to be extremely high.  With the military disabled 
and out of commission, a hardened public/private sector would hardly matter.  If so assaulted, as 
in a pre-emptive first strike, therefore, there is solemn fear (in both military and government 
circles) that she will not survive.  This, of course, is very much in keeping with the Bible’s 
expectation, concerning Babylon the Great (cocky, arrogant, over-confident in her wealth and 
national security; completely at ease and therefore, totally unaware of her vulnerabilities).  But, 
why?  Or, how?  What justification is there for all the ‘ado’ about EMP?

The Achilles Heel of Babylon the Great

Electricity and Electronics
As shown already, realistically, no one enemy nation today could ever hope to mount a 
successful troop-based military assault against the US, and win.  Most assuredly, not in one hour 
(Like a haughty giant of Goliath-proportions, her generals have been heard gloating publicly, 
“we can beat anybody, on the battlefield”.).  Obviously, even any coalition of nations has for the 
moment deemed it wise to think twice.  In addition, this country is simply too big and too spread W
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spot, a kink in our national armor.  That weakness—according to the DOD and others—is 
provided by America’s heavy dependence and reliance upon electricity and electronics—a 
dependency unmatched by any other country.  This is the Achilles’ heel of the United States of 
America, arrogantly left exposed by years of apathy and neglect on the part of those who thought 
it could never happen, in spite of repeated warnings (“it’s a wolf, it’s a wolf”; “the sky is falling, 
the sky is falling”!).  One nuclear tipped rocket (the warhead would have to be relatively large, 
somewhere in excess of the mega-ton range) launched from any enemy position so as to detonate 
in outer space, 200 to 350 miles or so over the state of Kansas, would produce enough EMP so 
that everything electrical and electronic (as long it was turned on) from coast to coast, including 
portions, if not all, of Canada and Mexico to the north and south, would be either instantly 
seriously damaged and crippled, or completely destroyed.  In short, the entire nation could 
conceivably be utterly devastated, brought to its knees in one fleeting moment by any one nation, 
properly equipped, using one single weapon, i.e., the high-altitude, electro-magnetic pulse 
generator (this can be either a normal nuclear warhead, on an ICBM or rocket, used so as to take 
full advantage of only its EMP potential, or, it can be specifically designed so as to deliver EMP 
as its chief and only destructive force, independent of a nuclear blast—the method of choice for 
the Russians, according to one source.).  

Although no one would be killed or directly harmed by the blast effects, all nay-sayers and 
doubters aside, the “town-cryers” and the “chicken littles” would have the American public 
know (they have been crying officially before Congress since 1997) that the cascading impact of 
EMP would send the United States of America into a catastrophic nose-dive, landing it in a 
state of ruin and a two hundred year setback, from which it would never recover.  In so many 
words, this nation would be dead nationally and internationally, in every way imaginable

industry also being shut down).

—in a 
matter of only a few fractions of a second.  

Given the nature and the power inherent in just one electro-magnetic pulse, as just described, 
first the electrical and electronic infrastructure from east to west, north and south would be fried, 
toasted, and totally disabled.  All public, commercial and government computers in operation at 
the time, along with everything joined by long cables and power lines, or connected to some 
form of antenna, would be destroyed.  All communications systems would be, or, could be 
disabled (though the phone companies are said to have claimed that they can survive EMP).  
Financial institutions would be shut down.  The ability to conduct foreign trade would be 
irreparably damaged.  Public services would cease, as all aspects of the transportation industry 
would grind to a standstill; no cars, trucks, buses, trains would run; no airplanes would fly (as the 
nation’s fuel supply-line would be permanently disrupted); not at all inconceivably, airplanes 
might start to fall out of the skies, as their sensitive electronics are destroyed.  Food and water 
supplies and, other items vital to our survival would eventually run out, as mass starvation would 
set in along with rampant epidemics and diseases due to poor sanitation, killing multitudes.  All 
this would happen over time, if the EMP were the only threat.  Conceivably, even if the military 
could weather the storm of a HEMP attack, as it claims it can, the Armed Forces could still 
perish in the end for want of a way to replenish supplies and equipment (all aspects of industry 
being dead) and due to its inability to fund and mass deploy troops and machinery (the fuel W
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As intimated before, there are varying opinions as to how much of an impact EMP would have 
on the homeland, should one ever occur.  Armed with at least a basic knowledge of electro-
magnetic pulse and with some understanding of the 1958-62 high-altitude tests conducted both 
by the US and the then USSR, and, the negative and damaging, far-reaching effects observed by 
each, it does not take an intellectual genius to see or, hear the wisdom in the voices of that 
“chicken little” crowd.  Additionally, that wisdom is exacerbated not only by recent 
developments in so-called third world ‘rogue’ nations like North Korea and Iran, but by the 
Russians during the Kosovo crisis. 

Side Bar

N. Korea is a nation which—being officially still at war with the US and South Korea—cannot feed its people, 
having ceded most to starvation, and, is said to have had the capacity to deliver a nuke to US door steps as early as 
1999; it might have HEMP by 2015; the North has announced, as of late in 2008, that it now has enriched, weapons 
grade uranium; Iran hosts the ‘lofty’ ambition of knocking out the US with one EMP.

The Russo/Sino Threat
In May of 1999, while NATO bombed what was then Yugoslavia, the Russian Duma is said to 
have threatened the US with a paralysis brought on by an EMP lay-down, should its policies 
with regard to Kosovo continue as they were at that time (this per Vladimir Lukin, former Soviet 
Ambassador to the US).  Chinese open-source writings are also said to have spoken of that 
country’s intent to employ EMP as a primary weapon should they encounter a conflict involving 
their bid for Taiwan (as of 08/20/2004, they were known to be actively pursuing development of 
EMP.  Furthermore, it was feared at that time that by 2005, they would have 30 ICBMs that can 
reach the US, and 60 by the end of the decade.).  

Whatever their lackluster performance in the wake of these threats, US officials on the other 
hand do not appear to have taken the intimidation voiced by the Russians or the Chinese lightly.  
They each have now the capability to make good on any threat to deliver a debilitating HEMP 
strike against the United States, thereby, bringing it to its knees well within one hour. 

Side Bar

In so doing, of course, either/or, if not both acting in concert, would throw the world into a state of turmoil which 
would see the Russo/Arab/EU invasion of Israel (as there would be no one willing or able to withstand the risk of 
trying to stop so over-whelming a force).  followed by a Jewish period of global dominance, preceding the launch of 
the Apocalyptic Period, known as the Great Tribulation.  

Moreover, it appears to be common knowledge that the Russian war-machine is now primarily 
strategic in nature, and EMP-oriented

consuming tactical deployment of troops and equipment to wage and win a war that could drag 

.  Thus, it is fully anticipated by US leaders and military 
war-planners that should there ever be any escalation in tensions, any serious lapse or breakdown 
in relations, leading to the outbreak of a nuclear exchange between the States and Russia, a pre-
emptive first strike by the Red Army would by policy mandate a HEMP lay-down (doubtless 
because it will be the quickest, most efficient and cost-effective route to an end that could 
otherwise be protracted and costly, detrimental to them, given their current, insurmountable, 
multi-faceted crisis.  See the discussion of Russia in “Prelude to the Apocalypse…”, by this 
author.).  Thanks to its many nuclear warheads (which currently cannot be matched, although 
many should have been destroyed by now), Magog no longer has to rely on a costly, time-W
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on for years.  It can now lounge in its own backyard and, at the push of a button, deliver death, 
unimaginable destruction and create carnage-untold within minutes on any nation’s doorstep, 
defeating any enemy, anywhere on planet earth, including Babylon the Great—all without ever 
leaving home!

Operation Able Archer:  Rain Drops from Hell!
The Bible indicates that not only will mighty Babylon the Great collapse in under one hour, she 
will also be burned to a crisp, with fire.  This no doubt is meant to imply that an all out, more 
direct nuclear attack might immediately follow any debilitating nuclear HEMP strike.  She 
will not be left to linger long in her suffering, so determined is God’s design against her, so 
passionate His heartfelt, longing, desire for her complete desolation.  In fact, it might easily be 
said that if there is one silver lining here, one bright spot for America, at what will be its last and 
its most desperate hour, it has to be that her downfall will not only be merciless, it will also be 
swift and complete, so that if there is to be some widespread suffering, it will not be much, and, 
not for long. 

Think the foregoing scenario to be far-fetched?  The Andropov era of Cold War paranoia is over, 
but, the occasion for Russian agitation and proneness to aggression in the face of US foreign 
policy and involvement in international affairs is not.  Consider:

Side Bar

Operation Able Archer

In about November 1983, NATO conducted a primarily paper only exercise they called Able Archer.  During this 
time, the US came dangerously close to being hit by USSR nuclear weapons, at least twice.  

This exercise is documented in detail in an online video dubbed “1983:  The Brink of Armageddon”.  Only a few 
pieces of communications equipment were ever deployed during the whole of the exercise, as communications (an 
annual, routine procedural exercise) was the chief concern of NATO at that time.  Knowing that the Russians would 
be and in fact were closely monitoring and listening in, as they always did whenever NATO conducted such joint 
“mock” operations, they made it as realistic as they possibly could.  Unbeknown to NATO officials, however, the 
Russians were in a dangerously different frame of mind on this occasion of their yearly exercise drill.  Out of kilter 
with normal protocol, a nervous Soviet Kremlin led by KGB Chief Andropov watched as usual, only this time 
weighing, regarding and taking every word they heard seriously—always waiting anxiously in virtual hope that 
German spy Reiner Rupp, code name “Topaz” would bring them word of an imminent nuke attack.  In keeping 
with Soviet doctrine and determination never to be the first to shoot, in response to even the slightest fear realized, 
the USSR had prepared on the other hand, and were well able to return the favor.  Throughout the innocence of an 
otherwise fictitious event, the Kremlin kept a trembling finger poised over the trigger of an all-out counter offensive 
that would have obliterated the United States (CIA operatives were quite able to keep tabs on much of Russia’s 
activities and equipment positions and such, but were hopelessly unaware of and therefore unable to gauge fully the 
extent of “Soviet paranoia”).  Thus, when the allies concluded the exercise with a celebration to mark its success, 
they did so unwittingly on a Russian holiday.   Big mistake!  What they did not know was that all the while, the 
Soviets during those cold war years had prepared and nervously guarded an actual retaliatory barrage of over three 
hundred missiles.  Some of these were squadrons of MIRVs, each having 10 individual warheads, each warhead 
targeted on a particular America city (although the Russian mole had reported to the Soviets that no such attack was 
forthcoming by NATO; the exercise called for deployment and launch of a mock 350 missiles).  The Kremlin 
mindset stipulated that if the US were going to assault them militarily with nukes, it would likely be on the eve of 
some holiday, when people were relaxed, out celebrating; 11/03/83, was the eve of Revolution Day in Russia, hence 
they anxiously anticipated a US attack.  Herein lay the root of Soviet paranoia.  The missiles’ targeting us are said to 
have been “…very, very precise”, each having the power and explosive force of 150 of the bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima.  “The devastation,” per Soviet analysis from officials interviewed after the 1991 Soviet collapse, “would 
have been total”.  This, according to the report, was the second time or one of several Russian misinterpretations 
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and/or equipment malfunctions during the exercise that brought the world to the “…verge of Armageddon”.  Prior to 
this second false potential trigger, a communications gaff occurred between a Russian satellite charged with 
detecting and monitoring the launches of enemy ICBMs—namely those from the US.  Three times the system 
computer sounded the alarm, per signal from the malfunctioning satellite.  That signal indicated that a nuclear attack 
was underway.   Although it was a false alarm, it was the perfect excuse for a blistering, deadly counterattack on the 
United States of America.  Twice the officer in charge, going on wisdom gained from experience and gut feeling, 
chose to ignore the computer, disabling it the first time, disabling it and alerting his superior, the second time, only 
to have the system alarm sound a third time, while the superior was on the phone (It turns out the satellite had been 
tricked by high flying clouds, that reflected sunlight into its sensors, leading it to signal that a launch of five nukes 
was under way, each headed for the USSR.).  That officer, Lieutenant Colonel Stanislav Petrov, was later relieved 
of his duties, and kicked out of the army.  It seems, the Soviets would have preferred to have launched a nuke 
counter-offensive, even though clearly, none was warranted.  

On another note, a gentleman named Robert “Bud” McFarlane, one of the American higher-ups and an adviser to 
Ronald Reagan during those days, counseled the president to withdraw his participation in the operation.  To his 
credit, Mr. Reagan yielded to Mr. McFarlane’s recommendation.  All the other NATO heads of state followed suit.  
Had they not done so, it is feared, the Russians might most assuredly have gotten the idea that they were actually 
under attack, just by Reagan’s involvement.  Thus, a third possible trigger for WWIII was narrowly averted.  
Thankfully, the exercise was carried to a successful conclusion using military aids as surrogates for NATO chiefs.

Should a nuke exchange begin, the Russians fully expect that the US will not begin with only one or a few, it will be 
with a debilitating, massive attack, involving hundreds of ICBMs and warheads.  As shown above, should they feel 
the need to respond or to go on the offensive, they will likewise do so with a devastating, overwhelming force 
employing hundreds of missiles and warheads.

As of 01/16/09, an online document titled “Russia To Retain MIRV'd ICBMs Beyond START II Deadline 
(including SS-18s and SS-24s!)”, dated 08/28/2002, taken from “Jane's Defense Weekly”, compiled By Nikolai 
Novichkov, JDW Correspondent, Moscow, the following was true of Russia’s ICBM arsenal:

154 SS-18 'Satan' heavy ICBMs (liquid-fuelled RS-20V—the Soviet reporting name) and 
36 SS-24 'Scalpel' ICBMs (combat rail-mobile missile complexes (RMMCs) with RS-22V),
190 missiles X 10=1900 warheads, each independently retargetable, after launch

Each of these missiles carries 10 MIRV warheads (the Satan can haul up to 30!), all of which were to have been 
dismantled and destroyed by now (total phase-out was to have been 2003; elimination was to have been in 2007).  
Word is, Russia will at this time not follow through on its original disarmament objective until 2016 (Start II expires 
in 2012, supposedly the same year it takes effect!  The Russians have threatened to re-MIRV, if Bush, as he did, 
withdrew for the 1972 ABM Treaty; Start II never required destruction of Soviet nuke warheads, despite Bush 
assurances the US would dismantle and destroy!  Russia has a well-established track record for arms control treaty 
violations; the Kremlin may still have on hand, its original stockpile of 6000 warheads, while the US has, perhaps 
fool-heartily, followed through on its promise to destroy everything it took out of service!).  This may be the basis 
for the US military’s prognosis and worry which calls for a major terrorist initiative on US soil by 2013.  It also 
helps to explain the apparent “madness” of the Bush era Missile Defense Shield, aimed at Middle Eastern terror 
threats in Iran, while the shield sits in Moscow’s front yard, trained in the Kremlin’s face (as opposed to sitting more 
sensibly in Israel, for instance, trained in Tehran’s face, on Mahmoud Ahmadinejah!)!  

By itself, an all-out terrorist attack might accomplish little sustainable, over the long haul.  Backed by a swift 
blanket of HEMP generators with an immediate follow-up of strategically placed atmospheric MIRVs, the 
consequences could be potentially not only as hot as hell, but, eternally damning, exactly in accord with God’s plans 
for Babylon the Great.  Almost two thousand strategic points can be hit simultaneously by what, in 1983, amounted 
to slightly less than two thirds of its arsenal of warheads, trained on and ready for launch toward American targets.  
In recent years, Russia has sailed ships of war through the Panama Canal.  It has landed long-range bombers in 
South America.  These apparently retaliatory moves into this hemisphere could significantly shorten potential strike 
times, in the event of a pre-emptive first-move on the US.  Certainly, this reverse-saber-rattling does anything but 
ease a very dangerous situation and precedent set by the Bush shield.  W
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This is not good!

Thus, it is only reasonable to assert that it is highly unlikely that anyone launching this type of an assault, would 
ever be content to leave it at that.  Per the Biblical mandate and model, there will quite likely be an immediate 
follow-up attack to insure that she never rises again (a wave of internal attacks by strategically placed muslim 
terrorist cells armed with portable ‘dirty-bombs’, HEMP and HPM devices, manned by millions from the ranks of 
the 12 million illegals here already, but who cannot be fully accounted for).  Also, worthy of note, the Russians 
obviously have in the past been more than cautious in their dealings with the Americans.  Today it might be said of 
them that they may well be now ‘cautiously optimistic’, thanks to the friendship and business dealings cultured with 
the reckless, restless, irrational and implacable muslim, whose eagerness to kill himself could easily shelter, and 
spare the Russians’ limited forces.  In addition to follow-up HEMP, these ‘embedded’ Arabic forces may well 
provide a diversion of attention, resources and a man-power from within our shores, using HPM, dirty bombs in 
suitcases and/or other conventional weapons of mass destruction, such as thermo-baric bombs, thereby providing 
unobstructed access to the space directly above the US, over Kansas.

Thus, indeed, as forecast by God Almighty Himself in the Book of the Apocalypse, it is entirely 
possible, and, quite probable that the world’s most influential, most prosperous nation in the end-
times can and will be brought down well within a one hour time-frame, never to rise again.        

The United States of America:  the Apocalypse’s Babylon the Great

No matter who the evangelical/fundamentalists in their ignorance choose to think Babylon the 
Great is, the fact is, the sum of all the elements per the profile given in the Book of the 
Apocalypse point to only one entity:  our very own United States.  As we have seen, the proof 
exists and is now in the pudding:  a great and powerful force, widely scattered or dispersed can 
indeed be easily, completely annihilated, in our lifetime, in just one hour!  Thanks to the 
mismatch between the reality of EMP and our military’s heavy reliance on weapons controlled 
by electronics, often built from over-the-counter, consumer parts that were not designed to 
withstand EMP, for the first time it is feared that all our armed forces could be completed 
destroyed on foreign and home soil, by the very thing that was supposed to give us the ‘edge’ 
over the enemy (and a sister evil in HPM:  high powered microwave weapons; portable, short-
range but dangerous non-nuclear devices that work like HEMPs, albeit, on the ground.).

Hand-writing On The Wall:  A Nation in Grave, Grave Danger
Hence, it might very well be argued that as Babylon the Great, we are by the will and the fore-
ordination of the Lord God Almighty, a people and a nation in grave, grave danger

it will be thorough, it will be complete, it will 

, and that 
not because of the Muslim or the Russian, as they are in fact, the least of our worries.  Knowing 
His predetermination as we stand strong, towering over the global landscape readied for (but not 
anticipating) His impending fury, we are as a people having been served a single dose of double 
jeopardy, living blissfully, carelessly in a house of cards—each card being made of glass, strong 
yes, yet, no less brittle and frail.  There is nowhere to run, no way of escape, no leg to stand on.  
The proverbial “hand-writing” is unambiguously upon the walls of our times, although in truth 
she was weighed in the balances and found wanting long before the Mayflower—in the mind and 
plan of God.  Contrary to Stevie Wonder brand theology, she will be denied the relative blessing 
of “bad luck” stretched over seven years, as rather she is introduced to a horror, concentrated so 
as to fit within a calamity compressed, squeezed furiously into a messy space of less than sixty 
minutes’ duration.  One cannot stress enough that her fall is in no wise intended to be a mere 
moment of defeat and international humiliation—
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be final (whatever she may be able to do to prolong her life will, in the end, not be enough. She 
will not be able to ever fully recover.  She will never foment the support needed to facilitate the 
survival of the better part of whatever remains of her 300 million people.  This, per the will of 
Almighty God).  

In addition, one might like to suggest that ours is a nation to be used as bait, whose destruction is 
to serve as phase one of a wakeup call to the world around it so that multitudes will be saved.  
Phase two is reserved for the Russo/Arab/EU federation to be destroyed after it (per the prophet 
Ezekiel), themselves bait which will likely stand before the world crediting themselves with the 
victory over the Americans, until God cuts them down, also without mercy, upon the mountains 
of Israel (so thick and so deep is His disgust with the sight of our Babylon, He will not even seek 
the recognition for Her demise.).  Rather, contrary to the teaching of some high profile leaders 
among evangelicals and fundamentalists—who teach and advocate a return to a Christian root 
structure, that in fact never existed—one cannot but concur that ours is like a nation conceived 
and built for destruction from its founding.

Side Bar

Consider God’s words to pharaoh during the Exodus “…I will separate the land of Goshen, so that no flies will 
appear there; the object being to teach you, so that you will know that I am the Lord (‘and not you’, by implication, 
since pharaoh was revered as a ‘god’) in the midst of the earth…for I will at this time send all My plagues upon your 
heart, as well as upon your servants and your people; so that you may know that there is none like Me…and, very 
much so indeed, I raised you up for exactly this reason, so that I could show you My power; and so that My Name 
can be declared (or, made known) throughout the earth” (8:22; 9:14) , and to the Russians, in Ezekiel, “…you will 
come up…(because) I will bring you up in the last days against My land, so that the heathen (doubters and 
unbelievers of other nations) will know Me, when I am set apart in you, O Gog, before their very eyes…are you not 
he of whom I spoke in old time by My servants the prophets of Israel, who prophesied in those days, for many years, 
that I would bring you against them?” (38:16-17; see also Dan. 4:17; 5:18-21).  

embraced, nor welcomed), still persist and govern the hearts of world leaders at this hour:  “what 

Dead Men Walking
This effectively reduces a so-called ‘Christian’ nation to a par not much greater than that of dead 
men walking (like the Russians of today; like the Egyptians, of antiquity; like Nebuchadnezzar).  
It is caught within the inescapable, intentionally stifling clasp and damning embrace of an anger 
God, with no possible hope of ever being delivered.  Having served their purpose, as part of His 
earth-bound ‘balancing act’ by which He kept things in check, during these latter years in which 
the proofs for all of His claims were developed and brought to fruition, it is an arrogant, proud, 
puffed up, self-serving, self-centered nation (in His eyes) fit only for destruction (“proofs” are 
the way-markers and signs of our times by which men may look, validate and verify the 
credibility of His Word).  With preachers on every corner, crawling from under every stump, 
there is no cry for this Babylon the Great to return; no concern that she should repent, so as to be 
saved—only a warning to whatever saints may be within her (or affiliated with her from without) 
to the effect that her plight will be theirs, should they not take stock of themselves (in light of His 
Word the Bible) and therewith, distinguish themselves, separating completely from all her ideals 
and ideologies, her wrong theological and spiritual persuasion.  

Tough to imagine, is it not?  Hard to envision that so brutal an end awaits the greatest nation 
ever, yet history shows and not a day goes by that we are not reminded that the same cravings 
and yearnings that drove the often savage wars of antiquity (in a world where God is neither W
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is yours, is mine”; “I don’t like you, for whatever the reason”; “you are in my way now, but as 
soon as I am able, no matter the cost, I will attack and either reduce you to servitude under me, 
or I will destroy you”.  Soon, God will pull back his Hand, at which point America’s adversaries 
will give cruel vent to years of pent-up frustration and relentless anger as they unleash a 
crippling HEMP strike, followed up by a burning inflicted by an all-out nuclear attack that will 
insure the Americas, in ashes—to the Supreme satisfaction and delight of all of Heaven—will 
never rise again.

From Fiction to Fact!

Although it was spun like fantasy and for two thousand years resembled an intellectual syndrome 
symptomatic of an over-clocked mind's eye, carrying a weight no greater than that of an 
imaginary tale, The Revelation of Jesus Christ is not the stuff of science fiction.  As it joins ranks 
with all end-times Bible prophecy—from both the Old and New Testaments, predating either 
practical science or its nemesis in fiction by up to 2500 years—it’s 18th chapter relates a God-
devised, God-sanctioned threat that is very much real; the extreme danger of a HEMP lay-
down/HPM-strike to this country equally as much imminent.  Since the opening of Pandora’s 
Box and the dropping of the first fruits thereof, the world’s only remaining super-power in 
Babylon the Great (not Babylon, Iraq

mentality, it can most assuredly be done.

!) has been strong (yes!), yet, no less naked to its core—by 
no means, impregnable (consider 9/11, per the “Trojan Horse Affair…”).  By expose’ of its 
well-formed, now vulnerable, tender Achilles heel, the greatest of them all is—at this very 
moment, having been for the past 25 years plus—very much susceptible to being brought down, 
and, she will be brought down hard, in the biblically mandated span of only one hour.  She will 
collapse, drenched, as if showered in blood brought by “rains dropped, but, straight out of hell 
itself”!  In this way, God will see to it personally that these United States of America, will 
forever cease to be.  

Herein then, for the inquiring mind, lies the best explanation as to why she cannot be found on 
either side of the spectrum during the relentless, overwhelming Russian orchestrated and led 
European/Muslim assault upon Israel according to the prophet Ezekiel (chap.s 38 & 39; detailed 
in the book “Prelude to the Apocalypse…”, also by this author).  It also explains why following 
the third global war in the opening chapters of the Revelation (chap. 6).  The Melting Pot of the 
World will not exist, as, Babylon the Great (#2) will have been reduced to rubble and ashes, on 
its way down to the ever-lasting Lake of Fire (Rev. 20:11-15), by way of a millennial hell (Luke 
16:23-31; Rev. 20:5, 6b).  

But, wait!  All of this begs the sixty-four thousand dollar question:  How?  As the world’s only 
remaining super-power, having no peer, Babylon the Great should be virtually impregnable, 
should she not?  Having surveyed the mechanics of her destruction, what are we missing?  How 
would you slip the mechanism of death over the borders her periphery and into her gates, 
undetected?  How do you get around or suppress her strength to overcome what should be 
formidable obstacles under girding her “homeland security”, so as to humble one such as she, in 
only one hour?  The answer may be shocking, but, with a Fifth Column/Trojan HorseW
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Trojan Horse
The Enemy Mans Our Gates

Introduction

Thus far, we have discussed the content of, and established, if you will, the substance of 
Revelation chapter 18.   We know who
Babylon the Great is and we know equally 
the mechanism by means of which she 
could effortlessly be eliminated for the 
pages of history, in one hour, just as God 
has prescribed.  The question that haunts us 
now is “implementation”, or the “how”.  
How do you, the enemy, transcend what 
should be the world premiere in 
fortification systems and manpower, to get 
under the skin of so colossal a foe?  One 
cannot be too overly dogmatic, of course, 
but, in light of God’s plans for the end-
times, 

1) the greed-driven need for war; and, 
2) the callous, cold-bloodied hearts 

associated with both 
 the collapse of the Trade 

Center Towers (and the 
thousands of murders that 
go with it) and with, 

 the ultimate controllers of 
our national defenses,

3) the summer 2006 declaration “war 
is good for the economy”

all seem, somehow, go together like hand 
in glove—making for some real and 
credible possibility, in terms of how God’s 
will could or will be done.

As early as 1983, the Russian’s had 
satellite capabilities which permitted them 
to detect when and where launches of 
ICBMs took place, when such launches 
posed a threat to them.  No doubt, the US 

and other industrialized nations had this same capacity.  Without question, this potential exists 

The Perfect Crime
Pre-meditated, carefully orchestrated and exquisitely 
choreographed (perhaps), September 11, 2001 was the year 
of the “perfect crime”—a high level, high profiled, highly 
visible mass murder, based upon a masterfully crafted, 
planned screw-up!  Deliberated in utmost secrecy, carried 
out in broad daylight, before the eyes of an entire, watching 
world, and although much, much smaller in scope, it 
surpassed Hitler, Rwanda, and Melochevik, if for no other 
reason than that it was a brazen act that occurred, in the one 
place on earth it should never have, and under 
circumstances that should never have permitted it!  Worse 
still, this crime cannot but be a precursor to a worse, more 
hellish day, yet to come—this time not for a few thousand, as 
rather it will entail the blood of the better part of 300 million 
souls (and, as if that’s not bad enough, from here God’s end-
times saga only gets worse!).

With the insurance money paid out as our model, how much 
is the gore of the American soul worth on the open market of 
the world, to one who can bring the entire nation beyond its 
knees, to its deathbed?  In May of 2007, Larry Silverstein
was awarded $4.68 billion in blood-money, on an initial 
investment of only $15 million, in the WTC (he is said to 
have worked diligently to restructure his insurance policy so 
that his new properties were “terrorist” protected, following 
acquisition of his stake only a few months earlier in the 
spring of 2001!  In addition, Mr. Silverstein is said to have 
confessed to ordering the destruction of WTC 7.)!  Why(!)?   

According to another source (Wikipedia) the World Trade 
Center project was originally proposed in 1943 and to be 
built in NYC.  It was David Rockefeller who suggested 
building, by the Port Authority, in lower Manhattan, “to 
stimulate urban renewal”.

A 1998 move by the Port Authority to generate revenue for 
other port projects by privatizing the WTC was finalized 
when it’s objective to lease “…the buildings to a private 
management company” was met.  The lease was awarded at 
that time to Silverstein Properties, for $3.22 billion, in July 
2001—a $3.25 billion bid by Varnado Realty Trust having 
been withdrawn.W
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today in both camps. That being true, it is no doubt a lot more sensitive, much more sophisticated 
and a lot more accurate, which must then—in light of the previous discussion—begs the 
question:  how on earth could one ever expect to get as many ICBMs as would be needed to 
completely hobble a country the size of the US off the ground and into that country’s lap, 
without ever being detected?  Is that rational, with so much military might and sophistication at 
our disposal(!)?  Even a monster straight out of the flames of Hades would be forced to think 

twice in the face of (what should be) such formidable opposition, right, before tackling and 
hoping to overcome some of the most advanced security systems in the world?

Unlike as appears to have been the case of Paul Revere’s ride—where the people and their 
leadership rallied in response to the cry, “the redcoats are coming!  The redcoats are coming”—
Pearl Harbor, Katrina and New Orleans, LA with the Gulf Coast cities, the 2004 tsunami of 
South Asia (that span nearly 3000 miles, claiming over 250,000 lives) and, 9/11 (in contrast to 
Paul Revere) all now look like sister evils in catastrophe tied together at the hips by at least one 
thing:  A common thread of “warnings, information and foreknowledge”—from qualified 
sources, tasked with that specific responsibility—that went unheeded, for one reason or the other 
(none good; no one budged, in the days leading up to these disasters, in spite of clear warnings!).   
Thus, we might rightly conclude that our warning systems and mechanisms may indeed be top 
notch, but, in the end, ultimately, they can only be as reliable as the people employed to manage 
and man them.  Which then begs the question:  How much can God-less, top leadership be 
trusted to look beyond their own interests, to the well-being and the safety of all Americans, who 
are equally, God-less and non-God-fearing?  The evidence (the disturbing evidence, one might 
add) reveals most graphically, that if and where they do not have our best interests at heart, those 
otherwise top-flight early warning systems are at best completely useless (Thus far, we have 
seen, hence, we know that there is every reason in the world—on both religious and secular 
fronts; primarily as these pertain to white America, alone—why God would and does now wish
to see the United States of American and its people completely destroyed.).  Therefore, it seems 
to this author that perhaps the best indicators and pointers (as to how a God-mandated and 
inspired initiative, might be implemented by operatives hostile to U. S. concerns) may be 
the events surrounding and leading into the collapse of the three World Trade Center 
buildings—events that involve chiefly 

 the Twin Towers and their contractors (and/or the owners—namely, the NY Port 
Authority, a government facility), 

 the Japanese manufacturers of the beams used to form the infrastructure of the WTC
 the Oval Office (most notably, the Vice President) and 
 NORAD.

Yesterday (05/08/09; 7 years plus after 9/11), on a hunch, one went to the web in order to dig up 
information on NORAD.  One did not know where it was located.  Yes, yes you say, but how 
can a country the size and strength of the US with its ultra-modern, refined, computerized, early 
warning systems, be brought to its knees, per the biblical mandate of one hour, without ample 
opportunity to defend itself(!)?  Patience, patience!

The information encountered on the web over the following three or four days was both W
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Considering where George Bush Jr.s holy invocation (God bless America!) and his righteous 
indignation took us (he blamed everything on radical Islam, and voiced a determination to make 
them pay), some scheming soul must have found the solution in the World Trade Towers—
perhaps, even, well in advance of 9/11.  

Roots Of Disaster:  9/11—Made In Japan?
By virtue of the fact that NYC and that whole eastern seaboard sit on the edge of the Atlantic
Ocean, the air is saturated with salty water vapor.  Not much of a problem, perhaps, in the course 
of everyday living, but, it presents major challenges and headaches for engineers in the building 
construction industry.  Metals of various types can be used in close proximity to each other in the 
fabrication of the substructures of steel framed buildings, and, they often are.   Problems arise, 
however, when those metals are placed into direct contact with each other.  In that salt laden 
environment, if the wrong metals are selected, or, if the right metals are applied incorrectly, an 
electrolytic situation will develop.  In that process, the moist, salty air will stimulate a flow of 
electrons from the metal having the most particles, to the one having the least—similar to the 
way in which batteries, of the most common types, exchange electrons from negative to positive, 
until equilibrium is achieved.  In the wake of this undesirable transfer of electrons, chemical 
composition is upset, causing a chemical imbalance, so that the otherwise toughest of metals 
begin to breakdown, or, to corrode; i.e., they rust, in which case, they weaken.  Herein lies in 
part the crux of matter surrounding, or, leading into, 9/11.

The Twin Towers are said to have been built using several different metals to form its critical 
infrastructure.  .  However, somewhere along the line, apparently early in the construction phase, 
a major blunder was committed that was not detected until it was too late—more or less.  It 
seems that insulation (or, some form of a separator) that could have been, and, should have been 
used to separate key metal components in the infrastructure were either not installed, or, they 
were improperly applied.  Whatever the case, too far in to correct cost effectively (or, for 
whatever the reason), a command decision was made to continue the project and to finish the 
buildings.  It appears that it was at this stage that the plan for 9/11 was hatched, having two 
prongs or phases—a 1993 phase and a 2001 phase.  Consequently, in view of this diabolical 
remedy, a costly structure built with a 400-year life expectancy, would now be uninhabitable, in 
around 40 years—due to electrolysis between the metals, induced by the moist salty air of the 
Atlantic (Note:  As of today, 08/20/2013, new research has revealed that the beams were actually 
forged and assembled by a manufacturer in Japan.  Seems they had the only facilities capable of 
handling the requirements of fabrication.  Thus, it is here that rests the source of the problem, or, 
the blunder—or, so it seems.  Once discovered, it could not be remedied on the jobsite!)!     

Groundbreaking having begun in about 1966, I World Trade Center and II World Trade Center 
Twin Towers were officially open for business in 1972 and 1973, respectively, which means 
then, that right about now, the buildings would have to be vacated and/or torn down—at 
incredible expense!  When ever the discovery of the unfortunate mishap, planners had roughly 
20 to 25 years to invent an incident that would get the primary investors and contractors off the 
hook, and/or work out the details of a horrific occurrence that would mandate and breed a 
9/11/2001-styled event.  The initial and sole investor was the NY Port Authority, a government 
agency, inspired by David Rockefeller to build the Towers in LowW
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dollars (Rockefeller was chairman and CEO of Chase Manhattan Bank and is the grandson of oil 
tycoon and founder of Standard Oil, John Davison Rockefeller.  He received his Ph. D from the 
University of Chicago, in 1940, after which he served an internship for 18 mon.s as secretary to 
Mayor Fiorella La Guardia).  Thus, the taxpayer funded Port Authority was and remains the sole 
owner, in spite of a reversal of fiscal fortunes when it leased the Trade Center Buildings to 
Larry Silverstein and his group following the 02/1993 incident—ostensibly to generate cash 
income, with which the Port Authority could fund other  projects. 

Angel of Death:  The Cheney Factor
It seems the incidents that brought down four commercial airplanes, the World Trade Towers
and that hit the Pentagon, fomenting the murders of approximately 3,000 people total, may not 
have been an entirely foreign initiative at all.  That said, the American CIA is purported to be 
notorious for its involvement in creating the conditions for wars.   Several things now stand out, 
surrounding the downing of the two Towers (all this per online reports on metacafe.com, and on 
YouTube by one Alex Jones): 

 1) former Pres. George W. Bush lied about his or former administrations not having 
foreknowledge of the possibility of such an attack; per the AP, at a function after 9/11, 
Homeland Security officials are said to have boasted of having “foresight” as “we were 
running drills that very morning!” 

 2) NORAD—North American Aerospace Defense Command—founded in 1957—had 
conducted simulated exercises as early as two years in advance, according to USA 
Today, while warnings of the potential for such attacks on both the Trade Center and the 
Pentagon go back as far as 1995; the late Peter Jennings cited and confirmed the USA 
Today report in his evening news broadcast; in fact, on April 19, 2004, USA Today
reported that weeks before 9/11, NORAD ran exercises that were “eerily like 9/11”, that 
included targets like the WTC and the Pentagon, 

 3) no sitting president or vice president in the then 46 year history of NORAD had ever 
executed direct control over that branch of the military (Defense Sec.  Donald Rumsfeld
was the official top-dog over the military, under the vice-president.  All the NORAD 
generals answered to him.  That should have left them in charge and free to do their jobs.  
Instead, Rumsfeld had been officially ordered to surrender his responsibility by, and to 
then vice-president Dick Cheney, effective June 01, 2001.   Cheney then proceeded to 
relieve the NORAD generals of any prior orders they had, to act independent of his 
authority, in the event of a threat—perceived or otherwise; from that point, with Cheney 
in charge, the country was basically, if only temporarily, defenseless; no official 
justification or reason appears to have been given to explain the “need” for the take-over, 
although Mr. Jones has a copy of the memorandum relieving Rumsfeld and the 
generals of their commands; 30 hours of audio released by NORAD showed that all the 
ADC’s training and preparation was rendered useless and completely ineffective, as utter 
“chaos and confusion” reigned on the morning of 9/11.  The audio was given to journalist 
Michael Bronner who published his findings in Vanity Fair magazine, per a Hannedy 
and Combs interview. The audio showed that the airline pilots radioed the control 
towers

!  Adding to the 

; they contacted the “FAA”, which was clueless as to where the hijacked planes 
were—the hijackers had turned off the planes’ transponders, so that the planes could not 
be tracked—thus NORAD had no idea as to where to send its fightersW
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mayhem, NORAD Early Warning System tracking radar lining the periphery of the 
country were subject to an antiquated set of ideological assumptions which proposed and
therefore assumed that any threat posed to the United States of America would always 
originate and, for this reason, come from the other side of its borders.  Thus, all those 
radar, which could have been used to pinpoint the locations of all of the high-jacked 
airliners, were positioned so as to face away from the mainland interior—making them 
totally useless in the event of threats like that of 9/11!  Note of Encouragement:  In the 
wake of that unfortunate day of infamy, a strategic re-orientation of certain elements of 
that system is said to have been implemented.  At least something good came out of this!  
In so many words, now that he, the horse, has demonstrated soundly and roundly that he 
can simply walk right out, whenever he wants, some brilliant souls have decided that 
perhaps now we should close the barn door!), 

 4) up to eight AF bases in the area could have easily dispatched fighters to intercept the 
airliners that hit the Towers and the Pentagon.  They were all under “stand-down” orders, 
due to several exercises being conducted by the CIA, in that same area, during those 
same hours—per the Associated Press, 08/2002.  Those exercises were simulations of 
the exact incident that took place, on 9/11 (in so many words, the CIA’s mock attacks
appear to have been a cover for the “real-thing”, so that when the moment of truth 
arrived, no one would respond!)!  Apparently, potentially incriminating evidence that 
could have come to light surrounding the incident was destroyed when senior FAA 
officials ordered the destruction of air traffic controller taped recordings.  That act was in 
direct violation of federal law (evidently, no heads have rolled; one guesses none will 
roll!).  Most of the area fighters were deployed TDY to Canada for some sort of joint 
exercise being conducted there, while the ones remaining were sent on maneuvers out 
over the Atlantic as part of a mock exercise that kept them away from the point of the 
impacts and confused as to what was really happening.  Any plane scrambled, remained 
under Cheney’s stand-down restriction, until it was too late (which he steadfastly refused 
to rescind, with respect to the plane that hit the Pentagon; its direction, location and 
speed were known well in advance, per regular updates directly to Dick Cheney—
according to a firsthand account from Norman Mineta.  He was Transportation 
Secretary. He testified before Lee Hamilton, Vice-Chairman of the National 
Commission on the September 11 Attacks; planes were eventually airborne from Langely 
and Otis AFBs, per Mr. Mineta.  A shoot-
down order had been authorized by the 
President, but never implemented.  This 
account based upon actual video footage 
of the hearing linked to YouTube from 
metacafe.com.)!  

 5) Explosions! Explosions!  Everyone 
interviewed—survivors, bystanders in the 
area both during and after the initial 
moments of each crash, first responders 
(firefighters and policemen) report hearing 
secondary explosions, sometimes a series 
in rapid succession, every 20 minutes for 
up to an hour after the first plane struck the Towers.  These explosive noises are said to 

The Towers’ Infrastructure
According to several sources, there were 59 vertical 
support beams around the perimeters of all four 
walls, at each of the Twin Towers, plus 1 column at 
each corner bevel, for a total of 240 columns 
bearing up to 50% of the Tower weights—all of 
these plus 47 massive core columns, positioned so 
as to handle 30% and 20% of the remaining 
weight—would have had to have been cut exactly 
the same way, at precisely the same time.  The 
design of the Tower skeletons allowed them to hold 
and withstand many times the weight of the Towers.  
Much information about the internal design of the 
Towers is closely guarded, and, hard to come by.W
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have been heard all the way down, at ground level, many floors below the burning 
airplanes.  Some say that the evidence, upon close examination of girders near the 
ground, show disturbing signs:  cutting patterns and molten metal, typical of the use of 
high explosive charges designed and configured so as to quickly generate super high 
temperatures, thereby literally softening and melting, then cutting through massive steel 
beams like a hot knife through soft butter, in order to bring down super heavy, steel 
structures of that nature.  The engineers who built those Towers constructed them so as to 
withstand the impact of a Boeing 707.  That airliner is bigger and heavier than either of 
the two planes that slammed into the two Trade Center structures (one at this point can 
only surmise that by this the architects mean the combined effects of the initial impact, 
any ensuing, consequential explosions, and the extreme temperatures from heat generated 
by the burning of the aircraft’s JP-4 jet fuel; all combined, would not have been enough 
to bring down their handiwork.  This means then, that box-frame steel girders having 
sides up to 5” thick (54”wx22”dx5”t) below the lowest floors, close to the ground, did 
not give way due to a loss of strength, owing to the steel’s loss of its temper, as has been 
alleged!  If the girders, which tapered to a thickness of only about 2” for the topmost 
floors, lasted for almost one hour, those near the bottom should have lasted not less than 
two to three times longer, being twice as thick and subjected to no direct flames or heat!
Video footage from various angles shows that the collapse of all three WTC buildings 
was classic, “textbook” “controlled” demolition work; exquisitely timed, expertly 
executed, so that all fell, completely demolished—within 10 to 12 seconds—from a 
distance of almost one quarter of a mile above the ground, for the two tallest towers.  It 
would take a brick about that amount of time to fall to the ground from the top of either 
of the Twin Towers.  Each fell toward the center, within the confines of its own footprint, 
as it should have.).  The manner in which the Towers fell, each in exactly the same way, 
is also said to be very, very suspicious.  Each of the almost 300 vertical support beams 
effectively crumbled into short sections, while concrete was pulverized into dust.  
Sections of steel beams that came out, striking and severely damaging other facilities in 
the area, is more consistent with objects being blown out by an explosion, than with a 
simple collapse (it should be noted that, all fires burned more to one side of the buildings 
than they did to the others, meaning that jet fuel—which could not burn hot enough to 
melt steel anyway—was by no means evenly distributed.  Thus, much steel, even in the 
Towers, was essentially, comparatively cold—so that any fall should have been in the 
direction toward the side where the flames were hottest; the portions above the flames 
should have fallen first—long before much cooler steel blow and well away from the 
intense heat, where people were seen standing and from which some jumped to their 
deaths.).  Each fell like a well-orchestrated demolition job, that would have required 
months of planning and setting up

have given way at all, much less fall in exactly the same manner as the Twin Towers, at 

 to facilitate (the suggestion here is that, after the first 
WTC attack in February 26, 1993, some years earlier, planners must have gone right to 
work setting up for 9/11.  In fact, that failed attempt to blow I Tower over in hopes it 
would fall onto II Tower, killing 10s of thousands of the nearly 50,000 workers and 
roughly 200,000 visitors, may well have been a psychological smoke screen to draw 
attention away from the prospect of a then impending 9/11/2001.  That is entirely 
plausible, given that with only collateral damage and a few relatively small fires, there is 
positively no way that, or, one good reason why the entire substructure of WTC 7 should W
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exactly the same rate, all around the building (when probably 95% or better of its steel 
could not have been more cold if it had been sitting in Antarctica for 6 months!)! Online 
video show Larry Silverstein confessing to giving the order to “pull”, industry jargon 
meaning that the building was to be demolished by explosives—meaning, furthermore, 
that it was well known and understood that the explosives were already in place and 
ready for use; hence, no one expected or had reason to expect that the building would 
ever fall on its own, due to heat!  Who would have ever been the wiser?  Who would 
have ever guessed that for defense, day in and day out, week after week, month by 
month, we awake to the hoof beat and the danger of known Trojan Horses within our 
camp, nurtured and ridden by enemies who front in the ranks of leadership (our
leadership!)—drawing paychecks and pensions at tax-payer expense, while 
simultaneously, they hatch diabolical schemes, set them in place and lay plans for the 
eventual demise of the US of A, before our very eyes?).  If they could pull this off, they’d 
kill two birds, with one stone:  

1. destroy and cover the evidence of a major embarrassing and costly blunder,
liberating the Port Authority, and, building contractor(s) from liability and 
scrutiny

2. develop a pretext for war by blaming Muslim terrorists, who because of their own 
foolishness and blindness, not only made finding a “scapegoat” easy, but, were 
doubtless duped unwittingly into roles they were more than eager to play anyway

 6) Supposedly, security company Securacom, was headed by family cousin and CEO 
Wirt D. Walker from 1999-2000; younger brother (to the latter of the “Bush” 
Presidents) Marvin P. Bush being one of the company’s directors, worked from 1996-
2000 (Wikipedia says, 1993-2000) installing what was supposed to have been a new 
“security system” at the WTC—per metacafe.com video!  Very interesting!  The 
suggestion here is quite clear, is it not?  For a period of 4 years, the Bushes were involved 
in a company that oversaw the installation of a new system that could easily have been 
the pretext for the laying of the explosives that brought the buildings down.  So what, you 
say?  Why is that significant?  

 Interestingly, www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YaFGSErKU indicates that, while fires 
from the two airline crashes burned at several thousand degrees roughly ¼ mile above the 
ground, temperatures raged equally as high underground

…”, one ranking firefighter 

, .25 miles below those airline 
fires. The fires were so hot (or, the heat was so intense, insofar as, the initial cause may 
not have been “fire”), that after the underground area was reached, when all the other 
debris from the collapses had been removed (including the airplane wreckages, etc.), the 
steel-toed boots of workers would melt “within a few hours” due to the intense heat, 
believed to have been caused by the implementation of something called, thermite or 
superthermite.  6” thick steel beams were found perfectly bent, “like a pretzel”, which 
would have required tremendous force, and, heat. Eye witnesses spoke of molten steel 
running down the columns, at the bases, and, smoldering materials bursting into hot 
flames when uncovered and exposed to the air.  Temperatures were so hot that both 
concrete and steel were melted and fused to gather into massive balls.  This, they say, 
was true up to six weeks after 9/11!  Worse still, temperatures got “hotter and hotter”, the 
deeper they dug, the more debris they removed.  They spoke of “…underground fires, 
were like the fires of hell…”; “…it looked like, aaah, an oven, ya know, it was just, uh, 
roaring inside, ya know just aah, bright, bright orange colorW
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said, describing the molten materials he saw firsthand, as he gave instructions to another 
subordinate not to hit it with water because of the danger of blinding steam.  At one 
point, temperatures were measured as high as 2800 degrees F!  According to Ken 
Holden, NY Dept. of Design & Construction-Director, “Underground, it was still so hot 
that molten metal dripped down the sides of a wall (?) from Building Six” (building 6 
was not hit by any airplane!  So, whoever set this up was out to destroy everything 
“WTC”, and, they didn’t care how many people they injured or killed in the process!).  
Former Mayor Juliani acknowledged having been informed of “fires of 2000 degrees, 
below the ground…”   (According to www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUS9vRCc2Xc

”, will provoke the attack that will lead to the inevitable downfall of these United States 

, it 
was Juliani who authorized shipping debris off to overseas destinations, before it could be 
thoroughly investigated and tested…“…essentially, they blocked off the crime scene, and 
destroyed all the evidence”!  The video also cites Fire Engineering Magazine as stating 
that, “…not steel building has ever been destroyed by fire…the World Trade Center 
investigation was ‘a half-baked farce’”.). Another official enthused over a worker who 
found a “cross, is fully extended, melted together with the intense heat…” perfectly 
formed from two beams “that were initially never part of the same structure…the piece of 
metal that was draped over, was molten metal that had literally fallen over one of the 
arms…” Question is, why?  Something caused all of that heat and molten metal, and, 
everyone appears to agree, it was not burning JP-4, which will not generate enough heat 
to melt that kind of metal.  No doubt the temperatures it produced helped to weaken the 
structure of the buildings, but, who put that “something” there and when?  It appears to 
have been found at all the buildings.  Why?

The Fifth Column

“We can beat anybody, on the battlefield,” one American general gloated publicly, during the 
summer of 2006, or so. By most accounts and measures, in all out war, not likely too many 
informed souls would argue with that assertion.  Yet, on the battlefield, or, not, beaten she must 
and will be.  The means having been established in the previous discussion, the prevailing 
question only looms larger:  How?  Regardless of strength and heedless of might, on the 
battlefield and off, the creative and clever among U. S. enemies have been devising simple but 
highly effective and deadly means of exploiting wholes and kinks in her armor.  9/11 being 
perhaps a prime example, the solution becomes quite simple, does it not?  Recall again the
Trojan Horse from Greek mythology.  Fabled though it was thousands of years ago, might it not 
be a tale worth revisiting, in these dangerous, last times?

“War is Good For The Economy!”

On September 11, 2001, forces led by a blond haired and blue-eyed monster breached America’s 
security posture, completely shutting it down and bypassing it, at a critical and most dangerous 
time in the history of the United States of America, and of the world (the black-haired, jibberish-
speaking Arab is merely an otherwise inconsequential tool; a convenient means to an end, a 
scapegoat, at his complete disposal).  Corporate big-wigs who run the country’s government and 
defense industries, who live, breathe and who thrive on the notion that “war is good for the 
economy
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of America.  It might be argued, quite rightly, that 02/26/1993 was a precursor to 9/11/2001, 
which was without a doubt a blood-soaked ‘dry’ run, precursory to much bigger, more far-
reaching, even bloodier, “things to come”.  It provided valuable, first hand “battlefield” 
reconnaissance and thus the assurance that, not only does the enemy have control, he has the 
“high ground” from which he can dictate and take complete control of U. S. defense systems and 
forces, anytime he wants, on his terms.

The WTC incident did not happen in 
some remote area, at night, when and 
where visibility might have been obscure 
at best.  It occurred in broad daylight, in 
the front yard of the heartbeat of this 
nation’s government and defense 
systems, right under the noses of the 
nation’s top officials entrusted with the 
over-sight of either.  It occurred not just 
following months of preparation for a 
national crisis, but in the midst of an 
exercise to prevent one, while the wrong 
man was in charge of the country’s 
chief defense mechanism! 

“…The Enemy Is Us!”

Whatever our well-founded misgivings with him, the old, now deceased white southern racist 
preacher, the late Garner Ted Armstrong (who didn’t believe that black people could be 
saved!) was right:  Where the establishment, white Americans in general, white leadership in 
particular, are concerned, in light of the foregoing, might it not easily be said, then, “we have 
engaged the enemy, and the enemy is us”?  Hostile, anti-
American forces without the gates will not have to find 
a way to overcome America’s defenses.  The fate of this 
entire nation is ultimately in the hands of a few white, 
“native sons”:  ravenous, well-positioned, well-financed, 
hell-spun Caucasian oil and weapons barons (among 
others, including bankers)—a veritable, formidable, 
war-mongering Fifth Column—who, in order to 
increase their stake in or to hold on to such as they have 
in the global economy, during the impending meltdown 
and doom of the United States, will simply open the 
flood gates—dropping or dismantling all defense 
systems—so as to let the enemy rush in, at will.  Put 
another way, it cannot be but that their intent is to be in 
full charge (no question about it!), firmly at the helm 
going into and during the evitable worldwide, economic 
collapse that will invariably rearrange the global fiscal 

War:  It’s Good For The Economy!

While online, one decided to research that expression “war is 
good for the economy”.  The hope was to find some lead that 
would be a throwback to the one person, a political pundit, 
known to have made that statement, several years ago.  One 
found with measurable alarm that, such thinking is not 
isolated, as rather, it is ‘common’ and ‘commonly accepted’ 
knowledge throughout the political and industrial arenas of 
even a nation like America!  Whatever else it demonstrated, 
the ‘cold war’ years showed that where there is no fighting 
amongst the nations, massive defense industries geared only 
for war have to either find new applications for their talents 
and technologies, or, shut down altogether—meaning, of 
course, a loss of jobs, loss of an essential edge or foundational 
ingredient for strong national defense in a world that will 
never know peace left to its own devices, and, needless to say, 
loss of huge government-funded fortunes, based upon the 
never-ending shedding of blood.

The Fifth Column
These people and operatives know the white 
American mindset.  They live it.  They know 
that the egotistical American white man 
would be so self-absorbed, his bigoted 
thinking so jaded that, given the 
psychological impact and ramifications of 
9/11 in terms of what, how and how much 
information was released and fed to the 
media and to the public, he would never be 
able to reason his way out of any corner into 
which he had been painted; he would never 
figure out what just hit him.  In addition, he 
would never guess and therefore rationalize, 
or even face the horror of the prospect that 
one of his own was trying to kill him!  His, 
racist delusions of superiority to other races 
makes him a easy target subject to ready 
exploitation, ripened for a relentless 
slaughter, by men and women who look like 
he does!
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landscape—decidedly weeding the U. S. A. out of the mix, while leaving them in positions of 
power and influence.  That bears repeating:  The ultimate hand being that of Almighty God, the 
better part of 300 million plus Americas will die by consequence of the pre-planned actions of an 
enemy native to American shores, homegrown, already situated and well positioned, within our 
borders—primarily being white, Anglo-Saxon/Celtic/Gothic, etc.  To assist their cause by 
diverting attention away from the fact of their sinister involvement in US affairs, they have 
cleverly allowed for the election of the nation’s first African-American to the White House’s 
Oval Office, who had no money with which to join their elite club at the outset (and, practically 
nothing else to offer, that they couldn’t have done without, one might add!), and, who ultimately 
has little real clout in the establishment in which he is now paid to officiate (he, Obama, diverts 
attention, in that he takes the heat and draws all the blame for prevailing problems they both 
cause on the one hand, and, thus, they had no intention of solving in the first place.).  He is 
ultimately not much better than a figurehead who relieves the pressure of scrutiny so as to allow 
for the birthing, unabated, of the crucial next step.  If they decide collectively not to listen to him, 
the way they trumpeted their dismal of the suggestions of Gen. Powell (as secretary of state), 
there is nothing he can do about it.  Should he ever prove to have acquired too much leverage to 
control, the cost of blood can never be too great a price pay for bleaching out yet another pesky 
encumbrance (Remember Lincoln, the Kennedy’s, and King?  They wanted U. S. involvement in 
this present ongoing Middle Eastern mess, which they cleverly tied to 9/11, the way Roosevelt 
supposedly craved WWII; having no solution for the nation’s then chaotic economic situation.).  

Still having problems contemplating and wrapping one’s mind around the cruelty, associate with 
the fall of the United States, coming down the turnpike, “as we speak”, spun, and managed—
form the inside out, by her own?  Think again, as you consider the present banking mess, in 
which leadership of failed financial institutions, in wanton disregard for the plight of 300 million 
other Americans, feasted, paid themselves fat bonuses, bought new corporate jets in celebration 
of the fact that they were able to cover their losses with “welfare” money siphoned from the 
pockets of tax payers’, thanks to the stupidity and poor oversight of politicians we elected, but, 
whom they control (these are the same greedy, robber-barons who get themselves elected to 
office, or, who promote politicians who campaign to strip and gut legitimate programs of benefit 
to the needy enrolled in a welfare system for which they created the need, in the first place!)!  
They don’t care about Americans, of any color; regardless of ethnicity, or, national origin!

Thus, whatever the role of the Taliban, Al Qaida or any other terrorist organization in the 
downfall of our precious Babylon the Great, it is the hand hired to man the gates of the nation’s 
crucial security forces and systems that will actually pull the plug on America’s vital lifeline.  
The death of the United States of America will thus be, therefore, largely a matter of Trojan 
Horses and fifth column-led initiatives, more so than the exclusive work of external hostile 
forces.  
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Without question, much more could and perhaps should be said about 9/11 and all of the events 
leading up to it—including blatant cover-ups involving lockouts which barred even inspectors 
from first hand investigation of evidence on site (they were given only select pieces of materials, 
to be examined at off-site locations); threats of arrest for anyone caught near the sites 
photographing; and the swift removal of hundreds of tons of steel (tagged with gps tracking 
devices) to pre-arranged facilities, before being shipped overseas to facilities and buyers in China 
and India for up to $40 per ton less than the $160/ton some American buyers were willing to 
pay—all this, while keeping the public completely in the dark, except for “select” bits and pieces 
of information filtered to the public more to confuse and to mislead, than to enlighten or to 
inform.  Suffice it to say that the preponderance of evidence presented here is more than enough 
to prove that the felling of the Twin Towers and WTC 7 were not the brainchild of Al Qaida, the 
Taliban, Hamas, or any other terrorist group—whatever their involvement.  Rather, the World 
Trade Center and its construction blunders, 9/11, the notion that “war is good for the 
economy”, and our current involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan all represent a dovetailing of 
events and ideological assumptions that, as such, are illustrative of the fact that arrogant, 
cocky, bigoted white America—per the will and foreknowledge of an angry, all-powerful 
God—has for years, been sowing the seeds of its own destruction.  The God-sanctioned, evil 
planters and cold-bloodied, reptilian farmers of those seeds, currently salivating and licking their 
chops in anticipation of a not-too-distant future, harvest, soaked in blood, are their own cold-
hearted predominately white American sons and daughters—not radical Muslims. 

Being an inside job, then, it is therefore not a question of who or whether, as, it is now simply a 
matter of when.  Those seeds of destruction are now beyond ready to blossom.  The time of a 
God-ordained harvest is clearly on the horizon.  All that is needful is the water of a signal from 
the Hand of God.  Today, even as we speak, the perpetrator lurks, basking in the shadows, 
sheltered by (among other things, perhaps) the relative calm afforded by the Obama election (his 
own turmoil, notwithstanding), watching blinded fools in America point fingers of accusation at 
the foolish purveyors of so-called radical Islam.  Furthermore, if one must question further the 
practicality of this reasoning, let it be, “what stroke of ‘genius’ will they implement this time”?  
What exploitable kinks and weaknesses have they built into armor they have fashioned (on 
which we are being conned daily into hanging ‘false’ hopes), contrived according to their
specifications, that can and will be effortlessly implemented from within, as the world’s only 
remaining true super-power topples, under the weigh of its own self-intoxicating stupor, security 
forces fully in tact, but otherwise rendered useless?  

No doubt, we shall see—and, that per the will of God, very soon!  Until then, the inhabitants of 
Babylon the Great—particularly the white races, hypocritical ‘Christian’ and non-Christian alike; 
all hated and despised of the very Soul of the Almighty—are naught if not dead mean walking, 
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